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This thesis centres on one of the most enigmatic 
composers of the twentieth century, Kurt Weill. The 
diversity of styles and genres within his oeuvre reflect 
,the variety of geo-political locations in which he wrote 
his compositions. As a consequence, it is not easy to 
trace a line of development or progression which spans 
his entire career. 
Recent calls for a new Weill Rezeption have 
suggested that a closer look at the "subterranean" 
levels of Weill's music may reveal elements which bind 
the apparent diversity of his works and narrow the 
schism v/hich appears to separate his European career 
from the final years spent in America. 
Thds thesis attempts to discover some sense of 
continuity and progression in Weill's music and to 
identify a common thread which might link the disparate 
genres and styles. Binding elements may well be Weill's 
development of harmonic language and consistent use of 
tonal structures, labelled "tonal architecture" for the 
purposes of this study. In spiteof initial indications 
that Weill's early music was heading in the direction of 
atonality, tonal architecture remained a principal 
. • 
building block of composition throughout his career. 
Schenkerian graphs are used during the course of 
the analyses to illustrate principal tonal areas and 
small-scale harmonic progression withineach of Weill's 
works, of which seven have been selected for detailed 
analysis. These works are not conveniently spaced in 
terms of chronology and, for this reason, additional 
works are presented alongside the main selections. 
Contradicting claims that Weill's music followed no 
system and was composed by intuitive methods only, this 
thesis aims to show that Weill was no mere instinctive 
\composer who pandered to a populist audience, but one 
who wrote in the Germanic tradition using tonality as a 
principal element of organisation within each of his 
works. By observing the consistent features of Weill's 
harmonic language and the common practices V7hich 
characterise his tonal architecture, a line of 
development and progression may have been identified 
v7hich tdruis the apparent disparity of his entire oeuvre. 
r 
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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis aims to put into context Kurt Weill's 
contribution to the growth of tonality within the early 
,decades of the twentieth century and, some would claim, 
to its decay.i It has been suggested that the demise of 
tonality as a principal building block and unifying 
force in musical composition began with the harmonic 
exploration and tonal ambiguity of Wagner‘s Tristan und 
Isolde.^ For many, this watershed in the history of 
Western music heralded, the end of functional harmony and 
tonal organisation as it had existed for the previous 
two and a half centuries. Wagner‘s ceaseless 
modulations, abrupt changes of key and sudden points of 
departure, unresolved suspensions, harsh dissonances and 
ambiguous tonal direction had brought Western music to a 
point of crisis.' This, in turn, led to a colossal range 
of diverse and conflicting opinions on artistic 
expression by the beginning of the twentieth century. 
In addition, several external events which occurred 
during the early decades of this.century were to leave a 
lasting impression on Western music. The rising tide of 
Nationalism produced a host of native composers from 
Russia, across all the European countries and over the 
.. Atlantic.Ocean to the Americas, embracing the artistic 
values of their widely diverse cultures. The Parisian 
iDavid Drew, Kurt Weill： A Handbook, (Berkeley： 
University of Californian Press, 1987) , p. 124. 
2joseph Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary 
Music, (New York： Norton 1979), p. 26. 
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Universal Exposition of 1898^ introduced the completely 
new dimension of Oriental influences, and the rise of 
the Weimar Republic and continued influence of the :/ 
.Hapsburg Empire was to promote an unprecedented 
burgeoning of cultural activity based around the centres 
of Berlin and Vienna respectively. For many, the early 
years of the twentieth century suggested a period 
representing "euphoria of optimism, full of brightest 
hopes for the future."^ 
By the time Kurt Weill came onto the musical scene 
in 1915, at the age of 15 in Dessau near Berlin,5 music 
was being subjected to more experimentation than it had 
experienced in previous centuries. Breathtaking 
achievements in multi-media communication, including 
telecommunication, audio-recording techniques and 
• 等 _ _ 
methods of transportation facilitated •the • rapid 
dissemination of knowledge of nearly all significant 
artistic activity, thus hastening its synthesis and 
development.6 
The time of Kurt Weill's early musical career was 
one of supreme promise and aspiration, but within a few 
years dark storm clouds were appearing. The rise to 
power of the Mazis was to become an ever-present threat . • . 
to Weill and many of his compatriots, bringing harsh 
^Robert P. Morgan, Twentieth-Century Music, (New 
York： Norton, 1991), pp. 42 & 51. 
^Ibid,• p. 11. 
5David Farneth, "Chronology of Weill's Life and 
Works," Kurt Weill：A Guide to His Works. comp. Mario R. 
Mercado, (New York： Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, 
1989), p. 57. 
^Morgan • Twent i^ tlx:_Cpn ty—Jr—y—My^ j： c, p. 11. 
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censorship of their work and forcing the eventual exile 
of many, including Hindemith and Brecht. 
At the same time, the apparent abandonment of 
^ tonality and traditional harmonic conver-:ion by 
Schoenberg and his disciples, as a development from the 
extreme chromaticism of Richard Strauss and Mahler 
forced most composers, including Weill, to question the 
future and relevance of tonality within their own music. 
Many other influences had contributed to the apparent 
decay of tonality, including the experimerital harmony of 
Busoni, Liszt and Reger, and later, Debussy, Stravinsky 
and Hindemith. Added to these undermining features was 
the inclusion of nationalistic elements, particularly in 
the music of Rimsky Korsakov, Mussorgsky, Bartok and 
Smetana who sought to inject into their harmonic 
language and tonal planning sounds that represented 
respectively each composer‘s native country. The "new 
music" of 1910-1930, if only in nominal terms comparable 
to the ars nova spirit of the fourteenth century and the 
1602 nuove musiche movement, implied "an almost total 
rejection of the accepted principles regulating 
tonality, [as well as] rhythm and form."7 
This thesis, then, aims to clarify Weill ‘ s use of 
tonality as a principal building block in his 
compositions, and to show that tonal organisation was a 
ubiquitous technique of compositional construction 
throughout his career. A study of Weill's early music, 
7Donald J. Grout & Claude V. Palisca, A HisJ:prY ._of 
Western Music, 4th Ed., (London： Norton, 1988), pp. 807-
M^. 
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along with that of his contemporaries, does indeed 
suggest a "rejection of traditional tonal functions,“ 
but this does not "necessarily entail a rejection of 
• 
,tonality as an underlying principle.“® 
Seven works by Weill have been chosen for detailed 
analysis. The table below indicates these compositions 
by asterisk and includes the other works which will be 
examined on a smaller scale. 
COMPOSITION COMPLETED? 
•Sonata for Cello & Piano 1918 
•Symphony No. 1； Symphony in One Movement ... 1921 
•Quodlibet, Op. 9 1'切 
•Concerto for Violin & Wind Orch., Op.ll .•.. 1924 
Der Zar lasst sich photographieren 192 7 
The Threepenny Opera 1928 
Happy End 192 9 
Rise & Fall of the City of Mahagonny 1929 
Der Jasager 1930 
•Symphony No. 2 1933 
*Lady in the Dark 1940 
Street Scene 1946 
*Lost in the Stars 1949 
The selection of these works is intended to. give a - .• . • • • •• 
representative sample tracing progression and 
一 development in the harmonic language and tonal . 
structures used throughout Weill's entire career. They 
• , . 
have also been selected on the assumption that internal 
influences were mainly responsible fbr . their generation . 
of ideas, including tonal architecture. These are 
8jim Samson, Mu^c Jn_ Trans.iUpn:_ A StMy of _Tonal 
Expansion and — Atqnali ty,——190.0 ^ 920 • (London ： Dent, 
1 9 7 7 ) , p . 1 4 3 . 
• . 
^Kim H. Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, (Ann Arbor ： 
U.M.I. Research Press, 1979), pp. 444-518. 
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compositions which may not rely on external factors, 
such as operatic libretti or ideas of a programmatic 
nature. Some could be described, in the broadest sense 
,of the word, as abstract compositions, but analysis 
shows that even the purest musical forms, e.g. sonata 
for cello and piano, betray Weill's tendency to include 
theatrical or dramatic gestures within his instrumental 
music. Notwithstanding these "gestic" elements which are 
ever_present in his instrumental music,io Weill's tonal 
architecture appears always to have been constructed as 
though this element alone held each piece together. 
Another reason for this emphasis on the 
instrumental works is that these compositions have 
received relatively little attention in comparison to 
the plethora of books and articles devoted to the study 
of .Weill,s stage works, especially . the Brecht 
collaborations. Two problems emerge from this approach. 
One is that the instrumental works are not conveniently 
spaced in chronology. Most were composed during Weill's 
early period (1915-1923), while the two central works 
span a period of almost one decade. The other quandary 
'- lies in the fact that Weill wrote no instrumental works 
'L. • . 
during his so-called "American period*” Until recently 
the gap between these two apparently diverse careers 
made it seem impossible to "bridge the divide" and study 
his complete oeuvre using a developmental analytical 
iowilliam R. Thornhill, Kurt Weill's "Street Scene," 
(Ann Arbor： U.M.I. R e s e a r c h P r e s s , 1990), pp. 175-177. 
, 6 
approach.ii The approach, therefore, of this thesis has 
been to select the American works which seem to rely 
more on Weill's German practice than the other Broadway-
,type stage works； and also to include one expressionist 
opera from his middle period and four of the Brecht 
collaborations. It is hoped that a more balanced view 
will be achieved in tracing a development in Weill's use 
of tonal architecture and elements of consistency within 
this usage. 
As an analytical tool, the "linear" or "layer" 
a p p r o a c h ^ 2 Q f Heinrich Schenker and his disciple, Felix ^^  . 
Salzer has been utilised. On the premise that all 
Western music from the "common practice" period of the 
tonal systemi3 is governed by the architectonic 
significance of specific chords within the tonal 
system,i4 Schenker distinguishes between "chord grammar“ 
and "chord significance," and "structural chords" and 
"chords of prolongation" to substantiate his view that a 
work should be heard, not as a series of isolated chords 
iiKim H. Kowalke, Preface to A Stranger Here Myself： 
Kurt Weill Studlen, Kim H. Kowalke "& Horst Edler, ed., 
(Hildesheim: Georg 01ms Verlag, 1993), pp. 7-11. 
i2Mark DeVoto, "SchenkerAnalysis," The New Harvard 
• Diqtionary of Music, Don Randel' ed., (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts & London, England： Belknap Press, 1986), 
p. 730. 
i3Ri chard Norton, Tonality in Western Culture： A 
Critical and Historical Perspective, (Pennsy1vani a： 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1984), p. 12. 
14Fe1iX Salzer, Structural Hearing： Tonal Coherence 
in Mus_ic, (New York： Dover, 1982), p. 10. 
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or sections, but as a single organic structure. Salzer 
calls this concept, "structural hearing."^^ 
While not originally intended as such by Schenker,i6 
,this approach is particularly useful in the harmonic and 
tonal analysis of works written during the decades which 
straddle the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Many of 
the sonorities which appear in the music of this period 
are governed by an expanded chromatic tonal system based 
on a combination of chords not directly related to the 
surrounding tonality, abrupt changes of key, and 
innova±ive vertical sonorities generated by horizontal 
strands of linear movement. The theory of "structural 
hearing" applied to the analysis of music from this 
period parenthesises the elaborations and prolongations 
to clarify the basic framework of structural chords, 
thereby revealing similar principles to those used in 
previous centuries. 
Some of the reductions presented in the following 
analyses show small- scale harmonic movement and 
allegiance to one or more tonal areas representing the 
Mittelgrund or "middle ground” within a section. ^^ These 
demonstrate that small- scale sections v^ ithin Weill's 
music rest on fundamental and simple progressions, in 
• • 
spite of the ambiguity generated by his extended 
chromatic harmonic vocabulary. Other graphs represent 
the Hintergrund, or “background, “ or even the most 
^^Ibid'/ pp. 10-31. 
^^ I_bi_d, , Introduction, xvi. 
i7Mark DeVoto, "Schenker Analysis," ^el^—Hj^—i:Y—^4 
Dictionary of Music• p• 731 • 
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"fundamental structure" depicted in graphs outlining the 
Ursatz of a movement or an entire work. These graphs 
endeavour to reveal the Auskomponierung, ^® or "composing-
,out" process, and represent Weill's continued use of 
fundamental structures based on large-scale, yet simple, 
harmonic progressions. 
Challenging claims that "a search for system and 
method [in the music of Kurt Weill] leads to no firm 
conclusion,*"i9 and that "his approach to tonal 
orgnaization [ sic] does not follow a line of 
chronological deve1opment“^ o this thesis aims to shov/ 
that Kurt Weill was no mere "instinctive composer" whose 
"intuitive nature" within his "compositional process was 
not based on a rigorous external system, but a creative 
and imaginative impulse that obeyed only his inner 
‘ ear."2i Instead he was an artist with deep roots in the 
German style of musical organisation who forged his own 
distinctive harmonic style with a strong reliance on the 
principles of tonal architecture. 
• i8David Neumeyer & Susan Tepping, A Guide to 
Schenkerian Analysis, (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1992), 
pp. 1 - 5.. 
i9jonathon W. Gresham, Aspects of Style in Five 
Works for A^nds____by Kurt Weill, (Ann Arbor ： U • M•工. 
Research Press, 1986), p. 8. 
20susan Clydette Harden, The Music for the Stage 
Collaborations of Weill and Brecht, (Ann Arbor： U.M•工. 
Research Press, 1972T, p. l ^ T 
‘ 2iKowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p. 392. 
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SONATA FOR CELLO & PIANO 
This work was written in Dessau over a 
comparatively long period of time, during which 1^ eill 
，was apparently going through a self-critical period of 
"creative ideals and difficulties."i Whatever problems he 
encountered were, according to Drew, resolved after his 
completion of a now lost musical setting of the poem. 
Die Stille Stadt, and Weill was able to complete the 
second and third movements by the summer of 1920. 
It is a significant work in that, along with his 
Strdng Quartet in B Minor, it contains elements of the 
tonal procedures and harmonic vocabulary of his later 
mature style. The most apparent manifestation of his 
approach to harmonic treatment is the abandonment of a 
key signature after the first movement. After this work, 
Weill rarely used key signatures in his European 
compositions.2 
Kowalke discusses Weill's legacy from the 
nineteenth century with regard to tonal and harmonic 
procedures^ and provides us with useful commentary on an 
analytical approach to the harmony of the sonata.^ He 
,.-a_dvises against the use of labels such as "poly-
tonality," and "bi-tonality," and rejects the analytical • • • . 
tool of "pitch-class sets" as too abstract and 
. , 
irrelevant for large-scale tonal considerations. Kowalke 
then suggests use of the terms "double-mode tonality" 
iDrew, A Handbook, p. 121. 
2Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p. 307. 
^Ihid., pp. 274-5 & 299-301. 
f^lbid., pp. 301-4. 
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and "double-tonic sonority.“ These terms, in part, 
account for the "annexation" of related majbr and minor 
keys so that the composer works with 12 chromatic keys 
，rather than 2 4 distinct major and minor keys.^ This would 
help to explain in particular the first movement with 
its ambiguous inclusion of elements of both the major 
key and its relative minor in the harmonic texture, and 
to dispose of the term, added-sixth chord, with all its 
associations.^ 
Kowalke also points to another aspect of Weill's 
harmonic language； that of "fifth-generated sonorities,''7 
— In adopting double-mode tonality as the basis for this 
work, the following sonority of two interlocking 5ths is 
generated. 
EXAMPLE 1.1.1 
^ ^ f a 
eAa 5-Bb 
In this context, many of the sonorities within the work 
derive frdm ‘ 5ths rather than 3rds. The harmonic 
language, then, becomes "non-triadic,” but entirely 
diatonic and based on 5ths sometimes inverted td become 
4ths.8 
In this respect Weill's Sonata is imbued with the 
^Ibld., p.302. (quoting Robert Bailey) 
6jMd. , P. 302. 
7JMd- / P- 304. 
8Ji>id. , p. 305. 
. 11 
characteristics of early twentieth century music. Yet 
already Weill is developing the idiosyncratic trademarks 
of his inimitable stylewith its biting satirical irony 
^ and humour and slightly decadent feel.^ This charming 
work, however, reveals more of the young Weill's ability 
to steep himself in the lyrical and elegiac mood of the 
cello and piano medium, particularly in the first and 
second movement. It is not until the finale that the 
full bite of Weill's irony is unleashed with its 
dissonant punctuating chords and angular melodic lines, 
but even this is eventually negated by the sense of 
repose and transfiguration of the conclusion. 
The overall tonal layout of the Cello Sonata 
reveals a descent from the key of B^ to a resolution on E 
major. 
EXAMPLE 1.1.2 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
fi=^t=t= = = f l 
m ^ d o = = ^ *j 
In musical terms, this outline of a tritone, or the two 
most diametrically opposed tones in melodic and harmonic 
relationships, represents a sense of the final tonality 
being pushed as far away as possible from the departure 
place. In a programmatic context we could expectthis to 
represent "metamorphosis" and/or "transfiguration,” but 
since we must confine ourselves to purely abstract 
considerations in the case of this sonata, we should be 
^Ihid,, p. 306. 
12 
content vrLth Weill's striking statement in a musical 
context. 
Binding the texture and creating some sense of 
tonal stability are the numerous extended pedal points 
t 
in the first movement alone； sometimes apparent, 
sometimes hidden.io 
EXAMPLE 1.2.1 (I:bb.25-30 & 111-113) 
r .. ,^~~"f _^_ ’ j ,^^t • ,••••- _Z^ 7^Zl ^- ;^^ ^^^ ifczfcI^:3-'^^ ~I 
¥^==^ \ ， ~r~t~~g^  •‘ * I t •」，^ :^;^ ^^ ^^ ^^ -^^ ^^ ^^ s^ =^?^ ^^ ^^ ?^ g^^ :s^ ^^ 3 
•f mc^poco.poeo 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ Y 7 i g ^ l ~ ^ Y ^ j i 5 i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1 P ~~' ^ ^ 9tfsthrrhythmisch p^ , , <TT^ 
i ^ r f ^ t i "，作 ^ 0 : j ^ ! ^ P U i n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
z^~~^^Z-_- • ».7f ^^^""^^^^. y * P^ 
Jj^^^- —~r~- • * f -^ ！ I -——y-^ -^f-^,E:LSSl=:r^^^^^-' “ i ~1 i 
r~ "^  ‘ j ‘ 
V ~ — •/ 二 
(^^ ~d- '• *ii-3 j- "3*¾]- 二 ijr~-〕％r.-�j- :�•：丨 
r ‘ ^-——-r ^ .^^  .- I 
) " � = = ^ = ~ " 尸 �J —！ jO:,, , ，。 rr:z^=^^E^^ZE~~ ；-__i ^ 70 J —— I — __i 4 
" ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ * ” ^ ~ ^ J 
A particularly persistent inverted pedai on C in 
the third movement (bars 179-201) provides an aural 
lyfich-pin while the slow moving and sliding harmonies 
progress, but, as Kowalke points out, the destination of 
C is "perceived as such only in retrospect."^^ 
There are numerous instances of repetitive 
figurations to provide tonal stability,, some not with 
quite the persistence of an ostinato, but nevertheless 
1 0工：1-1 1 , 2 0 - 2 4 , 9 0 - 9 3 , 9 4 - 9 9 , 1 0 3 - 1 0 5 , 1 0 6 - 1 1 0 , 
110-112, 159-161, 169-173, & 174-188 
iiKowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p. 312. 
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apparent.i2 A fully-fledged ostinato appears at the end 
of the second movement. Originating from a melcdic 
gesture in the cello part at bar 58 and the piano at 
bars 22 and 60, a cell evolves. This is played by "he 
cello four times, then reiterated by the left hand of 
the piano no less than five times. Its melodic structure 
gives the curious effect of emphasising a G tonality 
while at the same time pushing toward the key of F vr:th 
the inclusion of its flattened sixth and fifth, or 
dominant. Supported by upper sonorities which state both 
G and F intentions, a kind of "dual tonality" is again 
empi0y3d; not "bi- tonality" since the harmonies are -^ • _ • 
juxtaposed rather than superimposed. The arrival at F is 
surprising in that it occurs through semi - tonal sideslip 
rather than by a conventional method, such as D^-C-F. 
(VI”-I) 
EXAMPLE 1.2.2 (I:bb.70-73) 
: 7 ^ "' ,一一 ’ “ / ' ~ ： 7 ^ ^ 、 n ^ ^ ^ 
丨 -t • ,U - 3E_. ： V- —*:^^rTF^ i � I J ― ^ ~^7 b=i^=�_±4^——5_^y^g^^=jzz3=K=^ ^ ^ ^ : r ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ p ^ & f = 
i ^ ^ ^ m . ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 2 ^ : ^ ^ " ^ — - ^ ^ _ d 巧 ^-'~J-. 
The extended use of animated pedals and ostinati 
can be traced back to Mahler ‘ s influence,i3 and other 
aspects, such as “thematic transformation,” lend the 
1 2工： 9 6 - 9 9 & 1 0 3 - 1 0 5 , 1 6 9 - 1 7 0 , 1 7 4 - 1 8 1 , 1 8 2 - 1 8 3 , 
1 8 4 - 1 8 5 , 1 8 6 - 1 8 8 ;工工：3 4 - 3 5；工工工：3 4 9 - 3 5 1 , 3 5 2 - 3 5 4 , 3 7 9 -
3 8 0 , 3 8 6 - 3 8 7 . 
1 ^ Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p. 309. 
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Cello Sonata its cohesive elements. There are aspects of 
the harmonic language, however, that attempt to 
undermine the harmonic stability and tonal structure of 
，the piece. Areas of fiercely chromatic activity presage 
Weill‘s expressionist style, especially in passages 
linking thematic sections.i4 
EXAMPLE 1.2.3 (III:bb.l04-lll) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
aruL. motioe^TU. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * 、 ^ 卜 • • I 
) ten. j f7T5f. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Etwas 2uriiciiuilen ^ 、 --^  ^ ^ _ 
4 "'^ ‘^  ^^~"^^' '^ -"'^ ^^ ^^ ^^ “^ ‘ ‘ -~‘ ‘ ____Lz^ F 
. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
These are points where the tonal flow is vague and the 
harmonic intent isunclear. Weill further destabilises 
一 the. tonal flow in his use of Wagnerian interrupted 
cadences.^^ 
1 4工： 2 5 - 4 5 , 6 5 - 9 3 , 1 0 6 - 1 3 3 , 1 6 2 - 1 6 8； 1 1 : 2 4 - 2 7 , 4 9 -
5 4；工1工：1 0 8 - 1 2 9 , 1 5 5 - 1 6 2 , 3 4 3 - 3 5 1 . 
15工- 6 4 - 6 5 , 1 0 5 - 6 ,工 1 : 9 - 1 0 , 1 3 - 1 4 , 2 7 - 8 ;工工工：1 0 7 -
8, 2 2 6 - 7 , 2 9 7 - 8 , 3 7 8 - 9 . 
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EXAMPLE 1.2.4 (I:bb.64-65) 
B>oko'nt. [IfJ.tOTPo , 
— , - ' - * X i ^ flll' . f J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• ff rubtfo “‘ 
s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
Weill's use of the whole-tone scale provides 
ambiguity by clouding the tonal destination of 
approaching cadences, and occasionally by avoiding the 
use of the dominant chord. ^^ 
EXAMPLE 1.2.5 (I:bb.l8-20) 
^ “ u3 _. ^^ 
. . A . ' U 1» . . . . , , -^~~ ‘ ^ - > • lff > , - 一 I I • ''• || ” "f - . .,i, I ‘戶 t^= j — ’ ^~J- ‘‘ *' i' — i , ,',一_ ‘ • . ff Jm ^ 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 
< - ^ ff . 拜 ^^^^_l ”： ~—:�^^ ;^ z^：：^ i I / (^^r=;g^^-^^^^=^^^=^=-"="--^=^" ‘ i 
言 i? s? J ^ 
The F#{G^) in the cello scale illustrates Weill's 
tendency to approach a key by using its flattened 
submediant (and sometimes the flattened supertonic) 
--rather than the dominant,i7 revealing his fondness for 
"semi-tonal side-slip,” instead of functional 
progression in the conventional sense. In the case of 
the example at Bar 5 in the first movement," the whole-
tone scale not only yields an applied dominant on C and 
a flattened-sixth on G^ in the key of B^, but the latter 
i6i: 5, 18-19; 11: 21-2, 40; III: 128, 311. 
i7ian Kemp, "Harmony in Weill: some observations," 
(Tempp, April, 1973), pp. 13-14. 
, 1 6 
tone also enharmonically represents the leading note of 
the other tonality of the opening, G minor. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.6 (I:bb.4_5) 
"t 
r g ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ g C ^ < y 
^ ^ ^ j g ^ -
^ t ‘， ^ ‘ ^  ‘ i ._ 
One of the numerous examples of Weill,s approach to 
the tonic by using the flattened 2nd occurs at III:226-
227, although here he gives the impression of a V-I 
progression in the pedal point bass. A curious 
combination of an implied V^ and the flattened supertonic 
occurs at 1:93-94. 
EXAMPLE 1.2,7 (I:bb.93-94) 
,:__i^ _^_ j^f~^ : ~~^ 
f difK 
,仏」、. ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ~ I 
^ ^ ¾ = . ^ 卜 ： ^ ^ ^ 
^ " ^ — … ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ UJ - '^ -^ '{s^ '[__3T L,ijf^  
C - “ 
Many of the sonorities mentioned above arise from 
Weill's masterful handling of the linear movement which 
governs the horizontal strands of the texture. This, in 
turn, creates some striking vertical sonorities. Weill,s 
sonata, as an example of early 20th century music, 
represents a virtual culmination of Wagner‘s unceasing 
contrapuntal flow. Max Reger carried the Bayreuth 
master's idea even further and, to a certain extent, the 
masters of the "Second Viennese School" took the notion 
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of complex contrapuntal flow to its culmination. 
Eventually the harmonic flow within the compositions of 
this latter movement ceased to be the primary concern, 
whereas Weill was throughout his career acutely aware of 
t 
the harmonic and tonal implications of the resultant 
texture. Some of his vertical sonorities and chordal 
progressions may momentarily blur the aural experience, 
but the large scale tonal framework in each work reveals 
a keen sense of " a r c h i t e c t o n i c " i 8 desigru 
Apart from the unusual tonal direction of the 
sonata as a whole, which reveals a descent of a tritone 
from B^ to E, many conventional elements of tonal 
organisation are apparent. The first movement presents 
significant areas on well-established tonic and dominant 
centres, and, using a holistic approach, the entire 
structure reveals a conventional I_ii\IV-V-I 
progression. 
While this movement bears the characteristics of 
conventional sonata form (as illustrated in Kowalke‘s 
graph of the thematic and tonal structure)i^ a further 
structure may be discerned. 
Weill's ingenioususe of thematic transformation' 
which continued from his earlier String Quartet__in__B 
m i n o r , 2 0 provides five melodically contrasted ideas which 
are bound by thematic inter-dependence to produce a 
cohesive whole. 
i8salzer, Structural Hearing, p. 6 
i9Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p. 325. 
20jjbid. , p. 309. 
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EXAMPLE 1.3.1 
EXPOSITION DEVELOPMENT M^ llTUi^ rgN 
j Ti T^  T^  T2 T^  I T^  T^  T^  T^  T^  T^  T^  T�T^^ T  | T^  T^  T^  T^  T^  T^  T^  | 
, 12 20 31 46 65 71 84 87 96 106 116 120 124 128 134 139 148 159 162 169 174 
g / S b >C g / B b C B b / g B b / F C . . > F g / B b F d f d / F f F / d F F / d A g / B b B b / g g 
产 » ‘ �广 ‘ 7 ^ _ , 
IV T” ； |Tl TM EEEL 
广 ^ ^ i N'^  pl^ ' |T2 T2j |T2 T^1 ； 回 E j 
r?n ！ ! 回 回(13 T3) I 
^ ； N • 
自 • . (T^ED ； I ‘ r � 
； E 1 B T5 秦 T; ； I 
, ¾ = ^ ^^ =izznz^:z^^jS:zj 
, 工 i:|R 又^ ) 工 
Presented below Kowalke‘s graph as "strata,“ appearances 
of the theme may be linked using arcs or brackets to 
reveal a remarkable symmetrical structure. Each 
transformation of the theme seems to diminish in 
hierarchical importance the further it is developed, so 
that Ti assumes a predominant role while T^  appears to be 
the least important in terms of frequency of repetition. 
Its later appearances are brief, but certainly effect 
the prolongation of the dominant complex central .to the 
core of the movement. 
Transcending this idea of "thematic symmetry" where 
the axis bisects the.190-bar movement at bar 106 and the 
notion of sonata form presents, develops and reprises , . 
thematic material, is the broad .I-ii\IV-V-I tonal.layout 
which cuts across the structural boundaries. 
Kowalke‘s use of the terms, "double-mode tonality" 
and "double-tonic sonority, "^ ^ are useful in their 
2i:bid., p. 302. 
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explanation of the harmonic texture of the sonata, 
particularly in the first movement, but one would 
question what Weill,s intentions actually are in his 
overall tonal organisatioru It seems that more often 
than not his material in the g/B^ complexes appears with 
extended sonorous B flats in the bass. In addition, 
other parts, in a melodic context, would appear to 
outline the key of B^ major rather than G minoi:. 
EXAMPLE 1.3.2 (I:bb.l-3, 169-170, 182-184) 
^ - ^ 3 e 6 r v m a a o e f r o ^ o r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^--^^ ^^,^¾-
;^^^^^^^^^^m^^^^r I C;i^__L^~~.'丨 
！ ，|eWm^ *^ 3 
I • 
j l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y 
\ | ff> ^ ~ " ^ 一 I 一 — 
( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
,j)k-:,3^ s^ - ^ ^^ -StJi.^ ~"^ 7^^ j»^  
J^ ‘ -
, II — - 一 I ^ = = = " " " " " " ^ 
A A^ ^  ^^ J I- 1^ A ^ *_ ^ : 
^ Y j ^ - ； : _ _ ^ j 
I： ^ ： ^ ： f^r"^ 
丄n S 
a J3 
,,^ ~~~~ 7 ‘广 ~"~~' . |i “ ,'tffi 
；^  了 一 -
. L - J ^ a L _ # 4 ^ m ^ z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
( M ^ ™ i ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y 
( ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
» 一 - f 
Admittedly, the second group between bars 56-161 does 
appear to oscillate more f.reely between the two keys of 
F and d, but the harmonic flow .would seem to .be more 
clearly delineated than Kowalke suggests. 
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EXAMPLE 1.3.3 (I:bb.96-98, 159-161) 
Can2 ruhi| mollo rit. 
;^7" r T 7 T n . - T r ^ T ^ i, r T r T l ^ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ 
fmoOot^t^Sio - , , 
r = ^ � i j , i ^ T i | . 作 力 | I � “ r ifl 
^ ^ ^ ^ t e » ^ ^ ^ ^ 
:i^  ^ "^^^"^^~^: ;~~^f： m ^ ^ L _ . j ^ ^ 
，，-$ ；‘ - -. ； ； * • — i ~ _^_ . _ - - ‘ i —•— 
g~,^  :n^ ,i - = : ^ : 二 = j 7 .*=z=^z: 一 — -
morendo 序 
^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t i . 
1 ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ * 
The notion of B flat becomes even stronger in the 
coda. In all but the final two bars of the coda, 
extended B flats appear in the bass, and while the 
ostinato which emerges from the texture displays G minor 
tendencies, the surrounding scalic figurations either 
reveal allegiance to the scale of B^ or its flattened 
submediant rather than the re:iat:ed minor key. 
Only in the last two bars does the tonality tell us 
that the key of arrival is g, and even then the omission 
of a third disguises its major/minor orientation. From 
the insistence on B flat from the preceding bars and the 
bass approach of E flat to G, one may assume (as much as 
one could dare with Weill!) that the point of arrival is 
G minor. 
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E X A M P L E 1 . 3 . 4 ( I : b b . l 8 5 - 1 9 0 ) 
"i ^ 5； bnmer wiW<rr _^ 一^ ^ 
m G c 'r;^^-njm'^^^W^^^ 
, ^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ ^ A ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W w ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
• T ； 
_ _ — ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
BV-r^^^^^1^^fgi£h.vr--^^?^^to^=^^^p^^= 
—"""" ^ ff ff 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ 
} ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r *"-一 
In conclusion, it could be said that the prevalent 
tonality of the first movement is B^ major and that the G 
minor elements woven into the texture heighten the .. 
typical air of melancholy one often associates with the 
medium of cello and piano. 
A "somewhat eclectic patchwork of short phrases, 
often clearly separated by fermatas or caesuras"^^ makes 
the formal structure of the second movement somewhat 
difficult to discern. The pattern of events would seem 
to suggest sonata form, although the reprised material 
of the recapitulation is not always presented literally, 
•  and the "working out" of themes in the central section 
is not as rigorous as would be expected in a typical 
development section. 
22j_., p. 310； 
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E X A M P L E 1 . 4 . 1 
EXPOSITION DEVELOPMENT RECAPITULATION CODA 
II T1 I T2 I T3丨T4 |丨八八八八八八八八1 1 T1丨T2丨T3丨T4丨丨Tl/4 | 1 
(10) (18) (21) .28) (40) (52) (55) (58) (63) (73) 
Although harmonically complex with its fourth-
generated sonorities and emphasis on the tritone, the 
second movement centres on the tonal areas of G and C 
with excursions to the flattened supertonic of C and 
leading note of G. Significantly, the tritone of E flat 
and B appears twice as part of the tonal organisation, 
serving as the flattened sixth and major mediant of G. 
The seemingly complex and continuous harmonic flow is 
punctuated by some clearly delineated cadences,23 but 
more frequently cadences are a result of semi-tonal 
side-slip.24 within the large-scale tonal organisation, a 
conventional progression such as the one revealed in the 
first movement is not so apparent, but it seems that the 
less customary use of the suMominant key (C) as a 
contrast to G in reality serves as preparation for the 
destination key of F, where C, in its new role as chord 
V, becomes a strong architectonic chord belonging to the 
new tonic. Since C is the tonality of the only material 
that is reprised literally at bars 18 and 55 onwards, 
its emphasis is heightened as a pj:eparation for the 
destination key'.^s perhaps echoing the tonality of the. 
first movement's central key, and presaging the main 
23工工：17-18, 21-22, 54-55. 
24ii:9-10, 24-25, 25-26, 26-27, 35-36, 61-62, 72. 
2 5Kowalke, Kurt Weill in_Europe, p. 310. 
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tonality of the third movement is a section apparently 
in F, yet giving hints of G; but once again the 
implication is of "juxtaposed tonality" rather than "bi_ 
^ tonality.“ 
EXAMPLE 1.4.2 (II:bb.l2-17) 
g::_X-:^ ;,:f^ jLLJf._p^ .^r=:^ |=«:r^ |£^ L^^ L=>---^ ^^ ~~r~k- f 广 垄 
J f ~ ^ [ . — | ^ ^ - 3 ^ y T ^ f ^ ' 
i ^ ^ S ^ ^ ' ^ ^ a 
03 z— ^ 
, t a — > - -=s^r=r:dti^.^=^- ;^ ^^ ^^ ?^ :=^ :^ ^：^二--丄.-7--^ =^ =^^ -^^ P^ ^^  g^ZZ-—_^_^^^^^^^^^ _^^fe::^5^ E^ES^_^^^jrr:^;g^;^^^ -^TKi ^-M^-=^^^^^ 
dim. A_^:C:ZIIlZtf f , 1^ ::j^=^, ,^_ -
(^^^^^^^^^^^^^:r^^^^^^^ 
} ( ^=^^"^=^7=^^- V '^^ p 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ . = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
� 1 i ^ “ ^ 长 ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ 
A significant tonal area placed in the centre of 
the movement occurs at bar 30-35. Here, a series of 
oscillating interlocking fifths based initially on F#, 
and an ostinato-like scale based on the same key create 
a central structural leading-note section to highlight 
the main tonality of the movement. At bars 35-36 the F# 
tonality dissolves rapidly through linear movement to 
resume the main tonality. 
The stubborn ostinato whi.ch governs the texture of 
the closing bars re-affirms Weill's determination to 
include elements of all the main tonal areas of the 
movement. It creates a pedal on G and summons the spirit 
of its chord V7/vii by including F§ and C, while the C 
also indicates the root of chord V in F, and the D^, as 
24 
the flattened sub-mediant, emphasises the movement 
towards this key. 
EXAMPLE 1.4.3 (II:bb.66-69) 
I .1 ^^sr~i � ^^r^ ^�^"'t^T'i~~^~r^"?v -：^>^5^HEl/^^i3^iJ^^:::5E^E^&^f^^:^^^F4^E^^^EE^;^E^?^^^.^ 1 i fTT , ~ ~ — � =EL^. -^ -^=*=^ ^ ^ — =^ I “~‘ 
丨 p 
I I ^ ~ ~ � 1 ： ^ "~^ ’ 
1 10^±^ •二. p_:.::z:L[:=: .ki- :, rz=:r-f--^:-zp^jzzi-.--u-L-'--^~i^--?it^"'=^7i^k7T#' , 1^~~L=^ 
� ^ R ^ ^ = ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ N r t ^ f ! N p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
) ~~ ^ I i 1 * * ^ " ^ ^ * ^ *^^'^^m^m0 
P :i:Z::::^ _ = ^ ~ " " 丨 — — — = i 
‘§ __ ^*^^^"^^^^^SSSSy^^ — — ^^^^^^^^*S^SI^S- - — _ • « f~- - 一 ^  ‘ i 1 讀 \ ift^^r"~~T^fe^:rT=^^^^^;^;;E^^^^£^:z:~^~^s^^^t! j # ^ _ _ ^ 1 ^ # ‘ 1 ^ S^  ：^ 0 ^ ：^ 
\___2^* J --^,_j;^ “ ^ 7W--__2_^__/' 7 y ^ _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ J ^ 
wcm^ henonretv-nd 
lminer mhi^ er und /arter 
: H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t e F — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ " ^ = ^ " ^ = ^ 
- - . - 一— p p 
^ - � U "^“�• 走 
^ i I - 1 : * * ^ 
. 、 . ‘ ^ , 1 I ， I : «- 策 : ^ ’|:->tz^:f^=:r*z.Ti^*ir^^ . ?r^:?^e=:J?^;^i=�af::Fz::^-:==:;=~^_z^^^-—-_=~=~:^cz:^ 1 0^=:^:^=^it^--=F=:==^=f=^fegSE=^"^^EE^^^^7^;^=S 
yv i ； T n [ I "f I 7» I 
‘� ‘ “ ‘ 一 � — 7 :r=:: •� rF I 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ F ^ " ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
( 一 _ 3 ^ ^"-^jz^~"^^^^~" t : : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 2 5 
The more sonorous harmonies above the ostinato, however, 
do little to prolong the G tonality and centre around F 
as the movement eventually slides to this destination. 
As in the first movement, the third of the final tonic 
chord in the piano part is omitted implying the 
avoidance of stating a major or a minor modality, but 
the cello sustained A^ confirms intention of the latter. 
The third movement opens with a melody for the 
cello, perhaps combining the mood of Wolf‘s angular, 
declamatory yocal lines and the grotesque parodied waltz 
of Mahler in its direction of Wild hewegt, grotesk 
vorzutragen, The melody appears no less than 5 times in 
the lively rondo which ensues. Each time the melody 
begins in the key of f and ends in d, except for the 
fourth statement which concludes on g, then a as an 
after-thought. The cadences at the end of each statement 
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of the rondo theme are some of the most clearly 
delineated in the whole sonata. The apparent movement 
from the key of f to d would appear to reinforce 
Kowalke‘s view that this movement also uses double-mode 
？ 
tonality, except that here one may recognise movement 
from one key to another within a section, rather than 
the entire section being imbued with the double-tordc 
sonority. The reduction below illustrates this point and 
reveals Weill,s use of "chromatic linear" movement to 
effect modulation. 
EXAMPLE 1.5.1 (III:i)b.l-12) 
p , i r : ^ ^ : ; r i I S ; : : i : : > ^ J i ！ ； ^ 丛 ‘ - I , 
j l | ^ f ^ ^ ^ k p j ^ ] : ^ | ^ g ^ ^ : 
I a. 5 »* 5 i 7 8 气 .o »• I ^  上 
, ^ = ^ ^ ^ ； ^ ^ 1 1 _ ^ ^ ^ — 三 1 “ V ,^ ' K ' j . l j # f e : ‘ 
^ ^^1 - , • 1 /- ^^^^ ^^^M^^^^^ 2 ~ ‘ ^ “ o “ ： • 
Acting as a foil to the clear sense of structure 
and distinct direction is the set of maverick six-note 
chords played by the piano which "punctuate" the 
texture. The first chord, as an example, is constructed 
principally of fourths； in the centre it supports the 
F/f orientation of the cello melody, but the outer parts 
hark back to the G/g tonality of 'the first and second 
movements. 
Ej:_A^ L E 1 • 5, 2 {工工工：b • 1) 
^ ^ 3 ~^—」?•一,j •—""• :¥• 
C ^ ^ ¾ ：二 ‘——•—. ^ = r 
^ ( 一 � r 
― 一 ― 1 — A — ^ ^^ *^^ ^ ‘, ^^  , — 
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The ensuing texture provides delicious moments of dogged 
persistence retaining elements of wha~ has occured 
before, never to be regained, while emphasising the new 
tonality of the movement. 3inding the the.^atic structure 
t 
beyond the rondo refrains are the numerous sections 
which employ transformations of themes from other 
movements. One episod_e which derives material from the 
second movement hints at the keys of B^, C and G which, 
as Kowalke points out,26 form part of uhe 5ths chain 
commencing on G. Tliese tonal areas are not part of the 
large- scale tonal architecture, but do illustrate 
Weill's emphasis on cyclic transformation and the 5th as 
an harmonic building block. 
The first structurally significant tonal departure 
occurs at the cadence in A minor at bars 55- 6. Here can 
be found a fine example of how Weill's linear movement 
determines the pace of the harmonies and the resulting 
vertical effect. The example below perfectly illustrates 
the visual phenomenon where the upper strata appear to 
be either ahead of or behind the lower sonorities. 
EXAMPLE 1.5.3 (III:bb.51-56) 
:育 一 i^n. ,_, 
广2： ^ ^ 23 ,” 
奖：fc-.- r f~:pr:J^--: ；；~~^[― ?=£^ ：^：--,-：-^==^  i 仁-；， " E E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - _ j _ _ _ ^ g : ; ^ f £^ 
vu. f 
^ = ^ ^ - 二 “ 农 — - ^ 3 ^ ^ 4 ^ 牟 譯 ^ ^ 4 ^ 由 
\ p - ^ M ^ - - = g ^ ^ g - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t , u ^ : ^ � " 
I o^^ffi ^.^f^^. :-,^rz^^m^^;^^^^^^:f^-
"-:，；.二^^ ^去-^ ::r^ ^^ W^ffT7^ ^^ " 
^>_^....._' ;*y '“‘ 
The cadence on A minor initiates the unfolding of 
the tonal direction moving away from the F\d complex 
26Kowalke, ?：卫达114丄1 in_ Europe, p. 311. 
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towards a tonality which places more emphasis on F/f and 
it's chord V, the key of C. 
After a brief resumption of the rondo tonality of 
F\d, a movement towards g, beginning at 143 and 
reiterated at 163 marks the turning point of the tonal 
axis. The cello outlines a descending chromatic scale 
while the piano settles onto a descending whole tone 
scale in the bass commencing on (F) E. (bars 173-178) 
EXAMPLE 1.5.4 (III:bb.l73-177) 
bnmer ruhiger 丨 |' - ;J 
: ; ^ _ ^ : = » g ^ : r p i ^ : 卜 - ^ c ; ; : , g ^ ^ ^ ; ^ T . z z : - ^ ; . L 2 r r : : ^ _ s ' " ' ^ r'^'^^^：'^^- w~~ 也-,1 
j ^ = = ^ - - = = ^ ^ - = ^ - r - -- — — = = S E ~ - i _. 一 
. 5 ; ^ ! ; _ -~— i " ^ ^ - . : 3 ^ r r T ^ ^ ' * ' [ ‘ ‘ ‘ " ^ ^ ¾ ^ 
i ,f> i ,^^-_^^^ i<l- ?»~ ‘― ~"•• '70 ,*' _ ^ 
ye ^  *____-4''^  -:.-—- V^ 
) ^ ^ E . ^ ^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ ^ 
' * ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T 
The section at bars 179-201 symbolises the paradox 
that is Weill's harmony. Here we have an example from 
Weill,s early career vv-hich epitomises the song style of 
the more mature c o m p o s e r . 2 7 The harmony suggests f, but 
the bass displaces this notion with B^, thereby outlining 
a 5ths figuration. In spite of the gentle downward 
shifting chromatic harmonies with no clear destination, 
a continuous pedal on C ensures that the goal of C minor 
is achieved. 
EXAMPLE 1.5.5 (III:reduction of bb.179-201) 
(叫 (lS7) Qlfe) 、訟。) 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ & p = = ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ = i ^ = ^ 
2 7jbid., p. 311-2. • 
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From bar 201 onwards the F/C intentions are 
assured, especially since the scalic sections preceding 
the fourth statement of the rondo and the harmonisation 
of the melody itself are clearly meant to suggest F. A 
final repetition of the main theme reiterates the 
harmonisation of the early statements, but strong 
tendencies towards C, commencing at bar 308 onwards, and 
an insistent pedal on C beginning at bar 332, are 
finally achieved at bar 352. This remains as the central 
tonal area, although Weill does achieve a rich harmonic 
framework by, once again, pushing the tonal boundaries 
to the limit (C-F#-C at bars 352-365-376), and including 
accented appoggiaturas and colourful 4th chords. 
Emphasis on an F-based sonority at bar 378 clearly 
recalls the main tonality of the movement so that the 
final gesture of moving from C to F, then slipping from 
an F chord onto an E^ 32 sonority, in typical V^eillian 
fashion, gives the memorable effect of a flattened 6th 
and Neapolitan progression resolving onto the new tonic. 
EXAMPLE 1.5.6 (III:bb.377-384) 
醉 • 一 ’ 1} ^ ^ r ^ L - ^ ; ^ ^ ^ > ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f f l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
C F 5 
The tonal architecture of the Sonata for Cello and 
Piano represents a departure from the conventional 
strategies of key organisation, with a descent during 
the progress of the piece which outlines a tritone. (see 
Example 1.1.2) Another "unusual” feature is the use of 
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different tonal areas at either end of each of the 
movements. 
EXAMPLE 1.6.1 
n icT-MAt/tfucMT-<ftUA:rft.e&^Mlr^Ai& MaMe^ k4t^ vTb4^ Z^  Ct^ H \7iRj>MO\fSH^*JT f^e>NDd fUfi ^  
‘ A l B 1 A^  I A I A I A |A| g i A' 1 ^ I A： |<jg 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
In other ways the large-scale tonal structure is more 
traditional in that significant tonal areas perform a 
functional role within the harmonic framework, and 
assume architectonic qualities. {see Example 1.3.1) A 
further overview of the broad tonal structure of the 
sonata reveals a sequence of 4ths typified in the small-
scale harmonic technique of the circle of 5ths. The main 
thrust of the tonal layout suggests, movement from G to C 
to F, with C as the "pivot” key, and this sequence may 
be extended to include the other important keys of D and 
B^. Combined, these keys produce the "four note tonic 
sonority" of the sonata^^ in which “the missing link in 
the cycle of fifths” is C which "serves as the key of 
transition;'29 in a sense this key assumes even more 
importance than the apparent principal tonalities, 
acting as a pivot to effect transition from one tonal 
area to another. In.effect the key of C itself becomes a 
central or "axis" tonality.30 
28Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p. 302. 
29jbid., p. 308. 
30David Kilroy, Kurt Weill on Broadway： The Postwar 
Years (1945-50), (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 
I ^ ^ T 7 p-pT——53:—60. 
30 
EXAMPLE 1.6.2 
y^^-“^"X^"^^ ^^ 知立 
„ P J d n~~£ ^ ~ 3 
.W^^J^S^^^^P 
These architectonic structures are intriguing and 
complex, and illustrate Weill's adherence to the 
principle of using tonality as a major building block in 
his compositions. As a solution tc the apparent decay of 
tonality in early twentieth century music, the tonal 
architecture of the Sonata for Cello and Piano is but 




SYMPHONY NO. 1 
《-
Between the composition of the Sonata for Cello and 
Piano and the Symphony No. 1, Weill wrote at least four 
,other compositions, mainly involving the medium of 
voices. He continued to explore the possibilities of an 
extended harmonic language. His setting of Die Stille 
Stadt reveals some “ strangely personal and quite un-
Schoenbergian fourth chord progressions“ and, according 
to Drew demonstrates the numbered days of tonality in 
Kurt Weill's music.i 
His desire to study music with Schreker was 
tempered when the latter eventually took up a post at 
the Hochschule, to which Weill had no desire to return. 
Weill's setting of a Chorfantasie entitled Sulamith 
signalled a change of aesthetic direction in his career, 
and he opted to study with Ferrucio Busoni at the 
Prussian Academy instead.2 
The Sinfonie in einem Satz was written shortly 
after Weill became a student of Ferrucio Busoni and, 
although it apparently did not gain full approval from 
his master, the work clearly displays the influence of 
. Busoni‘s ideals for clarity of structure and conciseness 
of form.3 This is mirrored in the loosely imitative 
sections and the Choral towards the end of the symphony 
which were apparently more favourably received by Busoni 
iDrew, Kurt Weill - A Handbook, p. 224. 
^Ibid.• p. 224. 
3David Drew, Preface to Study Score： Symphony No.1, 
Schott 5937, p. IX. 
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than the programmatic content. Literary associations 
were an aesthetic link with the past and a constriction 
from vrhich Busoni \^ as endeavouring to liberate music* 
, The symphony is based on Johannes R. Becher's 
expressionist and socialist play Arbeiten Bauern 
Soldaten： Der Aufbruch eines Volks zu Gott (Workers, 
Farmers, Soldiers: The Awakening of a People to God) and 
describes the march of war-weary humanity to the 
Promised Land.^ 
In his analysis of the symphony, Kowalke opts to 
concentrate mainly on the abstract content of the music, 
stating that the work is "programmatic only in 
expression," although he does refer to David Drew's 
comments on the programmatic elements of the work in the 
notes which accompany the Argos recording of the 
symphony.5 The commentary by J.C. and D.L. Crawford goes 
further by identifying several musical sections which 
closely parallel events from the original play. The one 
notable exception to this parallelism is Weill's 
conclusion to the symphony which features a more sober 
outcome than Becher's vision of a march to utopian 
” glory.6 
Kowalke identifies the musical language as 
representing an "extension of that found in the String 
4john C. & Dorothy L. Crawford, Expressionism in 
*Tv7entieth Century Music, {Bloomington & Indianapolis: 
Indiana University Press, 1993), p. 254. 
5Kowa1ke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p. 334• 
^Crawford, Expressionism in Tj^ ejrLtieth:C;gj5tirY 
Music, p• 254. 
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Quartet in B Minor and the Sonata for Cello and Piano.”， 
At the same time, he mentions the artistic influences on 
the symphony, including the German symphonic tradition 
of Mahler and Richard Strauss, and the chamber 1 ‘ 
symphonies of Schoenberg, Op.9 (1906) and Sehreker 
(1916) . It should also be mentioned that some of the 
tortuous contrapuntal lines which imbue the more 
expressionist sections of the symphony would appear to 
have their roots in the complex polyphony of Reger. 
Many features of the harmonic language and tonal 
‘- -procedures from the Sonata for Cello lnd Piano are to be" 
« « i h - ~ 、 . . . . 
found in the symphony. As a continuation of earlier 
experimentation and further development in expanded 
harmonic procedures, V^ eill places emphasis on the 
interval of the fifth and its inversion, the fourth. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.1 {bb.31-32, 71-72, 99) 
y 苦.“^“ ^ ^^ __^ 「「|_ .^ 
# t ^ ^ M ^ d ^ y a j # i i ^ ^ ^ 
In his endeavour to challenge the supremacy of the third 
in his use of non- triadic diatonic chords, ^  he also 
vJ：. 
places emphasis on other intervals, such as the tritone 
and other chromatic intervals. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.2 {bb.1 - 2, 4-5, 13-14) 
___o_0__ ^ - ^ ^ _ ^ 
| j ^ P f f # I ^ N f f g $ p ^ ^ i i p | _ l 
J ' ' • ^ ^ J � 
^Kowa 1 ke, Ki;_:d;_Itill_ il—Ey—¥"—PP_^ , P • 3 3 4 . 
^Ibid', P. 336. 
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In the use of chromatic intervals he also juxtaposes 
major with minor and frequently denies intention of 
either. 
,EXAMPLES 2.1.3 (bb.22-31) 
r^^m 产 ^  W'-hf^ 1 x;^Fhf=^=^f=F^^^==EEE^g 
f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ : : = = = 
n • / 百~_^- —1 H ~ ~ " " H ― - - ^ 
—〔^ ’ '/ ―： ^ ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ 
^ ^ ^ 三 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
… - _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ ~ V _ ^ : : ^ j _ � — — — h ^ ^ T r — | ^ — � — ^ ~ ^ . � — — 
^ ^ ^ ^ i # i E ^ p t t t a ^ 
J I 廿 ^h 
L| 广 ^ p 」 ^ 
_ ^ ^ ^ 三 ^ ^ ^ 三 [ 三 ^ ^ ^ 辛 ^ = | = ] ： ^ = = = ^ 
^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ f T ^ — l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ |_L_4- _ZI^  
^ ^ = ^ = ^ ¾ - = ¾ ^ = = ^ ^ ^ ^ , 
•z d '-W=~~^d^““^ 备丨 eh^^ ^ 
He continues to include vertical sonorities which make 
use of a double tonic, and semi_tonal side-slip remains 
a feature of the harmonic style. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.4 (bb.l41-161, 302-305) 
吻” ^‘ “ . -、- 一 . 
i _ _ _,_r^ • , • r r n 」 ― 一 ― 
1 ； 4 ^ ^ ^ 至 毛 〒 三 ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ [ ^ 3 ^ 二 : : 
^ ； ^ W = ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ’ = 』 — 牛 二 & _ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ 華 : 等 : : 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 巨 三 三 逢 巨 _ 兰 全 三 三 = : — 
_ _ (••) • ft!^_J ^ (lg) ^ '_ __ii^Q — 
CV ^  »—“ “； « " 3 ^ ZZH3 — ‘ 3Zpf :二 ZZZI: Qfi 
^ g . •= 二 ^^^二― ^ =^ =pg- ^ ^ ^J^ 
I Z Q _^  _5 I \y <^r U ^——*^ M -.-
As in the gonata forCello and Piano, Weill relies 
on the devices of pedal and ostinato to provide some 
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tonal stability. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.5 (bb.208-216, 160-164) 
(2^ ¾; Y " " ^ C2'T) ^^^L~^~PP^=zz£^3^::(Af) 
, ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ 
Kowalke also mentions drones and non-diatonic, goal-
orientated accompaniments which give further coherence 
to the harmonic framework.^ 
A useful technique which does not appear in the 
S o n a ^ _ J o ^ ^ ^ _ a M _ ^ i ^ is a device often used by 
Schubert, the "tonal pivot." Derived from the preceding 
'sGnority, ~a single sustained note links two contrasted � 
sections. This note becomes part of a new sonority, and 
"pivots" the tonality. There would seem to be five 
examples in the Symphony. The first (example 2.2.1： bars 
12-13) is not remarkable in that the tonality does not 
radically alter, but Weill develops the idea of a pivot 
note further in the next example at bars 98-99. Here the 
A harmony becomes an f#\A sonority. 
E M M L l S _ l ^ l _ a _ ^ ^ . ^ (bb.11-13, 98-99) 
, � ^ l^^^Z^:i:fG^i^^~#^"4：^"""^r^ n4:——"=T=i-
^ ^ ^ ^ € 三 三 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 三 
‘ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ 卞 产 - - 广 节 
^ zkt=ti=;:t==^:==^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E _ i = E G b E ^ ? 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ z z = = = i = ^ ^ ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S““®“^：^““• - ^ 
‘ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 兰 
r n ^ ^ ^ L U z ^ z j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = : = 
^ ^ S _ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E ^ E E E E E E E E ^ ^ 
ftzt^=^p=qj|iCTp= ^ 9 
^Ibid., p. 337. 
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The pivot note C at bars 206-207, as the seventh of a D 
chord, facilitates a shift to A^ major. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.3 (bb.206-208) 
^ � r ^ � 
i L ^ �‘ J " ^ = ~ ~ p p F T = l = l II ^  —一 
’ 雙 . ) ' 丨 产 广 ^ ^ ^ - - $ ^ , F ^ = ^ _ 
ff T > J f i r ^ y l - J 
m ^ ^ ^ h ~ ~ ^ l d -
J 
At bars 224-227 the Fff, as the 3rd of a D major chord, 
becomes the 2nd of an E minor sonority. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.4 (bb.224-227) - < 
:E^=^I. rT^ 
: E f e ^ = ^ f e ^ = F ^ = ^ = 4 = f i S = F ^ # f f i = f f i ^ ^ ^ f e ^ = ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
7 」 一 丄 " f ^ ' • . r ^ ^ _ ^ j j > M l _ j d l 
, s* & zizm zzzz zz HZ! izzi ^ ~^"->•> j2/ 
9 - g rfrr r T j H ： ^ ^ ^ = = = = ^ ~ ~ r - f y — 
L I J ^ r r^r Vf= i J "^yr^. •• b -厂 
^ ^ p 
The last example develops the technique even further 
when, at bars 287-289, pivoting transforms the harmony 
from a B^ diminished chord through a solo sustained D^ to 
a continuation apparently in Cff minor. 
,EXAMPLE 2.2.5 (bb.287-289) 
»• .-'•-
-<•"'•"* 象 . . 
r\ ^^^^^^^^^^ 
k 一 — A — r f f l j . … 
^^^^¾^^^;;::^^^!^:^^^¾^ 
The use of the pivot note in this symphony is a 
remarkable example of development of a compositional 
technique within one work. 
The symphony unfolds as a series of strictly 
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homophonic passages, such as the "slamming tutti 
chords"io of the opening, or the chorale, alternating 
with dense contrapuntal sections which are, more often 
,than not, the most harmonically complex in the symphony. 
物、 Symphony No.l in one movement is intended to #t, -¾ . . • '<•'/ ‘ '•' 
operate structurally as an organic whole, with sections 
corresponding to a relatively conventional symphonic 
structureii as a result of the use of cyclic 
transformation of thematic materials and tonal 
organisation based around a central tonality* 
‘ -EXAMPLE 2.3.1i2 
SYMPHONY N0.1 - FORMAL STRUCTURE 
Introduction 1_30 
Part Ia 31-70 
Part Ib 71-140 
Part Ic 141-226 
Part 工工 — 2 2 7 - 2 8 8 
Part I H 289-392 
Coda- 393-420 
^ - As in the cello sonata, the tonal structure of the 
«•-.- . 
symphony would appear to centre around one principal 
key. This principal tonality is based on C major and 
minor, where the minor key prevails, and . it is only 
iOMalcolm MacDowell, "Kurt Weill： The Two 
Symphonies,“ programme notes to Philips recording of 
Symphonies Nos. 1 & 2, p. 3. 
iiKowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p. 221. Robert 
Bailey suggests that the symphony is in two broad 
sections but, for the purposes of this study, Kowalke‘s 
model will be used. 
i2jMd. , pp- 335-336.工 am grateful to Professor 
Kowalke for his permission to quote this structure freely. 
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towards the end that C major finally bursts forth in a 
spirit of jubilation.i3 
In his essay, "Music as Metaphor： Der Silbersee,“ 
,Ian Kemp applies his discussion of tonal symbolism to 
the major and minor keys of G, D, E, E^, and D^ major.i^ 
On the assumption that he has extracted his labels, such 
as "defiant stoicism" for E^ and the opposite for e^, 
from interpretation of the emotional undercurrents of 
particular works from the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, one could extend this theory to other keys. 
r>-. 
The Mozart Piano Concerto K.503 in C major, Schubert's 
9th Symphony, "The Great,“ and Prokofiev,s Piano 
Concerto No. 3 all represent cheerful optimism or even 
jubilation, while Beethoven‘s 5th Symphony, Brahms‘ 1st 
Symphony and Mahler's 2nd Symphony, “The Resurrection,“ 
initially at least project a more morbid and pessimistic 
outlook, perhaps with an element of soul-searching 
included.i5 Similarly, Weill's work, in an even clearer 
programmatic sense, uses the tonal symbolism of c and C 
to convey humanity's weary pilgrimage toward a promised 
land and its eventualtriumphant arrival. Weill's final 
irony is the return"to the bleak reality of C minor. 
Using Kowalke‘s model of the symphonic structure, a . 
clear view of the tonal organisation does become 
apparent. 
^^Ibid,. p. 343. 
i4Ian Kemp, "Music as Metaphor,“ from A New 
Orpheus, ed. Kim H. Kowalke, (New Haven： Yale University 
Press, 1986), p.l41. 
i5a detailed discussion of tonal symbolism may be 
found in Rita Steblin's A History of Key 
Characteristics, (Ann Arbor： uMl Research Press,1983). 
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EXAMPLE 2.3.2 
0) (7,) (陶 <2MOj (3? (370 m)(袖) 
^^fiJ (”） . L ~ ^ 4 ^ w M ~ ^ y ^ ~ K = : ^ ^ = l = = ^ = h 
| Z = j /• y i4^ z:^ z:^ zzzz: ~~-
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W 9 ^ 
f 
I 
The introduction and coda are centred around C/c, as are 
significant sections of the other movements within the 
symphony. Within the Introduction of 31 bars three 
motivic elements are introduced in four sections. The 
opening tutti chords become important thematic units 
which act as fanfares. In their solid personality, they 
~ ‘ seem to assume the role of architectural pillars 
supporting the whole framework or the basic structure of 
the symphony• 
EXAMPLE 2.3.3 
~ S o (2^7) (〒） (^VJ~~~ 
1 [ # = = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 目 
| _ 三 ^ ^ ^ ± = = = ^ ^ ^ 白 
u^^ ~s~ 令 
Whilst the sonorities created seem to be derived from 
4th and 5th generated linear movement, particularly in 
the first two beats which are almost purely constructed 
, of no less than five perfect fourths, chords 
corresponding to conventional triadic shapes do emerge. 
Each chord consists of two contrasting triadic shapes 
which are not so much superimposed on each other as 
intertwined. This is not to suggest that Weill has 
written a section which we might label as bitonal, since 
the ear is led towards the horizontal impetus of motion 
in 4ths and 5ths and the parts are so wide-spread and 
intertwined as to make the pairs of contrasting 
sonorities indistinguishable, but the analysis does 
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reveal a double progression of chords almost performing 
conventional functions. 
EXAMPLE 2.4.1 {bb.l-4) 
' ^ ^ ^ r i ^ ^ s t t ^ t a 
^ r ^ #-»- ^ ^ ^ : b i f t 孕 
^_-J Lj.« - ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ x ^ - f ^ 
_ _ _ 巨 _ _ 兰 目 . = - 兰 目 ^ ^ 
一 ^ 卜^ -i： -f � f 
r ^ = ^ j d ^ = L^=^zfa=^k^:^=^==^:^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ l _ ^ ^ - ^ : z ^ _ = = f ^ B ^ E ^ ^ 
^ - “ • ~ ~―； -― ^ • 令 1一 
e/d f'/q e : / D , 朴 * 〜 / , c)p 3|d 斗 彻 中 彻 BVM(at c ) 也 
一 • 
“ The second idea within the introduction (bar 4+) 
would appear to presage the troubled sections which 
occur in the first movement. 1七 could be said to 
represent Weill,s expressionist style with its highly 
chromatic idiom using tortuous linear movement, extremes 
of dynamics and tempi, and melodic and rhythmic 
complexity. Outlines of a C minor tonality may be 
observed from the linear movement, confirming that while 
the mood may be in stark contrast to surrounding 
i^ections, the tonality remains faithful to the home key. 
EXAMPLE 2.4.2 (bb.6-7, 8, 10-11) 
_ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ r - r i — f — 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
-#^ 丨 ff3=^^E^^^E^^=^^^^S^S^^^^3 
d ^ ^ : - c = : E E E E E ^ = = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — J ~ " = ^ ; = - -
jgz=n^^^^^_j__i~~~--^ r^ ^ r ^ 
The third motive (beginning at bar 13) appears in 
the winds and assumes the role of a lyrical second 
subject. It initially has tendencies towards the key of 
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C, even with the wrong note C#. Against it an 
accompariiment of chord clusters built on oscillating 
2nds rises in chromatic fashioru It begins on an implied 
, C tonality, at least in the outer parts, and lands on a 
definite Ilb-V-I cadence. A viola countermelody and 
bassoon scale confirm the C/c tonality. 
EXAMPLE 2.4.3 {bb.l4-15, 17) 
i ^ ^ ^ E m : p E f f F T t n F ^ # f f f f ^ f ^ ^ ^ 
| ^ ^，j;iUJmM^pL^LL4ij44j^pu__— 
After a return to the Urmotiv, this time harmonised 
如.• •. 一 
even mcre conclusively iri the key of C, a short passage 
in g demonstrates Weill's mastery in contrapuntal linear 
writing. (see example 2.1.3) Here four or more parts 
move independently of each other indicating allegiance 
to the key of g, while taking care to avoid the leading 
note of F# after bar 23, and closing on a G sonority 
reached by modal means rather than by a functional 
method. This section, which is also included in the 
final bars of the coda, serves as an extended section on 
the dominant key to prepare for a continuation or 
一 resolution on the toriic, C. 
The section from bars 31 to 217, corresponding to 
the first movement, contains many tonal excursions. 
. , 
While the harmonic .language within may be complex the 
excursions appear relatively simple, and the tonal 




j n h o _ j r r ^ ~ ~ _ _ ^ _ ^ ~ ] ^ „ 4 f = i = ^ ^ ^ = n 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
vJ 
‘ While the main tonality of this section still 
emphasises the key of C/c, the excursions that outline 
the 5ths figuration are pushing the tonality towards the 
key of D which dominates the last part. As in the cello 
sonata, Weill hints at the new tonality, while still 
harking back to the previous one, even when that new key 
area has been reached. The key of D, the destination 
tonality, is suggested during the middles of section I, 
but the main tonality still prevails even until the 
resolution of D at bar 193. An interesting feature is 
the outline of the augmented 4th or diminished 5th 
within the tonal framework which serves as a pointed 
applied dominant for the new key of D. Clearly 
delineated cadences serve to reinforce the establishment 
of the principal tonalities of the entire section. 
EXAMPLE 2.5.2 
(70 QiV (W (_}S^J 
— — ~ Z ^ " ^ J 妙〉 
| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P = y,Trp 1 « ) ^ ^ (Ofl^  ^ ^ tiMj 各(i3f)(MH) ou) ^ J C3») ^^) L uU) 
^~"^ n ^ : r ^ ^ 3 ) 
Complex harmonic procedures include: a • strong 
gesture of bi-tonality at bars 41-48 and 193-201, where 
winds in b^ and strings in A vie for tonal supremacy; 
double-tonic sonorities which are an established feature 
of the harmonic texture throughout,- familiar triads 
placed on top of each other (bars 54+ and 184+); and 
angular chromatic melodies camouflaging tonal allegiance 
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as in the striking theme at bar 71 onwards which bears 
some resemblance to the Strauss fugue subject in A J ^ 
Svrach Zarathustra. Semi_tonal side-slip also remains a 
feature either as a brief gesture in the harmony (bars 
5 
141-160) or on a larger scale as part of the tonal 
organisation from bars 202 to 217. The avoidance of V 
and the leading note or the third of the tonic seems to 
be of less importance than in the cello sonata, and 
Weill uses these two freely in the sonorities, but he 
3七士1丄 shows a tendency to approach a key by using 
melodic lines which incorporate the flattened supertonic 
in a "oharacteristic gesture of chromatic side-step." A 
striking example occurs at bars 53-54 where the super-
imposed harmonies of both tonic and dominant are reached 
by a preceding flattened 2nd for both chords. 
Oscillation between major and minor modes also remains a 
feature of the harmonic language. 
EXAMPLE 2.5.3 (bb.53-54) 
条 f f h h 1 K T • _^ _ifet , kiL 
n:e^=ifi=i^i^=^=^=F=[iF: 
^^^w 
» ^ 卜 I J 
- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E = 
" ^ ^ F = = < ^ ^ ^ 6 J = ^ - f p 
The comparatively short second section commencing 
at bar 227 corresponds to the slow movement of a 
conventional symphony. Here new ideas are introduced by 
way of thematic transformation and further tonal 
excui:sion. The central tonic of the symphony only 
appears in one short section at bars 240-247, and even 
then only managing to reveal its C/c tendencies in the 
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linear movement rather in than the vertical textures 
which indicate the key of A^. The graph below outlines 
the tonal architecture of Section 工工. 
EXAMPLE 2.6.1 
', 
O^V C2.^ ^ ” (z^) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(2vo> (2sHo) 0-SV C^^) _ 卿 
Section 工工 begins in E/e after the preceding D 
harmony of the closing bars from section 1. The 
m o d u l a t i o n from D to e is effected by the use of non-
functional harmonic movement, although the inclusion of 
F natural in the linear movement of the descending D 
major scale (bars 224-226) does suggest the flattened 
2nd in E/e. 
EXAMPLE 2.6.2 {bb.226-227) 
5vA h^st> 
te=&^^^^^^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ f ^ P = 
9Vft k>A5SO , L ^ . 1 
r - " T ^ ： ^ ^ 广 ^ h ^ ' :^ vinzzzziz3 1^7-^ 4^H^^-= = r 1 - ~ ~ = 二 
^ : ^ ^ = = ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ± = : z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " * ^ ¾ ^ - ^ ^ • • - ^ ^ ‘ ’ 
P - : 
The tonal framework then reveals a non-functional upward 
movement from E and E^ to F and G' before returning to 
. t h e E/e tonality at bar 267 . The ha^nnonic language • 
remains complex and the tonal framework, which has 
become even more blurred, is only revealed through 
occasional clear-cut cadences. 
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E X A M P L E 2.6.3 (bb.266-267) 
tfte^^^^^^^ 
g A : t t > s - " ^ S ^ 1 ^ ^ 
r / * t i L F ^ L 5 £ r 
‘ h^ H^r^~~~i ib ^ i ^ = ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ > =•• ^ ^ = 
r _•"' 
H i 
The linear movement intensifies its chromatic idiom to 
produce ambiguous harmonic direction when apparently 
diatonic intervallic motives are developed using 
chromatic inflection. 
BXAMPLE 2.6.4 (bb.227-228, 230, 256-258) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ 
sJ V" ~J"" ‘ 各 ^pih :jz 
f ^ = S ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
vy 1 
The final destination of a single D^ is reached after a 
return to the E/e tonality. The D^ becomes the harmonic 
pivot p:t:oviding the link between the second and third 
sections of the symphony from D^ to Cff, (see example 
2.2.5) 
Section 工工工 \ms the only part of the symphony which 
met with Busoni's approval.i^ With its comparatively 
lucid textures, use of t2:aditional ideas such as fugato 
and a chorale, and relative idiomatic simplicity, it is 
apparent that in this section Weill,s assimilation of 
Busoni's ideals was being realised. The tonal framework 
i6Drew, Preface to Study Score, p. IX. 
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also reveals tight organisation and symmetrical 
character. 
EXAMPLE 2.7.1 
(3ozJ (3I7J (3w; 
• 、 r ^ / 3n 
^ ^ ^ ^=?^^=^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = 
J ^^"—Y^ "(卿 f - C337； ^ f~l 
(z^)L 'c^^> lcsg^ j 
(2^m 
The outline of a minor 3rd, Cff\E provides the tonal 
areas which straddle the third sectioru Within these two 
areas, there is a return to the central tonality of the 
symphcny and also emphasis on the tonal complex B^\g. The 
fi:rst section is highly ch2:0matic, bearing a stiriking 
resemblance to some of Stravinsky's imitative passages,i7 
and no one key is apparent, but the overall movement 
appears to be from a C#\E interval, where the C# becomes 
C natural and the appearance of an E^/e^ sonority 
prepares the way for the aj:j:ival of the chorale inB^\g* 
Kowalke points out that the chorale "represents the 
purest example of Weill's expanded harmonic vocabulary,“ 
in which the double mode technique is once again 
employed with resolutions on single tonalities occurring 
"only at cadence points."i8 
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EXAMPLE 2.7.2 (bb.302-317) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t i 
‘ hf e Vtiptfc.-tLrfrri^ -f^ ^ fh^ ^ f f ^ ^ V ^ t ~ i 
^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ - # f f ^ ^ ^ ^ p y ^ 
. � I 门 门 「丨 P I 门 」 n ^ n\ 
^ ^ ¢ ^¾^¾^¾^^^ ^ ^¾^^ 
“^^ 1 ~~ I l j^ ^^  1>>^^ H_ «4 J ^ ：^ 
^ ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ! ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Similar harmonic procedures and small-scale tonal 
destinations are reproduced in the more fully 
orchestrated reprise of the chorale. Before this, the 
imitative idea of the first section is expanded to 
become a fully developed fugato. The harmordc language 
is similarly complex and chromatic but the outline of a 
G\D complex may be observed. 
EXAMPLE 2.7.3 (reduction of bb.317-340) 
^ ^ 
b ^ - ~ • 三 ~^4) S 
0 - _ _ = = = = = = = = = = = = ^ = = = ^ — — __• 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = = = = = = = 
^ 务 
• 5^  
^ • j ^ -Q 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ : : , ^ ^ = E ^ ^ Z ^ = = ^ ^ 
(3T7) _ BZOJ (?iiO CS2<f.; C32.5)("鄉 (32A) 
At the end of the chorale reprise there is movement 
away from A^ beginning at bar 366 with a brief excursion 
to a structural cadence poirrb at bars 367-371 which 
outlines the group of four 5ths from Section 1. 
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EXAMPLE 2.7,4 (bb.367-371) 
, ^ < r i ,. ^ u ^ r # i ^ 
^ * t t i ^ ^ ^ H f c 、^ 
During the section from 378-393, in which the thematic 
material evokes the spirit of transfiguration, there 
appears to be a fight for tonal supremacy between the 
upper parts indicating A^ and the bass line outlining the 
chorale melody, this time in D^b^ instead of B^\g. The 
melodic impetus of the chorale drives the tonality 
towards E after landing on B which is the dominant of -...>-,,. � ^ 
the former. (bars 388-392) 
The final chord in bars 392-393 is ambiguous since 
it is clearly intended to be an E major chord, but the 
super-imposed 4ths provide some instability, perhaps 
p:reparing us for a.i:ei:ui:n in the coda to the 4ths_ and 
5ths-generated chords of the introduction. 
EXAMPLE 2.8.1 (bb.393) 
_o-
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , 
^ ^ ^ = E E ^ ^ 
The coda provides • bcth harmonic and tonal 
resolution to end the symphony conclusively. The • ‘ •‘. 
programmatic elements include describing a ”final 
triumphant march...and humanity's steady progression 
toward the Promised Land."^^ In a musical sense the 
i9crawford, P.yprj^gM-OM^^ in Tv^ entieth- Century 
Music, p• 254. 
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tensions generated by the 4ths and 5ths figurations of 
the introduction are replaced by t:riadic p r o c e d u r e s , 2 0 
especially in the effervescent Mahlerian section marked 
,Jubelnd. Only the final ten bars of the symphony echo 
the grave mood of the introduction, representing Weill,s 
less than optimistic view of the future.^i 
The tonal framework of the coda illustrates the 
more direct intentions of the harmonic goals. The double 
tonic technique may still be in evidence in the first 
two sections of the coda, but it tends to colour rather 
than pervade the harmony, and the tonality is pushed • 
toward its inevitable conclusion. 
E X A M P L E 2.8.2 
(3^ (wj (^oy 
^^^^^^^^^ 
J 
Evidence of earlier procedures occur in the coda： 
super-imposed diatonic chords at bars 399 onwards, semi-
tonal movement (bars 403+) and approach to the tonic 
from the flattened 2nd (bar 410). 
Writers have remarked on the unique position that 
the Symphony No. 1 holds in Weill's output. Malcolm 
MacDonald says that "the work signals the emergence of a 
considerable composer"22 and both Kowalke and J.C. & D . L . 
20Kowalke, Kii^IdiL—iD^~M^—£^, P- 339. 
2iCrawf0rd, Expressionism in Twentieth Century 
Music, p. 254. 
22MalcolmMacDowell, "Kurt Weill： The Two 
Symphonies," programme notes to Philips recording of 
Symphonies Nos. 1 &_^/ p. 3. 
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Crawford comment on the remarkable quality of the 
symphony given that it was written by a 21 year old.23 
That the musical structure transcends the programmatic 
,content, producing a coherent and self-contained work in 
one movement lasting nearly half an hour also draws 
comment from all four writers. 
Contributing to the cohesive elements which bind 
the seemingly disparate and numerous musical themes and 
changes of tempi and mood is the overall tonal 
architecture. While the harmonic language and some of 
the tonal excursions may seek to undermine the stability 
of immediate sections which occur within the symphony, 
the overall tonal framework reveals Weill's tight 
organisation of the tonal elements. Like the cello 
sonata, it is based mainly on a single tonality which 
pervades the entire work, (see example 2.3.2) 
Included in the large-scale tonal organisation are 
keys closely related by diatonic interval (such as the 
3rd, 4th and 5th) to the central tonic, or one chromatic 
step away and which, by their very nature, develop a 
relationship of proximity rather than diversion or 
alienatioii.24 
2^owalke, g_nrt Weill in Europe, p. 339; J.C. & D.L. 
Crawf ord, F^jr^^_ionism in Twentieth Century^_Jlu^ic, p • 
254. 
2 4Kemp, Harmony in Weill, p. 13. Kemp discusses the 
phenomenon of apparently unrelated chords juxtaposed to 
provide the element of "surprise [caused] by the 
remoteness of the relationship". He goes on to suggest 
that "at the same time they soothe by the flow of the 
part_writing and the consonance of the chords 
themselves" which "contribute to short-term" and "long-
term structural purposes,“ 
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In addition to the central tonality of C/c, which 
pervades the entire work, are a series of individual 
large-scale tonal areas which dominate each section of 
,the symphony. 
EXAMPLE 2.8.3 
^_ r~~nT) (72.1) — rz^) __jz^^=a 
l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P = ^ ^ 
These outline the first three notes of a C major scale 
which then descends an augmented 2nd, or a minor 3rd, tc 
D^/C# before returning to the central tonality using a 
characteristic semi-tonal side-slip. This use of a 
scalic figuration as the basis of large-scale 
progression from one tonal area to another is an 
additional technique occasionally used by Weill within 
the tonal architecture of his later works, examples of 
which v7ill be identified in the following chapters. 
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Quodlihet, Op.9 (April 1923) 
Between the composition of his Symphony No.l and 
Ouodlibet, Weill wrote the Divertimento Op.5, for small 
,orchestra and male chorus； Sinfonia Sacra Op.6, 
Fantasia, Passacaglia and Hymnus for orchestra； the 
String Quartet Op.8; Die Zaubernacht, a children's 
ballet； and a setting of Psalm VIII and some songs. He 
was also entrusted by his teacher with an arrangement 
for flute and piano of Busoni's Divertimento.^ 
In the Divertimento, Sinfonia sacra and String 
Quartet Op.8,2 Weill's use of "religious symbolism" is 
� evident with his inclusion of the chorale in all three 
works.3 The chorales are treated in a more complex manner 
than in the Svmphony No. 1, and make use of other 
Baroque forms in a manner which has been likened to 
Reger's contrapuntal idiom.4 Kowalke indicates the 
backward-looking expressionist style of the harmony in 
the Divertimento, and the more futuristic idiom of 
Stravins3cy,s influence when Weill has written "light-
hearted jagged themes" set against "pointillistic 
accompaniments."5 The string quartet expands on this 
notion of simplicity and perhaps proves^ to be "a pivotal 
work in Weill,s output,“ since many features of his 
earlier works, such as contrapuntal complexity, are 
i D r e w ,冗里左 _ ^ 1 1 ^ ^ ——且迎 4紐迪， P . 134. 
2re-constructed by David Drew 
^owalke, Kurt Weill in_^u^^e, p. 349. 
^lMd. , p. 350. 
5jMd. , p. 350. 
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scaled down in favour of clarity of texture by using 
melodies withaccompaniments instead of dense polyphony.^ 
The harmonic language has developed even further 
from his earlier music, and reveals little of the 
t 
simplicity implied by the other elements within the 
quartet. The idea of a central tonic still prevails, but 
the linear strands remain highly chromatic or use "non-
traditional scales," sonorities evolve from fifth-
generated movement, and triads occur "out of phase," as 
in the Cello Sonata and Symphony No.l."^  
In the autumn of 1922, Weill was commissioned to 
compose the incidental music for a production of a 
children,s fairy-tale pantomime entitled 幽 
Zaubernacht. The commission was Weill,s first 
professional work and his most popular to date, although 
Busoni's reception was less than enthusiastic, probably 
due to his own failing health and the strain caused by 
his endeavour to complete Doktg^la^,^ In the following 
year, Weill composed his Quodlihet, an orchestral suite 
freely based on elements from the original pantomime.9 It 
is not a suite in the conventional sense as it oi:ganises 
the ideas freely according to musical rather than 
dramatic c o n s i d e r a t i o n s . ^ ^ Quodlibet draws on 24 to 26 of 
^Ibid'. PP. 357-358. 
^^hid,, pp. 356-357. 
8Ronald Sanders, Th^JDays_Grow Short： The Life and 
msic_of_K^^t_：mj^r (New York： Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1981), pp. 51-52. 
9Drew, gnrf_w^lj^ A Handbook• p. 140. 
^^Ihid' r P. 148. 
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the original 40 sections of Die Zaubernacht and, in its 
free organisation 6f the dramatic ideas into a musical 
structure, has been compared to the Divertimento from 
，Stravinsky's The Fairy's Kiss.^^ Quodlibet became "one of 
Weill,s most widely performed works composed before 
1927."i2 
In many respects, his Quodlibet could be regarded 
as a pivotal work, perhaps more so than the String 
Quartet Op.8. Derived from Die Zaubernacht, Quodlibet 
was, according to Weill himself, "the first work in 
which the simple style .can be recognised."i3 Perhaps the 
combination of his wish to write appropriate music for 
the theatre and especially for children, and Busord,s 
teaching influence accounts for the "transparent 
textures and straightforward, song_like melodies"i4 which 
pervade the entire composition. The song-like character 
of the music, the closed forms such as the funeral 
march, and the "regular phrases" and "well-defined 
cadences"i5 indicate a simplification of style, but the 
harmonic language remains relatively complex throughout. 
The harmony still retains "fifth-generated 
configurations" and "combinations of major and minoif,"i6 
iilMd. , p. 148. 
i2Kowalke, |^ i^ t^Ji^ iii^ J^ l^ ~^ ^^ ^^ ^^ , P. 374. 
n i M d . • p. 367. 
i4crawford, ^^^^^_^ipni^ in Twentieth-Century 
Music, p. 255. 
i�KowalJce, Kurt Weiil_in_Eurp£e p. 3by. 
i6jTMd. • p. 369. 
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but the tonal architecture of the composition may not be 
as conventional as Kowalke would suggest.i7 To be sure, 
there are instances when the key is established using 
conventional triadic cadences, but these do not always 
1 
coincide with the structural points in the movements, 
and the direction of harmonic and tonal intent often 
remains ambiguous. 
The harmonic language retains the idea of a central 
tonic, as in the earlier works, and Weill also uses 
double-tonic sonorities and double-mode tonalities to 
heighten the sense of harmonic and tonal ambiguity. 
Sonorities based on perfect 4ths, abrupt changes of key 
and non_diatordc scales also serve to undermine the 
stability and direction of the tonal organisation. 
Unifying features include the use of extended pedal 
points, ostinati, drones and relatively stable 
rhythmically-animated accompaniments. The seemingly 
disparate elements of each movement are skillfully bound 
together by these familiar Weillian techniques. 
In broad terms, Quodlibet corresponds to a 
conventional symphonic model. It is in four contrasted 
movements outlining a brisk first movement with a slow � 
int;coduction which :cetu3nis at the end； a tarentella-like 
scherzo； a sustained slow movement incorporating 
extended recitative passages;i8 a sombre Alla marcia 
funebre; and a frenetic, episodic flnale using agitato, 
furioso and molto vivo as performance directions. A more 
i7^d., p. 369. 
^^Ibid., p. 355. 
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detailed outline of the formal structure is set out 
below. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.1 
, I i Andante non troppo 1-42 
ii. Un poco leggiero e agitato 43-50 
iii Allegro molto 51-99 
iv Tempo I molto espessivo 100-117 
V L'istesso tempo 118-133 
工1 i Molto vivace 1-17 
ii Allegretto scherzando 18-63 
iii Tempo 工） 64-123 
iv Stretta) 124-146 
V Allegro non troppo 147-193 
III i Un poco sostenuto 1-38 
ii Recitativo 39-42 
iii Poco tranquillo 43-51 
iv Andantino 52-60 
V Piu mosso) 61-83 � 
a tempo ) 84-97 
vi i ?iu tranquillo 97-110 
vii Alla marcia funebre 111-13 
IV i Molto agitato 1-94 
ii Tempo di marcia 95-135 
iii Molto vivo 136-241 
iv Misterioso 242-333 
The central tonality of Quodlihet is A/a. Like the 
Cello Sonata and Svmphony No. 1, the central tonality 
pervades the entire work, while not always being of 
direct importance within the formal structure. The key 
of A/a occurs in all four movements, and while it 
remains central to the tonal framework of the first and 
fourth movements, it does not always operate as a 
principal key within the second and third movements. The 
following graph provides a reduction of the principal 
tonal areas. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.2 
I if2 (?) ^ ) 
I 
; X ^ JU ^ 
l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - T ^ ^ j r = H ^ _ 
j(I/0(i8J (nvu<iv{0 (a») (UOO^) oT (琳） 
fi ‘ hoi\ 7^a> wkL(4LL/iifcl_mii_ — 
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Grouped as sonorities the main tonalities outline the 
triads of F/f and A/a, v/ith C/c providing the axis 
between the two complexes. 
1 
Extended further, principal keys outline a series 
of perfect 5ths with A as the central key area. 
Diametrically opposed to A is the key of E^ with its own 
tonal complex which represents a semitonal side_slip 
from the central 5ths series. 
EXAMPLB 3.1.3 
… — t ^ ^ -> ^^:^^^r:^^^;$^ 
_ / — f2f - m* i 
^ _ ^ _ - - ^ ^ ^ 
姜 ^ = ^ - ^ ^ £ ^ ^ ^ = J / ^ 
广。 ^ ^^ 
尔 ^ 一 乂 「 J 二 
E L 一 a^^^^^,>...^:^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
An emphasis on the interval of the augmented 4th or 
diminished 5th (tritone) occurs throughout Quodlibet, 
especially in: the introduction to the first movement； 
the ubiquitous timpani ostinato of the second movement 
and the even more striking contrast of the Alla marcia 
funebre in e^ set against surrounding principal tonal 
areas in A/a. 
There is also an increased emphasis on large scale 
3rds relationships, not just in areas of double-mode 
tonality, but extended 七0 outline the shape of a triad 




t f e ^ ！ ^-^^.^A-..-^^^^^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ r ^ ^ - - ^ ^ ^ 厂^^ ~~"-"-^ "^ L^ r^  
V、I DF - - - - - ‘社 j - - ‘ -j^ X 
^ ^ 1 I — : ~ ~ ' Z = 
J 廿 ^ 
F rw^ / A miW 
Mention has been made of the unconventional scales 
used by Weill,i9 and the opening of Quodlibet gives an 
example of. the type of scale which Busoni had promoted 
in his "speculat.ive essay, “ entitled "Sketch of a New 
Aesthetic of Music."20 while Weill appears to have made 
neither extended nor systematic use of Busoni's 113 
synthetic scales (built on the rearrangement of the 
semitones, w h o l e tones and augmented 2nds of the twelve-
tone scale) there are examples to be found in the m u s i c 
he wrote during and after his period of study with the 
great m a s t e r . 
A t the beginning of the first movement the flutes 
and clarinets play an extended scale one octave a p a r t , 
-outljLning a four-note incipit to the main scale followed 
»r> • 一 • 
by a two octave ascending r u n . 
i5Gresham, M E L e j g ^ g _ ^ L g ^ y j ^ d n Five Works_for _Wj-nds 
by Kurt W e i l l , p p . 49-52. 
2 0 D a n i e l M . Raessler, "The '113' Scales of Ferruccio 
Busoni," The Music Review, XLIII, N o . 1 (1982), p . 51. 
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EXAMPLE 3.2.1 (I:bb.l-2) 
A 一 ^^^-----'^'^Tr^^^ '^7T , ^ f^- f^ 
' ^ ¾ ^ ¾ * 
u^^"^^^^^ 
The first octave reveals itself to be a transposition of 
n o . 30 of Busoni,s scales, while the second octave, 
with the 2nd degree being flattened, turns out to be n o . 
41. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.2 
丨 ，知 5-J-^"^"^^^‘^ , ^^=t= i^^=^^=^^^=^:^ i=^=:^ :^^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ： ^ ^ = 
The first scale and its variation serve to heighten 
the mysticism and magical quality of the introduction. 
The tonality of the B^ scale emphasises the flattened 
2nd leaning towards the principal tonality of A / a , (or a 
tritone away from the E pedal, E-B^) and the four-note 
incipit outlines a modal version of a cadential melodic 
_ o u t l i n e a l s o in A / a . 
While there is a temptation to discover other 
Busoni scales in Quodlibet, especially in the recitativo 
sections of the third movement, such explorations would 
appear to be contrived since these scalic passages 
include chromatic inflection during their course.^i A t 
the same time, however, it may be fair to speculate that 
z^Gresham, Agpects of Stvle in Five Works for^M_nds 
bv Kurt Weill, p . 53. 
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some of Weill's scalic passages m a y initially have been 
inspired by Busoni's scales. 
A f t e r a shimmering section using oscillating 
flattened 2nds of B^ and A and a chromatic descending . 
< 
scale, an impressionistic passage using plodding open 
5ths and 4ths against an exotic melody played by the 
clarinet provides a preparation in E, or chord V , for 
the main tonal d e s t i n a t i o n . This turns out to be the 
complex c\a on an E pedal with elements of the dominant 
of both keys superimposed and linear movement suggesting 
a _variety of tonal p o s s i b i l i t i e s . The central tonality 
of A / a , however, is eventually established at bar 30. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.3 (I:bb.20_41) 
t ^ • 
n-^ »——4o[===jf3g^^^^^^===| 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
^ ~ ~ j ^ (30； C35-'MJ 
: ^ 5 Z n = 3 : : ^ : : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^^^^^^^==^^^^^^= 
t'- •, ~z^ ^ 
- ^ ^^令、~z 
An e x t r a o r d i n a r y section of eight bars follows, 
epitomising Weill's new style with emphasis on 
symmetrical structure, clarity of texture and triadic 
harmonic language. It begins in the key of A and w o u l d 
appear to modulate to g by outlining a 4ths figuration, 
A - D - G , and continuing in the allegro molto section on a 
g triad, but the sustained horn note and the timpani on 
a would have us believe that the destination is an E 
chord. 
The dual tonality continues throughout the allegro 
section, outlining a\c at bar 57 onwards, followed by an 
. 61 
a \ C / c complex commencing at bar 88. M e l o d i c elements 
w h i c h g e s t u r e towards superimposed harmonies are ever 
p r e s e n t , b u t so much of Weill's harmonic language in 
this section is based on functional m o v e m e n t that the 
< 
the h a r m o n i c movement cancels out the elements of 
a m b i g u i t y . A l s o the texture of melody with rhythmically-
animated accompaniments, especially between bars 81 and 
95 d e l i n e a t e s the tonal direction more c l e a r l y . 
A return to the mysterious atmosphere a t bar 100, 
reveals a c\E^ tonality where E^ initially p r e v a i l s , but 
it e v e n t u a l l y settles on c. 
One of the few contrapuntal passages found in 
Quodlibet w h i c h characterise Weill,s earlier music 
occurs in this section, but it soon gives w a y to a 
chordal resolution representing magical transformation 
onto D^7. This section would appear to reflect Kemp's 
theory of D^ representing "promise and delight*"22 The 
m o v e m e n t closes on a shimmering, yet mildly discordant 
4ths sonority, with some emphasis on the note, A . 
EXAMPLE 3.2.4 (I:bb.l32-133) 
I " ^ ¾ 




The s c h e r z o - t y p e second movement begins with an 
u n c h a r a c t e r i s t i c unison f i g u r a t i o n . 2 3 Even w i t h some 
22Kemp, M u s i c as Metaphor, p . 141. 
23Kowalke, giirt Weill in Europe, p . 368. 
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chromatic inflection from the brass, this figuration 
appears to outline a diminished chord, with A as the 
pivot from the previous movement, and D# providing the 
basis for VO9. This slides through a progression of 
1 
diminished sevenths to arrive a t V of E mino r , w h i c h as 
the d o m i n a n t minor of the central tonic of Quodlibet 
becomes the central key of the second m o v e m e n t . 
E and B minor chords dominate the texture of the 
inti:oduction which leads to an allegretto scherzando 
episode. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.1 (II:bb.l-18) ^ -“ ‘ 
^^^^^ 
0) M ( « ) ⑷ 
The juxtaposition of a mixture of E and B major and 
minor attempts to conceal the supremacy of either as the 
main tonality, but the dispute is resolved at 43-44 with 
a clear ii-V_I cadence in E . A further example of 
Weill's new style of slow-moving melody w i t h lively 
accompaniment occurs at this p o i n t . 
^ EXAMPLE 3.3.2.(II:bb.44-48) 
^ r f ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ _ _ ^ - f L _ ^ ^ ^ 芒于 P ^ ^ T " ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ p__ 
召不^^^^^^£^£奋二|£=£¥4二[ = = = = = = = = = = ^ [ 
| ^ ^ 主 _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 〒 厂 二 却 〒 二 岂 
A t bar 52, the harmony arrives at V on B, and the B 
then slides the tonality to B\d. The sustained note D 
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p e r f o r m s the role of a pivot note during the progression 
of chords on D, B^ and G , and the key of D/d is reached 
at bar 64. The tonal direction of the section. Tempo I, 
is v a g u e , but the eventual destination is A/a at bar 82 
until a return to the main tonality of the m o v e m e n t , E/ 
e, before reprising the Aa/C m a t e r i a l . The emphasis is 
therefore focused on a return to the central tonic of 
QuodIibet, outlining the 4ths configuration of B - E - A . 
EXAMPLE 3.3.3 
P ( 0 QOH^ (I^J : 
~[ 
^ - -^;j>-^^ 
^ ^ ' 
\,' 乂 r 
The return to A is confirmed in the stretta section at 
bar 12 4, but only to provide a vehicle for a semi-tonal 
side-slip onto B^ at bar 147. Preceding this point of 
a r r i v a l , an extraordinary passage of 4 bars superimposes 
the chords of a, g and d in preparation for the allegro 
non troppo. This final section of the second m o v e m e n t 
uses a combination of B^, d and F and g harmonies, the 
- t o n a l complex of the Sonata for Cello and P i a n o . The 
z 
texture is lucid, but is coloured with m a n y chromatic 
inflections* 
E X A ^ ^ A E . _ 1 ^ 3 , 4 ( I I : b b . l 5 0 - 1 5 1 , 1 4 8 - 1 5 1 , 1 7 4 - 1 7 7 , 1 9 0 - 1 9 2 ) 
> 
g ^ ^ f f i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p 
n r n L—�~~~^~i^^Pfit- ,K"~ 0 iv - P F f h ~ ~ m 
p f e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M l p 
The destination of B natural provides another 
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c h a r a c t e r i s t i c semi-tonal side-slip at bar 192, in 
p r e p a r a t i o n for the following m o v e m e n t . 
The w h o l e of the second movement r e p r e s e n t s a 
curious combination of conventional 4ths and 5ths 
< 
r e l a t i o n s h i p s between tonalities and the less usual 
c o m b i n a t i o n of keys related by 3rds or by upward semi-
tonal m o v e m e n t . The overall tonal structure so far has 
moved in an ascent of p e r f e c t fifths, A - E - B . The brief 
excui:sion to B^ only serves to highlight the extension of 
the 5ths o u t l i n e to F, which is a feature of the opening 
ostinato in the next m o v e m e n t . 
By its very nature of seemingly disparate ideas, 
including a variety of contrasting m e l o d i c cells, 
v a r i a t i o n s of metre from bar to bar, caesuras over 
i m p r o v i s a t i o n a l recitativo sections and frequent changes 
of mood and tempo, the third movement demands coherence 
through the use of consistent unifying elements to bind 
the s t r u c t u r e . 
The virtually omni-present ostinato based on the 
tritone, F - B , curiously, provides one of the unifying 
elements of the third m o v e m e n t . It also serves another 
purpose； that of ci:eating harmonic tension w h i c h drives 
toward r e s o l u t i o n . Of the five possible r e s o l u t i o n s 
cited b e l o w , the latter two are used during the course 
of this m o v e m e n t . 
EXAMPLE 3.4.1 
^^^^E^^^t^^^^^^^^^^ 
J \ _ _ - ^ * ‘ ^ "^>^U * • " > • — 
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A t the beginning of the 3rd movement, the tritone 
produces the tension for an eventual resolution on the 
d e s t i n a t i o n key of C minor at bar 19, and it provides a 
, u n i f y i n g e l e m e n t for the chromatic events which precede 
this first g o a l . The opening fanfare figure for two 
flutes also commences on the tritone and finally arrives 
on a g t r i a d , although the method of notation and the 
m e l o d i c line would appear to disguise this g o a l . 
EXAMPLE 3.4.2 (III:bb.2_4) 
^^m^^^^ 
An intervallic cell and a short melodic gesture are 
introduced pi:oducing a texture which heightens 5ths 
m o v e m e n t w i t h chromatic inflectioru 
EXAMPLE 3.4.3 (III:b.6) 
^ ^ ^ f f 
As the ostinato ends, the preceding C# alters to D^ when 
a sinuous D^ melody is presented. This is treated 
imitatively and, provided with appropriate harmonies, 
produces a similar progression to one found in the cello 
sonata when the intended tonality of C is approached by 
semi-tonal movement from both above (D^) and below (B 
natural) the tonic chord. 
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EXAMPLE 3.4.4 (III:b.l8) 
*>^^^X7B r ^ T< r 
i ^ g ^ y ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
The section in c is repeated in similar fashion in 
f after reinstatement of the ostinato, and then moves to 
g which becomes the established tonality at the first 
recitativo section. 
Under an ad libitum flute then clarinet solo, the 
strings piay a tremolo chordal progression giving a 
concise example of Weill's traditional functional 
harmony, once again revealing a 4ths outline or circle 
of fifths. 
EXAMPLE 3.5.1 (III:bb.39-42) 
|^==l=^=^%=Hr^3~~~ 
(V0 ii^  ^ ； 
么 bo 分 
^ ' 一 一一 < ^ # 
^ 0 z:p 1 
^ Q-
L _ ^ i ^ ^ ^ 
This method of harmordsation continues vrith short 
interjecting chords over the bassoon solo at poco 
tranquillo. 
EXAMPLE 3.5.2 (III:bb.42-51) 
( w 03) 參 — 
^^^^^^^^~^^t： 
J ~ # ~ -^^-V 
U ~ n p . tj. jh ^h- !>:々• 
g E E E E E E ± ^ E ^ t = ^ ^ ^ E ^ " l - — — - = = i ~ ^ ~ ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ 
U___—• 4 h 
1 A^ rn B^St 6b 0^^ BT^ 7)f r>^ J)^B^V 54»^  a»“ 
i iCk) ^ 
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This progression differs from the previous one in that 
the harmonic movement is far less obvious and the 
complex contains ample examples of voice leading, semi-
tonal m o v e m e n t and enharmonic relationships. 
During the course of the cello solo the fiats 
dissipate and eventually the melody settles on a C#. 
This leads into a progression which eventually slips 
back to the opening g tonality with a 2:ep3:ise of the 
opening m a t e r i a l at bar 61. A n abrupt switch to the key 
of A minor at bar 72 is surprisingly well-supported with 
the inclusion of the leading note, Gjf. A further section 
at bar 75 intensifies the return to the central tonic in 
a confident spirit of A m a j o r . A t bar 87 the harmonic 
movement once again produces a progression of ascending 
4ths, leading into the ostinato on F and B . Taken as a 
w h o l e , the entire section (bars 61-96) reveals a 
colossal 4ths progression, or circle of 5ths, commencing 
and ending on the two notes which comprise the 
ubiquitous F-B tritone 
EXAMPLE 3.5.3 (III:bb.(l)-79-95) 
^ ^ _ _ _ 3 ^ ^ 
nz 1 —^ ^^ ^^ z^:z:^ L^  
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ = 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
——^^^一0^^^- :二 —— ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : = = ^ ^ = ^ ^ \^^^ “ ^ • — 
A transitional passage featuring recitativo 
passages for flute, clarinet and cello accompanied by a 
group of interjecting sonorities illustrates V7eill's 
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technique of bass movement setting up "powerful 
associations" which disguise the progression of chords 
above.^^ 
EXAMPLE 3.5.4 (III:bb.98-103) 
A r y r- t r ~ i 
fe •華； 〜 - 三 
^ ^ T " ^ ^ ””厂 
Q t : = = g 耱 華 * 鲁 = g^ H^ 參 • ~ ~ 
+ T 
The tonal goal is E^ and this foreign key becomes 
the principal tonality of the remarkable Alla marcia 
funebre, A f t e r Weill,s first apparent gestic use of a 
march in his String Quartet Op.8,25 he develops the idea 
further in Quodlibet by not only including a contrasting 
closed form within the movement, but also intensifying 
its importance in the use of a remote key. The key of E^ 
minor is also significant in that it represents the 
opposite emotion of "the tonality of defiant stoicism"26 
which could be interpreted as "the key of passive 
resignation.” 
The harmonic construction arising from the m e l o d i c 
construction of the funeral march tune produces a 
startling effect which heightens the deep sense of irony 
which this section is apparently intended to c o n v e y . 
24Kemp, Harmony in Weill, p . 14. 
25Kowalke, Kurt Weill i n _ E u r o ^ , p . 357. 
26Kemp, Harmony in Weill, p . l 4 1 * 
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! 
E X A M P L E 3.5.5 (III:bb.lll-114 & 111-118) 丨 
rt^^^^^^^^ I 
| o I ^ K ^ ^ I I H Z ^ t - ^ 3 g E = E E ^ ^ = | : ^ r = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
些 ： 一 ^ ^ = ^ = = = : j F ^ = ^ = = ^ * 1 • I 
It'b V … ^ 
The A chord m a y be ”f〇reign” bu t , w i t h its 
inc o r p o r a t i o n into the m e l o d y , W e i l l has still m a n a g e d 
to a l l u d e to the ce n t r a l tordc w i t h i n its s t r u c t u r e . 
T h i s r e v e a l s a further e m p h a s i s on the i m p o r t a n c e of the 
trit o n e in Quodlibet, In this i n s t a n c e , h o w e v e r , the u s e 
of the cent r a l t o n i c of A has become a d o m i n a n t 
p r e p a r a t i o n for the f i n a l close on d . The o v e r a l l e f f e c t 
m a y be of a se m i - t o n a l s i d e - s l i p from e^ to d , b u t the 
imm e d i a t e h a r m o n i c f u n c t i o n r e v e a l s yet an o t h e r 
c o n v e n t i o n a l progressioru 
In bars 1 3 4 - 1 3 9 , the t e c h n i q u e of pr o l o n g a t i o n in d 
is used to allow the os t i n a t o to return and set the 
scene for the f i n a l e , w i t h a genuin e r e t u r n to the 
cen t r a l t o n i c and the r e s o l u t i o n of the t r i t o n e . 
A bi:ief int:t:oduction o u t l i n i n g the pjrogj:ession of 
asc e n d i n g 5ths, B - E - A , p r o p e l s the fourth m o v e m e n t i n t o 
its summation of Quodlibet, One m e l o d i c idea a f t e r 
another is pres e n t e d w i t h the v i t a l i t y and f r e s h n e s s of 
a M o z a r t i a n f i n a l e , p r e s a g i n g the exub e r a n c e and v i g o u r 
of W e i l l ' s own Sv m p h o n y N o . _ _ 2 , and sugg e s t i n g the 
styl i s t i c a f f i n i t y of these ”two w o r k s separated b y ten 
ye a r s , 1923- -1933. "^^ indeed m a n y of the m e l o d i c ideas in 
27Kowalke, K u r t . W e i l l in Eur o p e , p . 26 9 - 2 7 0 . 
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Quodlibet bear a close resemblance to those found in the 
Svmphony No•2• Perhaps m o r e striking are the 
similarities in harmonic style, with the use of harmonic 
m o v e m e n t based on ascending 4ths and upward chromatic 
* 
m o t i o n . 
A f t e r confirmation of the central t o n a l i t y . A / a , 
the first episode a t bar 21 provides an excursion to B^ 
and then the bass line proceeds in a rising and falling 
chromatic line to arrive at V of V , E/e, the d o m i n a n t of 
the central tonic, (bar 30) 
EXAMPLE 3.6.1 
3^<¾) 
( 3 ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ • "•"• ‘ 
^ ^ ^ ‘ • h t _ , — k _ ^ + j | r ^ ^ 
iv )L X »^  £/e 
This section eventually proves to be a C/c\e 
complex w h i c h , in spite of furious chromatic activity 
discussed above, and outlining an ascending chromatic 
line in the bass from B^ at bar 53 to D at bar 67, 
performs an upwards 4th cadence onto C/c once again.(bar 
73) 
EXAMPLE 3.6.2 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
(5S) C57) (bO (^ )^ i^iS) C^ 0 O^ J 
Leading to the next episode the dual tonality of 
C\a is reinforced before a thunderous tutti chord 
produces the following sonority, (bar 95) 
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EXAMPLE 3,6.3 (IV:b.95) 
1 ^ ^ • | ^ ^ E 
_.yJ 
^ ^ = ^ 0__zzzn 
A t this p o i n t a 3rds relationship becomes a p p a r e n t 
as the C\a complex becomes C\A^ at bar 105, followed b y 
A^\F at 113. This new group of sonorities b e c o m e s the 
mai n tonality of the mo l t o vivo section, w h i c h is 
approached by a characteristic inflection of the 




！ EXAMPLE 3.6.4 (IV:bb.l20-121) 
1 >1 
) 
丨 ’ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ¾ ¾ 
S The molto vivo section remains tonally static 
5 except for chromatic inflections, remaining on A^\f u n t i l 
I -
|| 226 when there is an abrupt semi-tonal shift d o w n w a r d s 
^ 
！ ； to E m i n o r . j^  
ifl v.| 
I EXAMPLE 3.7.1 (IV:bb.224-228) 
^^^m^^^m 
^ ^ i 4 ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ = ^ = ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ p ^ 
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I A n o t h e r semi-tonal d o w n w a r d shift o c c u r s a t b a r 
3 2 5 9 , and a kind of b i t o n a l i t y involving the k e y s of A 
^ 
-¾ 
a n d A ^ o c c u r s . 
E X A M P L E 3,7.2 (IV:bb.259-262) 
5 _ _ _^_ _ _ _-___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _<_ 
•i ！ � 
I [¢£¢- m r ^ 
i o V- W- ^  I— 
i ^ut 
I ^ , <m .i>f . , — a = ^ # = ^ # ~ ^ ) ) 
I .巧 
1 . A t bar 279 the key of e is e s t a b l i s h e d in 
p r e p a r a t i o n for the return of the c e n t r a l t o n a l i t y . T h e 
“ 
ti m p a n i p a r t suggests that the key of A has r e t u r n e d at 
^ 
j b a r 3 0 7 , b u t this is not c o n f i r m e d b y the h a r m o n i e s 
fi 
a b o v e u n t i l bar 319 w h i c h h e r a l d s the f i n a l f i f t e e n bars 
of the f i n a l e . 
The closing cadential figure is c h a r a c t e r i s t i c in 
•,i 
j its implied a v o i d a n c e of the d o m i n a n t c h o r d , since the 
I 
b a s s o u t l i n e s an F#-A p r o g r e s s i o n . T h i s , h o w e v e r , 
. 
^ c o n c e a l s a chord V^ sonority in the upper p a r t s 
E X A M P L E 3.7.3 (IV:bb.329-333) 
•ii 
i 1 , ) > 
\ K ^^)___• 。 
� H v ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r = 3 : ^ ^ = ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ H : ^ i H ~ ^ ~ ~ = ! T ~ ~ 
:� ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e 
I g ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' 71J ||* 7f ^  
？ 
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Quodlibet r e p r e s e n t s a turning p o i n t in W e i l l ' s 
c a r e e r . M a n y of the s t y l i s t i c i n f l u e n c e s and 
c o m p o s i t i o n a l techniques w h i c h are p r e s e n t in h i s 
earlier c o m p o s i t i o n s are in e v i d e n c e , b u t a s p e c t s of the 
73 
i n s t r u m e n t a l textures and harmonic procedures employed 
and use of closed forms would indicate a simplification 
of s t y l e . His tonal organisation remains complex b u t it 
adheres to the principles of a central tonality, double-
t 
m o d e t o n a l i t i e s and intervallic relationships of keys 
based on conventional p r o g r e s s i o n s , (see example 3.1.2) 
P a r a d o x i c a l l y , his m o s t "difficult” wor k s w e r e y e t to 
c o m e , b u t Quodlihet signals more of the future composer 
of the B r e c h t collaborations and the A m e r i c a n m u s i c a l s 
and film scores than it does of the champion of early 
20th century German avant-garde. 
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CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN & WIND ORCHESTRA, Op.l2 
Prior to the composition of the Concerto for Violin 
and Wind O r c h e s t r a , Weill composed his Frauentanz, 
, o p . l 2 , a setting of 7 Medieval poems for soprano and 
v7ind ensemble； Recordare, op.ll, an a capella setting of 
Lamentations V for 4-part chorus and children,s chorus； 
Stundenbuch, o p . l 3 , six settings of Rilke poems for 
baritone and orchestra； and Pantomime^ op.l4, an 
unfinished work for dance theatre on a scenario by Georg 
Kaiser.i 
A s a continuation of the artistic exploration of 
Quodlibet, these works represent "the shift from i:he 
^ spasms of e x c e s s , of Expressionism to the i-estraint of 
、the new m u s i c , without constj:icting his expanding 
vocabulary."^ They also suggest "a vehement quest for 
identity"3 v^ith the religious pre-occupations and the 
"symbolic associations for post_war Germany"^ of the 
Recordare and Stundenbuch and the movement away from 
"absolute" m u s i c towards compositions using "elements 
w i t h exto:a_musical associations,"5 
工七 w a s becoming apparent that Weill was moving away 
from abstract composition towards the medium of the 
human voice and the arena of the theatre. The use of 
recitativo in the Quartet N o , 1 and Quodlibet seem to 
iDrew, Kurt Weill: A Handbook, p p . 148-156. 
2Rowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p . 374. 
^Ihid,, p . 383. 
4 j M d . , p p . 383-384. 
5 j M d . , p . 384. 
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a n t i c i p a t e this shift towards the use of t h e a t r i c a l 
d e v i c e s in his later works and reinforce the notion that 
he w a s a "frustrated" theatrical composer.^ 
, The compositions between Quodlibet and the C o n c e r t o 
a l s o r e p r e s e n t an inc^reased emphasis on the closed form 
and the use of m a i n l y single m e l o d i c lines supported by 
h o m o p h o n i c accompaniments,- and a continued d e v e l o p m e n t 
of his; h a r m o n i c l a n g u a g e . These works contain some of 
, h i s m o s t "difficult" harmonic v o c a b u l a r y . The Recordare 
employs c o n t r a p u n t a l lines w h i c h create their own 
v e r t i c a l sonorities,7 resulting in a "predominance" of 
n o n - t r i a d i c i n t e r v a l s . Frauentanz is significant in its 
d e p e n d e n c e upon fifth-generated constructions, w h i l e the 
v o c a l p a r t uses extreme chromaticism above d i a t o n i c 
h a r m o n i c configurations.8 
Of certain relevance to this thesis is Kowalke‘s 
me n t i o n of the "juxtaposition and intermixture of tonal 
and n o n - t o n a l elements."^ It has already been illustrated 
in the analysis of his earlier works that h a r m o n i c 
di:rection and tonal establishment are sometimes 
d i f f i c u l t to p i n p o i n t , and the w o r k s mentioned in this 
chapter r e v e a l , apparently, a further step away from the 
concepts of functional harmonic movement and p r i n c i p a l 
t o n a l i t i e s , Kowalke suggests a "new logic" embracing the 
c o n c e p t of "poles of attraction, “ and q u o t e s 
Stravinsky,s call to "bring the poles together w i t h o u t 
^Ibid., p . 3 5 8 . 
^Ihid., p. 386. 
^Ihid,, p. 373. 
9jjbid. , p . 382. 
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b e i n g c o m p e l l e d to conform to the e x i g e n c i e s of 
tonality."io in at least three w r i t e r s , analyses of the 
c o n c e r t o the te:cminology "poles of a t t r a c t i o n , "^^ 
, " p o l a r i s a t i o n of p i t c h , " 1 2 and "die Pole"i^ is u s e d . In 
1 this study the term "tonal pole" w i l l be used. 
i 
The C o n c e r t o for Violin and Wind O r c h e s t r a w a s 
I 
• composed in A p r i l - M a y 1924. It w a s originally w r i t t e n 
s 
for S ^ i g e t i , b u t eventually 2:eceived its p r e m i e r e in 
P a r i s in 1925 w i t h the solo violin p a r t played b y M a r c e l 
Darrieux.i4 i t r e p r e s e n t s perhaps the most a v a n t - g a r d e 
c o m p o s i t i o n in W e i l l , s entire o e u v r e , in w h i c h he 
a p p e a r s to be completely at ease with the forces 
j e m p l o y e d , the formal p r o c e d u r e s used and his own u n i q u e 
J 
：； complex h a r m o n i c l a n g u a g e . A number of e x t e r n a l 
I influences on the d e s i g n of the concerto have been 
n o t e d , A m o s t s i g n i f i c a n t event w h i c h had an a s t o n i s h i n g 
J 
i influence on all of artistic Germany was that of the 
I 1918 p r e m i e r e in the vernacular of S t r a v i n s k y ' s 
: L'Histoire du Soldat, Its instrumentation, formal 
i s t r u c t u r e , d r a m a t i c c o n t e n t and method of p e r f o r m a n c e 
^ 
had f a r - r e a c h i n g consequences on the c o m p o s i t i o n a l 
i a p p r o a c h e s of m a n y w r i t e r s of m u s i c at that time.i5 
W e i l l , s instrumentation and extensive use of 
.•t 
I 
i O l M d . , p p . 3 8 7 - 3 8 8 . 
iiJjbid. , p . 3 8 8 . 
i2Gresham, A s p e c t s of Style, p . 87. 
I i3siglind B r u h n , "Kurt Weill: V i o l i n k o n z e r t / , 
M e l o s , (2/1986), p . 8 5 . 
i4yow^1kP, K u r t W e i l l in Europe, p . 60. 
i 5 j M d . , p . 5 0 . 
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r h y t h m i c a l l y - m o t i v a t e d ostinati are the m o s t apparent 
m a n i f e s t a t i o n s of the influence of L'Histoire__^ 
Soldat, along w i t h the Symphony of W i n d Instruments 
(1921) and Octet (1923).i6 
O t h e r influential forces at w o r k w i t h i n the 
c o n c e r t o include Hindemith,s ostinati in his Kleine 
Kammermusik for F i v e W i n d s , o p . 24:2,i7 and M a h l e r ' s use 
of a tiri-partite structure in the Symphony N o • 7 second 
movement.i9 A l l these elements, plus the Busoni-like 
t r a n s p a r e n c y and clarity of texture w i t h i n a 
c o n t r a p u n t a l idiom, m a y have been externally inspired, 
b u t much of the language is Weill's own.i9 This w o u l d 
seem to be especially true in his harmonic treatment, 
w h e r e there is a "tolerant co-existence" between 
"components of atonality [and] t o n a l i t y . " 2 0 T h e familiar 
"hall-marks" of Weill,s inimitable style are still in 
evidence: the ambiguity of major and minor indecision,* 
the use of tonal-anchoring pedal points and ostinati,-
the 4th and fifth-generated sonoirities,. the double-note 
sonorities'. and the approach to a tonic from the 
flattened 2nd a b o v e . A b o v e all is the over_riding 
« 
impression that the concerto m a y not be as "atonal" as 
s u g g e s t e d . Bruhn pcjints out that, "in spite of the 
linear rather than the horizontal impetus m o v i n g in free 
i6Bruhn, Kurt Weill: V i o l i n k o n z e r t , p . 8 4 . 
i7Kowalke, K u r t Weill in Europe, p p . 3 8 8 - 3 8 9 . 
^^J[bid., p . 3 8 8 . 
i 9 i M d . , p . 389. 
20Gresham, Aspects of Style, p . 78. 
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a t o n a l a r e a s , it is p o s s i b l e t o m a k e o u t a s u r p r i s i n g 
number of tonal r e l a t i o n s h i p s in f r e q u e n c y and 
density."2i 
T h e l e n g t h y d i s c u s s i o n p r e c e d i n g this a n a l y s i s of 
•» 
the c o n c e r t o h a s b e e n n e c e s s i t a t e d b y the v e r y c o m p l e x 
nature of the l a n g u a g e found w i t h i n the c o n c e r t o , and 
serves to i l l u s t r a t e the d i f f i c u l t i e s faced b y w o u l d - b e 
a n a l y s t s in d e f i n i n g its m e a n i n g by c o n v e n t i o n a l 
m e t h o d s . A c c u s a t i o n s that it w a s composed by i n t u i t i v e 
m e a n s r a t h e r than systematic w o r k i n g - o u t d o l i t t l e to 
h e l p c o n s t r u c t an o b j e c t i v e analysis.22 in the c a s e of 
W e i l l ' s c o n c e r t o the use of p i t c h - c l a s s set theojries23 
a p p e a r s to p r o d u c e little o t h e r than to r e v e a l a few 
exampies of r e c u r r i n g s o n o r i t i e s w h i c h do n o t seem t o be 
of m u c h v a l u e in the e x a m i n a t i o n of large s c a l e t o n a l 
s t r u c t u r e . 2 4 s i m i l a r l y a search for a c o n s i s t e n t and 
s y s t e m a t i c u s e of B u s o n i ' s 113 scales or u s e of the 
2iBruhn, K u r t W e i l l : V i o l i n k o n z e r t , p . 9 2 . 
"Obwohl sich in V i o l i n k o n z e r t K u r t W e i l l s die 
h o r i z o n t a l e v7ie auch die v e r t i k a l e D i a s t e m a t i k 
u b e r w i e g e n d im frei atonalen B e r e i c h b e w e g t , l a s s e n sich 
d e n n o c h immer \7ie<ier - s t e l l e n w e i s e sogar in 
u b e r r a s c h e n d e r h a u f i g k e i t und D i c h t e - t o n a l e B e z u g e 
ausmachen•“ 
22Both K o w a l k e and G r e s h a m m a k e r a t h e r a l o t of the 
t h e o r y of intuitive composition a n d , w h i l e it is n o t the 
intention of this thesis to u n d e r m i n e W e i l l , s i n t e g r i t y 
as an a r t i s t , it should be p o s s i b l e to find in his 
h a r m o n i c p r o c e d u r e s and tonal o r g a n i s a t i o n a r a t i o n a l 
framework and t h e r e f o r e have no need to r e s o r t to terms 
such as "instinctive composer" and "intuitive methods;»» 
23gee A l l e n F o r t e , The S t r u c t u r e of A t o n a l M u s i c . 
(New Haven： Yale U n i v e r s i t y P r e s s , 1 9 7 3 ) . 
24Kowalke, K u r t W e i l l in E u r o p e , p p . 303-304 
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* 
serial technique has produced only "negative findings,"25 
It is necessary then to find another m e t h o d of 
a n a l y s i s . The approach used here w i l l be to study the 
I r e l a t i o n s h i p s between the w i d e l y - s p a c e d tonal p o l e s , 
i B e t w e e n these a n c h o r - p o i n t s , m e l o d i c and h a r m o n i c 
I m o v e m e n t w i l l be examined, w i t h particular focus on the 
I 
,I b a s s , in order to trace p o s s i b l e logical pix^giressions-
I ‘ 
The concerto consists of three m o v e m e n t s . A l t h o u g h 
• I 
\ n o t as sectional in character as the gymphony No.__1, 
j -. 
i 
1 there is a marked m u l t i - s e c t i o n a l character about the 
I 
i w o r k . T h e s e sections a^fe outlined in the table b e l o w , 
i 
一 • 1 1 n “ ^ ~ ^ ~ " 
Andante con moto 1 • ^^ 
Un poco piu andante 45 - 112 
Pesante U 3 • 134 
‘ Tempo secondo 135 • 153 
I Furioso 154 . 169 
！ Tranquillo ma sempre Andante 170 - 196 
Tempo primo 197 - 210 
IIa - Notturno 
Allegro un poco tenuto 1 ‘ 78 
Un poco tranquillo 79 - 105 
IIb - Cadenza 
^ 1 1 Q Moderato 上‘ 
„ 20 - 35 
,. 36 - 44 
Vi-vace 45 - 54 
L'.istesso tempo ^^ • ®^ 
•丨 ‘ 
I iic - Serenata 
Allegretto 1 • � 




� Allegro molto, un poco agitato 1 “ 4 6 
,• 丨_ H .. .丨 47 - 89 
:] poco rall & a tempo 90 - 114 
1 L n brio 114 . 171 1 7 o 1 Q Q 
Un poco meno mosso ^ ‘ 
Allegro, ma un poco tenuto 199 - 235 ^ : 235 - 268 Con fuoco … ^ 269 - 291 Piu mosso 
： 
j 25Gresham, M P ^ ^ ? i ^ _ ^ £ ~ ^ i ^ i ^ ' P- 44 
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The texture of the first m o v e m e n t is d o m i n a t e d by 
p a i r s of "punctuating five-note chords (bar 38) w h i c h 
c o n t i n u a l l y recur at structural seams of the first 
.movement."^6 Bruhn calls them "Funfklang" and indicates 
t h a t , in combination with the voice-leading of the 
m e l o d i c l i n e s , they make the first section the m o s t 
"harmonically stringent" of the whole c o n c e r t o . In fact, 
I their p r o m i n e n c e by frequent appearance throughout the 
f i r s t m o v e m e n t (bars 1, 3, 8; 16； 26, 27; 38, 45-6; 49' 
5 3 , 54； 6 6 - 7 ; ( 1 0 9 - 1 1 0 ) ; 1 3 6 - 7 ; ( 1 5 0 ) , 1 5 1 , ( 1 5 2 ) , 1 5 3 ; 
一 198, 200, 204, 205-6) would indicate that they assume 
even m o r e importance than Bruhn suggests. 
C o n s i s t i n g of five notes, they play a f u n d a m e n t a l l y 
important r o l e throughout the first m o v e m e n t , and the 
i term "structural pentachords" has been selected. 
EXAMPLE 4.1.1 (I:bb.l-4) 
d&z^==^rz=| ^ J _ _ ^ ^ ^ t e ^ ^ ^ f e g 
^^^^^^^=^^^^^^f^^^ = 
^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M _ _ . 
; ' ^ ^ T ^ ^ " ^ ^ f ? ^ 
Gresham extracts the sonority of the three m i d d l e notes 
for d i s c u s s i o n , identifying them as a mixture of 3-5 and 
3-9 pitch-class set sonorities,27 while Kowalke labels 
the entij:e five_note spread in each case as either 5 -14 
and 5-24.28 
26Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p . 389. 
27Gresham, Aspects of Style, p p . 78-81. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4.2 (IIa:bb.39-43, 30-31, 55-57) 
1^ >4- ^ 1 ~ ^ • 
» 
| P ' ： • • 卜 “ ^ ^ 
厂 t j T T 令 T 
5 - m - ⑷ 5-2^ ⑷ 
In the case of the latter two writers these chords 
appear to have been labelled for their intirinsic value 
only,29 whereas Bruhn has attempted to rationalise their 
harmonic implications.30 Her analysis suggests that the 
fii:st two pentachords emphasise the poles of a C^ chord 
and its F resolution. The third set indicates a move to 
the minor subdominant, B % , thus strengthening the F 
p o l a r i t y . The next moves to an A\C centre, followed by 
F\E^ stressing the importance of B^ before arriving at an 
"unambiguous cadence on D that concludes the s e c t i o r u " 3 i 
Bruhn‘s enlightening description hints that the 
concerto is probably less atonal than suggested in other 
analyses of this w o r k . The harmonic implications of the 
-...•'一 . 
structural pentachords reveal a section based on 
28Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p p . 389-390. 
29To be fair to Kowalke, he does point out that the 
appearance of the structural pentachords at the end of 
the movement would indicate the reinforcement of the D 
minor tonality, "related to the earlier chords by linear 
progressions of a minor second in almost all the 
voices.” Kurt Weill in Europe, p . 3 9 0 . 
30Bruhn, Kurt Weill: Violinkonzert, p . 92-93. 
3iKowalke, K u r t W e i l l in Europe, p . 389. 
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remarkably conventional functions of chords operating 
w i t h i n a single tonality. Bruhn,s analysis does not, 
however explain the D# in the bass of the first set or 
the predominant g in the pentachord and the linear 
1 
m o v e m e n t at bar 2 6 . V 
a 
i The following graph may provide some insight to 
j these questions and, once again, reveal a harmonic 
• progression based on double-note sonorities and one of 
m 
Weill's favourite techniques, the circle of f i f t h s . 
EXAMPLE 4.1.3 (I:bb.l.30) 
- r*au.^Ho« of- 5>OKvorLK<^ c.^  pv^ cJ^  i ^ 
: ^ E = ^ : ^ E E E 3 E E ^ : = ^ = E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
rzcr ^ V———p^ b0 
P ^ i = f c = = ^ " = = = ^ = 
j -^-
1^ k^ k ^ Lt - • -
: ^ ^ = ； ： ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ = ‘ ^ 
..prm^ • • ~ ~ ^ i ^ 
4 ior^or thca mJ rccearu&c^ lc.. “ , 
I + l^r:S- <^^^r4i, j>^ _ “一 “一 
# ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
K«r>»ort*> w%ove^ %c^ t r^ 
r ^ ~^^^^T^^"^?^^-^""T^^""^:!""""""^^T^^8 一 o T • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ： 
-^^-:Cr^T^ 
j ^ . , c ; Lthc!' c:|A“"“ QV^^ 0 
5 The opening texture may suggest a double sonority 
-7 
i based on D'9\F^ with the D§ representing the flattened 
7th of F resolving onto b^ in the following p e n t a c h o r d . ^ ^ 
I ——"^——-
I 32walter Piston, Harmony, revised and expanded by 
] Mark DeVoto, (London： Gollancz, 1978), p . 3 0 9 . 
fl Piston argues that the dimished 7th chord represents an 
1 extension of "the group of chords known as dominant 
1 harmony.“ The first structural pentachord contains 
elements of an F#aim chord, or D^9 (V。”，resolving onto a 
G/g (工/i) sonority. In this w a y , it could be argued that 
the first two chords represent a V_I progression in G / g , 
outlining the commencement of an extended ascending 4ths conf guration, (se  Example 4.1.3) 
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T h i s would explain the next chord apparently p o s s e s s i n g 
elements of b i t o n a l i t y , but actually turning out to be a 
C】3 c h o r d . The clarinet d u e t has echoes of A a \ F f , 
resolving onto an A\C sonority. The D§ now presages the 
^ 
丨 approaching E^ tonality, w i t h a strong emphasis on g in 
the bass and the flute m e l o d y . The E^ falls in 
^ c h a r a c t e r i s t i c fashion as a flattened second o n t o D and 
the G rises in completion of the circle of 5ths. 
j 
f The m e l o d i c a l i y chromatic d u e t s , "punctuated" by 
the structural pentachords, r e p r e s e n t apparently free 
a t o n a l a r e a s , but many m e l o d i c shapes suggest tonal 
allegiance to those stated in the previous p a r a g r a p h . 
1 The r e i n f o r c e m e n t of the pole D at bars 30-37 allows the 
m e l o d i c parts to unfold even further using chromatic 
丨 linear m o v e m e n t . 
〕 EXAMPLE 4.1.4 (I:bb.30_31) 
F f e ^ f = ^ ^ E f e ^ f e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ = ^ ^ ^ ^ = ¾ = = ^ ^ ^ 
^ 7 ‘-— ^ — ^ ^~^ 
v] • 
I The section from bar 45-112 indicates a m o v e to the 
d o m i n a n t of D w i t h a urdson statement of the Dies irae 
1 theme in A . ^ ^ 
i 33Kowalke, K n ^ Weill in Europe, p . 384. The Dies irae 
m e l o d y actually begins on the 3rd degree of the A e o l i a n 
m o d e . Kowalke‘s analysis suggests that the tonality of 
each statement of this motive is taken from the initial 
note, thus the first statement, which begins on A , takes 
1 the i o n a l i t y of A . It may be argued, however that here 
i the key or mode is really f # . Further examination of the 
harmonies surrounding each of the statements of the Dies 
irae motive indicates that the tonality in each instance 
does indeed centre on the initial note, but this serves 
to reinforce the notion that Weill continued his use of 
double-note sonorities separated by a minor third even 
in this apparently atonal w o r k . 
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EXAMPLE 4.4.2 (IIa:bb.39-43, 30-31, 55-57) 
p 一 — —^ ^^ ^^ S^^ £3 i S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ 
I ^p*<A inaG^  ^ tiodl^ 0^ <" shai4i*y^^^) 
f l»% Violii^  Car>, c-Orfo 
, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P 
i5oLMcH*rx »kowi»>^  owdJuLKorx& b ctrvd on^V<%S«o«\^  {ro^»\ Or^ i^^ jxi S^^<^c^ 
. • 
A t>iC^  >nac. fefcc|cj.e<>vc^ 
m _ ^ 一〜.^ 邊 - 厂，>-.H^ ^^ =F=^ =^ ?=^  
^ ~ ~ ^ 费 ^ • ^ p ^ _ • _ , - ^  ^ ^ 
t>i 一仏 “一 U <ii -CS I 一 r>ae ca-la- n^ i-fa-fis e. >n* 一 S€. 一 「< 一 ^ ^ 
.( ’； 3 , 
\ A definite cadence at bars 52-3 confirms the A polarity 
i 
and, as chord V of D/d, supports the reappearance of the 
•j ‘ . 
I structural pentachords at bars 53-4 and a brief return 
.j 
j to D minor at bar 55 with a statement of the Dies irae 
theme in this k e y . A t bar 63 an upwards semitonal side-
slip to E^, and the Dies irae motive transposed to this 
key, represents only a brief departure before a unison 
j C# (perhaps suggesting the leading note of d with the 
.1 1 
i return of the structural pentachords) introduces the 
next tonal p o l e , E . This represents a further semi-tonal 
side-slip, now from E^ to E . 
\ From bar 68 onwards a rapid horn ostinato figure on '1 •] -, 
E-F# descends chromatically, and suddenly the "aural 
j landmarks"^^ evaporate with the disappearance of the 
'r> t 
I structural pentachords. In their place appear ostinati 
and fiercely dissonant and angular motives to provide 
i . . 
i the stabilising elements. (bars 68-72, 92-95, 104-6, 
I 108-109) 
^4pascal Huynh, translation by Derek Yeld, "Kurt W e i l l , 
Asphalt Music," progranune notes accompanying harmonia 




I EXAMPLES 4.2.2 (I:bb.68-72, 92-95, 108-109) 
.1 
I ^ 3 r T ^ ~ ^ t " ~ ^ " ~ H ^ 十 * f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H " " ^ h f e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
y ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ y 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p 
^ ^ " " " ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t T " ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i t M m ^ _ # 
； | ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
K r ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P 
-*^^^^^^^^^^^ =^t=4=sL=5 ^p^^^^^^^^^ 1 -
I 
i I i 
！ The strongly dramatic character of this section (bars 
68-126) r e p r e s e n t s a return to the expressionist idiom 
of the Svmphony N o . 1 and presages the later 
stylistically similar operas, such as Der Zar lasst sich 
yhotograyhieren• 
While the aural experience may be m o m e n t a r i l y 
b l u r r e d , m a n y m e l o d i c elements appear which suggest that 
the A complex using the tonal pole of A/a\E/e is still 
in effect. 
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EXAMPLES 4.2.3 (I:bb.69-70, 71-73, 104-107, 107) 
i r f V ^ : ^ t ^ f ^ 4 r ^ f — — = = = = = = = 
| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B t e E E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
‘ n m r r n r — f f . f ^ a f e t o ^ ^ ： ^ 
| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
】 ：£： it：^ ^ : ¢ : £ $ ^ ^ . . ^, ^ t • -r j f-
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ f e ^ ^ ^ ^ 
f-
< ffs^=^=^^S^^^^^^^^^^^ 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t i E E ^ ^ E H ^ E E ^ E E E 
j If the tonality is indeed A \ E , then the section at bar 
j: 113 onwards in B \ g effects a partial semi-tonal sideslip 
i • 
from A to B^. The assertion that this section is in B^\g 
j is reinforced by the melodic fragments played by the 
horns and trumpets. The "harmonically antiseptic" 
accompaniment does produce ambiguity through the use of 
J some "voice-leading by half st:ep."35 
i 
j EXAMPLE 4.2.4 (I:bb.ll3-127) 
i 
ft_____ ^ > " i ^ M ^ ^ ^ " # ^ = ^ ^ = t e = i : f ^ S = : 5 = ^ ^ = ^ = ^ = = l 
, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
i L j ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = J ^ ^ S ^ t ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ = E E E ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
•i 
•i 
I ) • j • 
At some points the melody and even the harmony hint at a 
I return to A/a, suggesting that this section may be truly 
:.丨 . 
M t o n a l . 
i A B^ pedal "asserts" this key at bars 127-134 when 
the harmonic texture fans out to resolve on w h a t appears 
to be an E ^ chord. 
35Gresham, M^?^iL§—』l—§iYi^' P- 85. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4.2 (IIa:bb.39-43, 30-31, 55-57) 
n K 1 h _ _ _ _ T " t i = L = i = = i i 5 = & = t = t = = r i = r t 
2 % 4 1 ^ ^ ^ 三 = : £ ^ 1 | ^ 主 ^ | = 〒 二 ： ； # ： ^ = : 每 ^ ^ 三 5 ； ； ^ ： ^ = ; : ^ 
@ ^ ^ 0 ^ : ¥ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ 奢 ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ 去 土 
， 
_ _ ^ f L _—— - _-^z|zzh=h M -f~~I： 
K f e ^ ^ — — t f e ^ — — 4 j u ~ ~ ~ = F ^ = = g ^ S ^ ^ ^ S ^ 
A t bar 135-153 the return of the structural 
pentachords suggests a resumption of relative tonal 
stability. In combination with the solo violin the 
structural pentachords perform a C-F function resolving 
onto the B^ statement cf the Dies irae m o t i v e . A V-工 
cadence at bars 143 to 144 consolidates the B^ p o l e . This 
I pole is supported in the following bars (144-154) while 
I linear movement above, similar to the section at bars 
1 
. j 
‘ 68-126, attempts to disguise the true tonal p o l e . 





I { ^ = ^ ^ ¾ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ E P ^ ^ ^ ^ = = S E ^ ^ ^ = i ^ ^ ^ f c ] - ^ ^ 
i L , h ^ 界 ^ ^ —幸 
j ^ ^ - ^ T ^ _ _ : p - | t • _ _ • 1 ^ ~ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ | i ^ ~ ~ f = M ^ = =^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^^)^!^^^^ = ^^E^^^E^^^::^:::::::::^=z:p;z:zz = = z z : ^ ; -^ ^ ^ ^ t T t r n T T t T T ^ B ^ * " ^ ^ 
^ ^ _ ^ j _ _ ~ h ^ _ = b E = i = t = F ^ V N ^ ^ = ^ " ^ : ^ 7 ^ T = 
^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 兰 ^ ^ 三 
j ^ ^ n f - l p ^ ^ ^ ^ = lT- t,=- =E 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ? = ^ = “ L__j^ j ^ 
The harmonic movement appears to represent an 
:\ 
ascending chromatic slide in the bass from B^ to the next 
tonal anchor of C at 162. This poirrt of arrival is the 
least easy to explain in terms of relationships with the 
88 
surrounding p o l e s , other than that it happens to be the 
d o m i n a n t of the supposed central tonality of the 
c o n c e r t o . Its positioning is, n e v e r t h e l e s s , curious 
since the direction of the harmonies would appear to 
t 
indicate a return to the B^ p o l a r i t y . 
A n answer to this question m a y be provided at bars 
1 6 4 - 9 . Here a period of quiet contemplation for the solo 
j v i o l i n e m p h a s i s e s D^\b^ soncn:ities. The emphasis on D^\b^ 
m a y provide opportunities for both a semi-tonal side-
slip from C to D^ and a return to the tonal pole of B^ 
f! 
via C^. ,' 
j EXAMPLE 4.3.2 (I:bb.l64-169) 
. 1 ^ ff^ ^ n t f f l f l v ^ t v . W f U t o ^ f f ^ 
1 _ _ _ _ _ ] 叫 予 丨 丨 丨 - ' ^ w B i 
<J I 




M a n y m e l o d i c configurations in bars 170 to 196 
I suggest a continuation of a B^ pole combined w i t h its 
i relative minor to produce a B^\g t o n a l i t y . The bass line 
1 
1 suggests a chromatic descent from B^ to B n a t u r a l , 
I ‘ 
finally settling on C supported by C\G harmonies in bar 
196. 
EY^mLE_A_^3^ 
丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
L -
| ^ = ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l -卜 J 
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T h i s p r e p a r e s for the final s e c t i o n w h i c h h e r a l d s a 
r e p r i s e of the opening* A l t e r a t i o n of the s t r u c t u r a l 
\ p e n t a c h o r d s p o i n t s more c o n c l u s i v e l y toward the D 
.4 
. 
； t o n a l i t y of the o p e n i n g . J u s t as the solo v i o l i n a p p e a r s 
] t o h a v e r e i n f o r c e d this w i t h a d o m i n a n t chord on A-C#, 
the t o n a l i t y s l i p s onto a G§ m i n o r t r i a d . The e f f e c t is 
o d d l y u n s e t t l i n g . 
E X A M P L E 4.3.4 (I:bb.204-210) ‘ 
^ • 
I 门 ^_^ 广"^><�^^ ^ 
！ | ^ ^ = d ? ^ = [ 4 = ^ ^ ^ ^ = | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 E H | 
！ te^^E^^k^^^^^^： 
乂 〒 i ：» L p _ ^》 =Ho. E y » 
- r - r ^ ^ z 
i ; ) ^ 1^  p 
••4 
The g r a p h b e l o w outlines the p r i n c i p a l tonal a r e a s 
I 
j and their r e l a t i o n s h i p s in the f i r s t m o v e m e n t . The t o n a l 
j p o l e s D , A , and B^ constitute the m a i n tonal s t r u c t u r e 
w i t h the k e y s of E, E^ and Q# p r o v i d i n g f u r t h e r 
r e l a t i o n s h i p s w i t h i n the c o m p l e x . The m o s t striking 
f e a t u r e of this m o v e m e n t is t h a t of the t r i t o n e , D to 
j G # . O n c e a g a i n W e i l l has used two d i a m e t r i c a l l y o p p o s e d 
k e y s in his large scale s t r u c t u r e , in w h a t has b e c o m e a 
I -
I f a m i l i a r t r a d e m a r k of his tonal a r c h i t e c t u r e . 
{ 
1 E X A M P L E 4.3.5 
I 
.-1 ^ 
— •. "' 
j (£+5； (U^ 03S>i 0，) L»ig (1了哼 （2Jf) 
1 _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E ^ S 
J ^ i = ^ = ± ^ = i ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ — t z z u 一一「 <:j^->>^ 
C(o^jmy,) 027) izoV 
'i 
The tonal a r c h i t e c t u r e of the tri-pajrtite second 





of the first movement is no whimsical gesture, but a 
deliberate effort on Weill's part to create a broad 
structure based on tonal relationships. The emphasis on 
j the notes which either make up an E major or G# 
1 
彳 diminished triad in movement IIa {Notturno) creates a 
chord V or VO9 resolving onto a clear cadence in A at the 
‘ end of this section at bar 98. The pole of A is 
I suggested at other points within IIa, but is not firmly 
•1 
j established until the final close of the section. 
I EXAMPLE 4.4.1 (IIa:bb.93-93) 
j ^ ^ z f ^ : ^ h - ~ j ; ^ ^ j 3 p ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ j f ^ [ = ^「- | r | ; ^ : i‘ T = p ^::-:^^ -
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 二 
j 千 ^ — r T l 
^ ^ = ^ ^ = s = F . r T " r _ p 〒 i 、 r f ;,^^?^~^三三三三:二 
_ = 三 ^ ^ 三 三 三 三 ^ ^ = # 二 二 = ^ _ € ? = 3 $ 1 
I H l J > ' ^ ^ r ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ 
For tonal contrast to the sharpened orientation of 
I 
.,j the principal tonality in this section, semi-tonal side-
slip 七〇 Eh\Bb and D^\A^ complexes appear. These can be 
j superimposed onto another tonal pole, or juxtaposed with 
a contrasting tonality. 
I 













I ‘ . 
J :丨 
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EXAMPLE 4.4.2 (IIa:bb.39-43, 30-31, 55-57) 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ f c i 
, J ； 
^ ^ ^ r V ^ ^ ~ Y i i y = = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ � 
_ 厂 = 三 三 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 : 戶 ; 基 卩 = 叾 = 士 
丨 ^ = ^ : : t " " " ^ : z t z r ^ T > ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ § 3 三 圓 云 三 £ 云 三 三 ； ； 口 = 1 圉 = = ^ ^ = = ^ 
J 
. f- •__t__^f ft__t~~f——^——g——z-^==z=z= 
\ ^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
i , i i ^ J ) ^ J i i r i j J U - X A i A , _ ~ ‘ 
1 ffi^:3;=i^=:^^^==^^^=^h:^^=ZEifeiZE^E53^^=f^[ff^ 
I p ^ ^ # # ^ t t ^ f ^ ^ J 
丨 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P 
- # * 
I A l l the semi-tonal side-slips are brief in duration and 
j do not form part of the large-scale tonal organisatioru 
As constituents of the diminished triad on G#, D 
and F are represented at bars 48-50, 57-60, 62-65, 88-•] • 
89, and F becomes a principal feature of the closing 
•i -. . -
double bass ostinato. ' 
i i 
{ EXAMPLE 4.4.3 (IIa:bb.98-104) 
•i 
:i 
I B^OTF=^^S=f l 
j r i ^ ^ = = i = i = = ^ ; 
j ^^=-^^^^^^¾ ^:^^^‘^ 
1 j 
{ The effect of the harmonic movement in this section 
is one of whimsical relaxation after the "stringent" 
working-out of tonal direction in the first m o v e m e n t . 
This jcelaxation is reflected in the simple p3:og;r:ession 
for which it aims. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4.2 (IIa:bb.39-43, 30-31, 55-57) 
^ ^ — — ( ？ （ " L ^ ^ ^ - l l ~ = ^ ^ = E E ^ ^ ^ = ^ 5 J 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^j z^z ^ 
J ， Z {1^^.) 
4 _ . • 
： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ 
. ^ ' ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1 Movement IIb, Cadenza represents the dramatic 
‘ 
i struggle for tonal supremacy featuring a duel between 
•I 
I the violin representing the key of A and the trumpet 
I 
"asserting" E^. Gresham calls this intrusion of the 
j central t o n a l i t y o f A , "tonality by assertion."^^ On a 
I large scale, the outline of A and E^ serves as an 
1 
extension to the tritone featured in the first m o v e m e n t . 
EXAMPLE 4.5.1 
i n ^ Z Z Z = Z = = = = % = = 
1 : ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
i ^ ^ 2 5 ~ > ^ 
i ^ 
1 
j On a smaller scale the tri-tone opts to resolve in 
{ two ways, the resolutions of which represent two further 
i 
diametrically opposed keys. 
I 
； EXAMPLE 4.5.2 
i • 
I I 
r e ^ = ^ k ^ = t ^ f e b ^ = l ^ = = F = = ^ ^ = 5 = m ^ ^ = # = f f F S ^ ^ E 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; t ^ t ^ f e ^ E f e ^ l ^ ^ ^ E 
^J E ^ B|. &^  t f <i 
z r^solcx^o^ oP ^ ^r[.L^e 2_ r-escl^ K.r>^ - of ^  Bb)r. + n - W 
) 
i 
； ^^IPAd' , p p . 78' 88-89. 
.« 
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T h e "resolved" keys of B^ and E d o a p p e a r as 
f e a t u r e s of the tonal complex belonging to I I b (this 
I t r i - t o n e r e s o l v i n g o n t o the two central p o l e s F & d ) , 
b u t the m a i n concern h e r e , h o w e v e r , appears to be the 
j b a t t l e b e t w e e n the violin in A and the t r u m p e t in E^. A t 
I t i m e s , the struggle assumes stage-like q u a l i t i e s 
I ！ r e v e a l i n g W e i l l ' s synthesis of d r a m a t i c and a b s t r a c t 
I . 
i e l e m e n t s . These are p a r t i c u l a r l y e v i d e n t in the cadenza-
•！ 
) 
like p a s s a g e s w h e n the solo v i o l i n appears to b e losing 
the f i g h t in m a i n t a i n i n g its allegiance to A . 
I EXAMPLE 4.5.3 (IIb:bb.36-39) 
{P:_^^^0^ i ^ J l - 7 J ^ , f l 
1 ^W^—=^^^^^^^M 
i J Trpt. 
‘ ^f^ i 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
^ V ^ ^ Z l ^ ^ ^ Z l S ^ ^ ^ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j J � ~ 
L i k e w i s e the t r u m p e t as adversary o c c a s i o n a l l y 
a c q u i e s c e s to the prevailing A tonality w i t h h e r a l d i c 
j 
i figures suggesting E m i n o r , the d o m i n a n t of A / a . 
,1 
i — • 一’ 
EXAMPLE 4.5.4 (IIb:bb.67-73) 
i 丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 
I A s the c o m b a t gains impetus towards the end of IIb, 
I • 
it b e c o m e s less and less apparent w h i c h of the two 
i .:1 
instruments r e p r e s e n t i n g the opposing tonal p o l e s is 
going to be the victor； the violin with its strong 
linear m o v e m e n t of scales based on A / a and E / e , or the 
94 
t r u m p e t asserting its authority through the use of 
j blasting fanfare-like figures based on E^. In the end the 
5 trumpet seems to w i n through d e c e i t , since from bar 68 
： onwards it abandons the call of E^ and adopts D# (as the 
- -j 
leading note of the dominant of A ) eventually settling 
on E n a t u r a l . J u s t as the violin rounds off the 
p r o c e e d i n g s on E scales, the trumpet slides back onto E^. 
I. 
工七 appears as treacherous, p e r h a p s , as a stab in the 
‘ da r k from M a c k - t h e - K n i f e . 
EXAMPLE 4.5.5 (IIb:bb.79-83) 
;^  ~" 
i '』"Hm] fWi ..nnTi M^ .iplMn3 ^ ^ 
I _ ^ W j j j q _ j ^ " j V ^ ^ tr i i ' . i 
] 丁吓紅. 
,1 
j The single E^ provides a tenuous link with M o v e m e n t 
I I c , Serenata, as a "tonally ambiguous ostinato" 
d o m i n a t e s t h e t e x t u r e . " ^ ? T h e p r i n c i p a l t o n a l i t y o f t h e 
m o v e m e n t eventually turns out to be E w h i c h is a 
resolution of the tritone from the previous m o v e m e n t . 
I 
i EXAMPLE 4,6.1 
'j . 
|)P I"> h^> II ^0 <> II 
1 ii ？ i § = : ^ 4tg__=： 




i This is established at bars 8-9 when a functional 
1 
I cadence on E is p e r f o r m e d . A n excursion by w a y of a 
1 
semi-tonal sideslip to E^ occurs at bar 14, followed by D 
j 
I a t bar 19. The latter sonority becomes V of G descending 
chromatically to E^ again, this time becoming V of A b . 
37Kowalke, K u r t Weill in Europe, p . 390. 
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(bars 14-25) In spite of t h i s , the key of E remains as 
the p r i n c i p a l t o n a l i t y . 
E X A M P L E 4.6.2 (IIc:bb.23-30) 
，！ ^ J^ ⑷ b , 亡 
1 p?^f\ I l^f 1^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
！ „__^r ^th,k r f . i.wr^ ff —— 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i 工 X (e) 
i 
A t bar 38 onwards, after reinforcement of the p o l e 
E , the tonal axis shifts. The establishment of G/g a t 
丨 bar 42 pivots the tonal axis onto an A^\C complex from 
I b a r 46 o n w a r d s . The irrtermediate harmony of B^ appears a t 
bar 5 7 . After this the h a r m o n y "vacillates" between C 
and A ^ until bar 6 5 . A t this p o i n t the tonality appears 
j to be returning to E as V of A (bars 65-8), but this 
I 
i slides back to A^.(bars 70-71) This key becomes chord V 
I of a D^ sonority a t bar 69, establishing the destination 
.i i 
• •！ 
i w h i c h concludes the Serenata. � 
J 
j EXAMPLE 4.6.3 (IIc:bb.71-75) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^  \^-\'r£ 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f f f l % f e S ^ ^ 
•K 了 ‘ ^ ^-"-LJ ^ ^ 
A f t e r the customary duel between the violin and 
o r c h e s t r a in the first m o v e m e n t , the tri-partite second 
m o v e m e n t represents a reconciliation of the two forces, 
a p a r t from the "mortal combat" of t h e Cadenza,^^ L i k e w i s e 
38Gresham, Aspects of Style, p p . 88. 
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the tonal structure of the second m o v e m e n t d i s p l a y s a 
rel a x a t i o n of the quest for tonal supremacy, e x c e p t for 
the st r u g g l e between A and E^. T h e overall s t r u c t u r e , 
I 
j ，however, r e s t s on a more subtle succession of keys in 
^ w h i c h a bro a d outline of ascending p e r f e c t and 
dim i n i s h e d 5ths may be o b s e r v e d . The tritone E-B^ h i n t s a 
i 




I EXAMPLE 4.6.4 i """"^ 
] ^ } g _ ，k, 一 一 i ^ ^ f c ^ _ _ ^ ^ l 
^ f e ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ J ^ - : - - ~ - ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ F ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
The tarantella-like finale r e v e a l s that w h i l e "the 
h a r m o n i c g o a l s . . . a r e m o r e clearly articulated than in 
j 
！ the p r e c e d i n g m o v e m e n t s , there is no simplification of 
i m u s i c a l idiom."39 Kowalke illustrates this in the section 
j 
i a t me a s u r e s 175-193 w h i c h r e v e a l s an appa r e n t c o n f l i c t 
]• 
i of the p o l e s , A and G . The use of doubl e - n o t e t o n a l i t i e s 
t h r o u g h o u t a l s o emphasises the ambiguous intent of the 
I te x t u r e , b u t w o u l d seem to suggest a w o r k i n g - o u t b e t w e e n 
1 
I the central tonality represented by the d\F c o m p l e x . 
1 The preceding sonority of the Serenata, illustrated 
i 




j • . • 
,j 
39Kowalke, Kurt W e i l l in Eur o p e , p . 390. 
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EXAMPLE 4.7.1 (IIc:b.75; III:b.l) 
j:o:lg M M ^ 
I . P - J : II ] ^ P 
b ^ u l ^ 7 i ； l = H b " ^ 
i 
The D^ actually serves as a flattened 2nd to C w h i c h is 
:i 
the main tonal pole of the first s e c t i o n . The C-F 
； cadence at bars 13-14, preceded by a 4-bar C p e d a l , 
confirms this tonality although the C pole is implied 
1 
I o n l y in the p o w e r f u l timpani p a r t . T h e s o n o r i t i e s above 
suggest a v a r i e t y of harmonic p o s s i b i l i t i e s , 
i EXAMPLE 4,7.2 (III:bb.l2-14) 
*% • 
i l"-|^ pi';;xi:[ / 
1. ! > : i . w � 」 晴 r 
1 : ^ & ^ ^ ^ j g ‘ ， “ ^ J4^  bfcL' / 
I ^ 
i 0 0 彻 ! _ ‘ |I_II^J| - 1 ' ^ ^ 
I ” ! 卜 • lji - • 丨 ” ^ ^ 
-j 
j 
T.v”- n n I I • . m i 丨‘丨 i ^ ^ 
I < ^ 図 / I ： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : : r ? 7 ^ ~ l ¥ ^ _ ^ ^ S i S ^ 
1 ‘ 
j c . ^ ^ \^ ;• 1 沖 . @ I’ 丨|丨/ i 
Claims for the key of D are also justified in that 
there appears to be a strong m o v e towards the closely 
1 
related tonal pole of A at bar 15. Reinforcement of this 
tonality up to bar 46 is provided using linear m e l o d i c 
and bass movement to suggest the key of A at bars 15-20, 
98 
25-31, 34-36 and 40 onwards. 
EXAMPLE 4.7.3 (III:bb.l5-20, 25-30, 34-35) 
^ ^ i v 
i fcr-,〜 M ^ tr^ ^ -fa^ 
s _ n v . PiJ rni^^^^m >^  
I tfyAAA/^  
1 [ ^ 、 卜 1 J^f^ lp ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 




j - 个 — ^ ^ 叫 
P , j 7 1 i) j 力 N , i f r t ^ V r p f 7 ^ l ^ ^ ^ 
I J *^ J J LJZI w-5^ uJ^^ L_|___ 
4 , -3 , 
With a firm II-V-I cadence onto D minor at bar 47, the 
dominant preparation with the emphasis on A of the first 
section is confirmed* 
The eight bars which follow establish a firm tonal 
1 
j pole on D , but refrain from stating major or minor 
•) allegiance through the liberal use of both F and F # . 
I :! 
Following this firm resolution on D , the section from 
i -¾
1 bar 55 to 88 represents uneasy shifting in which the 
^t. 
harmonies appear to alternate between the compl'exes of 
j A\E and A^\E^. 
1 . i ‘ 
i 
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E X A M P L E 4.7.4 (III:bb.60-72) 
。1 
0^ fe. 00 6.. b‘ 
i$ iij I ^ • 1^ 9 ‘‘ I” r 'j.i 
a/ j ^^^^  • e c- “7 —• 
j y ; — ^ ^ ^ = |j' ii ‘ J I "'Cj J '^*jjLf-^ '^|' , i i i N — m」 
�^i 丄；山1>| 山、-i.j_^j -'i{_M i^M I I _ijii ,i,__ii iiii-i!^^ r T i I t 
‘ ^ - ' | ' 「 ^ I “ I I . . . I . I I , I . I l | i ' L I I I I 丁 I 
9 件 a m o D 
v . r n , ^ = ^ = f T 7 T ^ * " ~ t ^ I ' Q ^ T ， ^ 。 w r - g ~ i ^ I ^ ^ ^ . _ r g 
；^ I I I I ^ - = ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i i f 丨 〒 个 弹 ‘ | 」 ; j : ^ ^ ^ S ^ S 
i 年.: l> ^ ' H ^ j : i i h ' ^ ^ ^ 1 
: 6 ‘ ~ 9 . 6 
6 — 6 “•_ . 6 
“ c= ^ ^^^si|TT- • '-r=p^=^-pr-=^^H^--"^fl^^^^ 
I xJi • 丨 . I •丨 ‘ i w 
r — • i • I • I > i > _ ” ^ ^ 
6 9 ， 6 
礼 产 - " = ^ , , 長 一 〜 一 丨 」 ^ ^ ， 
‘〜I .• I ！ i • , , I i ^^ I - I t * ^ ==f= 
:| i o> *•‘ • ‘ 'TJJ T ‘ I ^ ‘ 
i 
I 
A f i n a l r e t u r n t o E^ at bar 88 serves to p r e p a r e 
f o r the follo\^ing section v^hich b e g i n s \^ith the solo 
J 
j v i o l i n o s t i n a t o based on the o u t l i n e of the t r i t o n e B^-
i 
I E . 
I 
E X A M P L E 4.8.1 (III:bi>.98-100) 
W«l， *fc.,. 
； ^ ^ j ^ y ^ u M 
I T h e B^ be l o n g s to the pr e c e d i n g pole of E^, w h i l e the E 
j p r e p a r e s for the following section in A w h i c h b e g i n s a t 
\ • 
bar 114. M e a n w h i l e , a t bar 114, the timpani a nd bass 
line s u g g e s t F min o r a t bars 1 0 7 - 1 1 0 , and this 
r e p r e s e n t s a re s o l u t i o n of the t r i t o n e . 
100 
EXAMPLE 4.4.2 (IIa:bb.39-43, 30-31, 55-57) 




I A t bar 113, a unison Dff in the orchestra against 
3 the solo violin F minor and D# diminished arpeggio 
resolves onto a single B in the following measure. As 
the applied dominant of A it performs a ii-V-I 
I 
I progression onto A at bars 114-5. A t this mcment Weill's 
use of "out of phase" functional harmony is most 
— apparent. 
EXAMPLE 4.8.3 (III:bb.ll4-117) 
_I* - ^ ^ V * f , f /务 %j^^—— 
i "• V ‘ ) ‘ ^ = ^ ^ ^ , . 
！ . ^ ^ ^ ^ - 1 - r 〒 _ ^ . 
！ ^ J > J f _ ^ - -^^^ _ > _ ^ r. .」i7 — V : j g = ^ 
1 ci. ：’ ‘ ； 'i ‘ - - ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ 
i ,3 彳 1^ r. i *r '] f . 怪 ： 
^ g. . J^ -
1 , , j 
j ^. 二 . > ___^ 
i Co. % . _ 1/「’，「 ， 
丨 � J 
\ . . , , i *; «1 ,,- ,- _ *', 
1 Tr. |P|、 ‘ — - ll| I ^ 「 I I “ 'I n 
I '^  y 
i • 
】 m 
T- 11 丨 I 丨：” ^ )目 Timp, :i=: ' ~J~^  
i Con brio 一 
VI. A [ -— I ~ ’丨 _ I “ ==^ 
〜 Z Z Z 
jfc> > � j» ^""“^""*""•^‘"""^:““ 
Cb !•• 斤 1^ r^ f r 1^ 朽 ， ^ | ^ - ； 丨 
•r j 
Although harmonic texture and linear movement of 
1 the Con brio section commencing at bar 115 suggest the 
1 key of A , the timpani outlines a C-F cadence at bars 
117-8 and 122. This defiant gesture plays a central role 
in d e t e r m i n i n g t h e f i n a l o u t c o m e of the tonal resolution 
of the concerto. For the remainder of this section up to 




鴨 � •i 
1 bar 171 the timpani part centres on the notes F and A . A 
, graph showing the tonal layout of the entire section 
reveals an A\F\D complex with diversion to G which 
'i 
I ‘ proves to be a principal force within the final three 





0'S) 0^) O . 0 ^ r ^ - Z . 0 " " " > ^ 
11 r � ‘ , i > F ^ ^ F T e ( ^ ^ T T ^ ^ ^ 
j ^^ 037； (1^0； O^ a^  0«ftJ (ib2J0i!vr0^ (口幻 
i A further graph shows a series of as5ending per^fect 4ths … 
(cii:cle of 5ths) commencing on A which returns to this 
j key by w a y of a semi-tonal side-slip at bar 165. This 
manipulation of conventional harmonic techniques will be 
encountered in Weill's later work, the gYnyghony N o * 2 . 
EXAMPLE 4.8.4.2 
_ ^ ^ ^ 
A -__- ^r Z e——w — 
tpi ^>>-^^ a *^  _ — 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ~ ~ ^ ^ " o “ 
( u ^ ( . W 0^) u^^ …>^  (仏)(IM) 
Commencing at bar 172, the section—marked Un poco 
\ nieno mosso provides a striking point of harmonic repose 
after the turbulent tonal shift of the preceding 
: j sections of this movement. The harmonic language is no 
1 simpler with the "uneasy combination of the conflicting 
poles of A and G . " o The tonal pole however is clearly G： 
with the ubiquitous timpani and double bass tonic pedal; 
I the plaintive B and B^'s of the oboe motive; and the 
I 





• soaring lines of the solo v i o l i n . The s h i m m e r i n g 
w o o d w i n d h a r m o n i e s suggesting A merely p r o v i d e an 
1 i m p r e s s i o n i s t i c a c c o m p a n i m e n t , although these a r e 
j 
j supported by some displaced m e l o d i c cells, a p p a r e n t l y in 
丨 A , in the v i o l i n p a r t . 1 
j E X A M P L E 4 . 8 . 5 ( I I I : b b . l 7 8 - 1 8 7 ) 
• ^. ^ ^M. «•» <•• • 
:zi_—r「：：_:—p_^^j^_^jii|Lpi^^^P^^:^:::;::^i:^;zz:j^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
— • 一 — ， - 一 参 華 一 — 一 ‘^ * - — *^ - - — — - - ~^ - ^ 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
- ' yJ , 
,.： 
； Hinting a t D m i n o r , the violin melody at the end of the 
section uses F natural instead of the F# associated w i t h 
G . A sense of the key of D is reinforced at bars 197-8 
w i t h its d o m i n a n t c h o r d , A/C#. 
EXAMPLE 4.8.6 (III:bb.l93-198) ‘ ‘ \ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J 
The tonal framework of the penultimate section 
(bars 199-234) r e m a i n s unclear for m o s t of its c o u r s e . 
W i t h ceaseless shifting harmonies achieved by s e m i - t o n a l 
I side-slip, linear m o v e m e n t suggesting a variety of k e y s 
and s u p e r - i m p o s e d vertical sonorities, the tonal 
d i r e c t i o n is a m b i g u o u s . The horn provides some c o h e r e n c e 
by outlining a prolongation on C-D as illustrated in the 
i： 
i graph b e l o w , but even this is clbuded by a fleeting V_I 
I 
I cadence in A at bars 210-11. 
•！ -
‘ 
i .) ：] 
I — 
1 , 103 
1 
1 1 t! i 、 
I 




i i r ^ - ^ ~ ~ " - || = = ^ 
:i ， y ^ # ^ ^ i ^ “ � i > - “ h " > " ! ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j (丨明） ^ C2^ 0^ @叫(Z^Z-S) 
i |D — =1 
1 吵 ^ ——^i:t^^ - " V ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ij ‘^- — - " ^ 、 
O n l y a t bar 224 onwards d o e s the impression of a G 
to n a l i t y emerge in the v e r t i c a l sonorities and linear j -
1 m o v e m e n t 1 






,^ - 严-�_^^^^^^?rr~~^p-—._ 
n . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g | ; , ^ S 
. ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ , 1 V 5 l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i 
H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - . , ^ J ^ : T : i ^ j T = ^ ^ = a r ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ “ , < “ . „ I ^ I 
i 年 ^ ^ ^ ^ s 评 I ^ ^ ¾ = ^ = ½ ^ ^ ^ -
- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g i - 一 - , j 
.| Tr. tJ^  V ‘ ‘ ^ ^ ' _!| '• . 
. . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ » ‘ 
Q>(^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I : ‘ . 
� ••»., 
This emphasis on G suggests p r e p a r a t i o n for a 
； section in C commencing a t bar 232. The a r r i v a l at C in 
bars 234-5 bears the cha r a c t e r i s t i c features of super-
imposed and juxtaposed h a r m o n i e s , c7-GO9-DO9 and the 
,i. 
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E X A M P L E 4.9.3 (III:bb.234-235) 
r T Lp, j>g i | ^ 8 - ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ Q � 无 J 
r-T^ _ 4。 
[ 3 * 8 什(7 





T h e e m p h a s i s on C p r e p a r e s for the c e n t r a l t o n a l i t y 
of F w h i c h is achieved at bar 2 3 5 . From here o n w a r d s the 
k e y cf F is r a r e l y t h r e a t e n e d , if only b e c a u s e of the 
strong p r e s e n c e of the t r u m p e t and timpani c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
H- •欢 of "1:onal-ity by assertion/* M u c h of the linear m o v e m e n t 
:i ‘ 
] e n d e a v o u r s to d e - s t a b i l i s e the tonai p o l e of F, 
^ i n c l u d i n g some s i g n i f i c a n t areas in A . T h e r e a r e , 
3 
h o w e v e r , t o o m a n y e x a m p l e s of linear m o v e m e n t and 
,.i 
c a d e n c e s r e i n f o r c i n g the key of F to leave any d o u b t as 
to the intended d e s t i n a t i o n . The concerto r e a c h e s its 
i n e v i t a b l e c o n c l u s i o n on a colourful cadence w i t h the 
t i m p a n i a s s i g n e d the p r i v i l e g e of- p e r f o r m i n g the final 
r e s o l u t i o n . 
E M M P L E _ _ 4 ^ _ ^ (III:bb.287_291) 
！ _ _ 4 ^ _ _ i S e ^ n Lg o ^ 
！ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • 
i 一 4 三 分 J ' ‘ 〔 丨 ’ F j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
’ — - > ^ — ^ — — 
j — - ~ ~ - — “ ； • 
W e i l l , s expanded h a r m o n i c idiom and a p p a r e n t use of 
tonal p o l e s instead of functional tonality m a k e s the 
c o n c e r t o one of his m o s t d i f f i c u l t w o r k s tc a n a l y s e . A s 
I . 
1 , 105 
J K o w a l k e p o i n t s o u t , "several d i f f e r e n t poles are 
1 
j e q u a l l y p o w e r f u l in various sections,4i There w o u l d , 
! 
.| 
h o w e v e r , appear to be some sort of r e l a t i o n s h i p and 
1 
i n t e r p l a y between these apparently conflicting tonal 
c e n t r e s . A p a r t from the intricacies of tonal 
{ 
j r e l a t i o n s h i p s w i t h i n each m o v e m e n t , the broad tonal 
1 
a r c h i t e c t u r e of the concerto reveals a r e m a r k a b l y ,| • 
c o n v e n t i o n a l tonal framework based on a succession of 
a s c e n d i n g 5 t h s . 
丨 EXAMPLE 4.9.5 
1 —. "^-' 
i …• •“•. 
！ . V-""""-^―^ X2. 
i ^ H 一 ^ - : - ^ ^ t^^-m ^ i � / ) r^ r ： ？ ^  ^ 厂 
丨 主 。 ： ； \ ; 、 专 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : 
j J ^ t L ^ ^ 
i 
The p r e d o m i n a n t tri-tones included in the framework act 
as leading notes for large-scale tonal r e s o l u t i o n s . 
EXAMPLE 4.9.6 
n 工 ^ i__ ^ L _ ^ •• 
rr7 I > ~?o • I q ^  ^ 
^ o ^ ^ g l ^ T ^ l _ J ; i 吐 ~ ~ ^ ^ 
.f 
j ‘ The concept of a central tonality is less a p p a r e n t 
I . _ 
1 than in W e i l l , s earlier works； but there is emphasis on 
i 
j the key of D m i n o r , and the closely-related d e s t i n a t i o n 
• I 
•j key of F is strongly hinted at in the s t r u c t u r a l 
1 p e n t a c h o r d s of the 1st m o v e m e n t and at other p o i n t s in 
the conce:cto. Kowalke,s theory that the tonal complex of 
the gnn;^t,a for Cello and P i a n o consists of two 
inteirlocking 5ths separated by a major third w o u l d 
.>**f# M 
4 i ^ i ^ . ' P- 3 9 1 . 
1 106 
I 
I certainly match the tonal layout of the C g n c e ^ g _ _ f ^ 
I V i o l i n and Wind Orchestra. This is reinforced by the 
j “ 
I idea that the "auxiliary" key or "axis" tonality in both i 




i n_D e 1 - ^ = Z = I = = T j 
i E ^ ^ = ^ ^ = ^ s - ~ ~ ~ ^ u r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
•，了 头 ~~ 
Ce,llo 5orvaha V«ohn Cosrxlc^H^ 
•I 
Towards the end of his discussion on the concerto 
I 表 Ko^alke remains sceptical of the effectiveness of its 
j tonal r e s o l u t i o n , and refers to the more "convincing" 
' : j i 
j conclusion of his next work, Der Protacronist,^^ W h a t he 
does n〇t mention is the sense of "tonality by assertion" 
in the timpani and trumpet parts which drives home the 
concluding tonality during the final 36 bars. Weill's 
intentions are clear at this point and probably more 
defined throughout the concerto than some writers would 
； have us b e l i e v e . The concerto represents a culmination 
I' 
in Weill's development of his harmonic language and 
； --
i tonal architecture within his instrumental w o r k s , after i 
i - - _ 
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I . 
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] THE STAGE WORKS FROM 1924-33 
The time between the composition of the Violin 
Concerto and the Symphony N o . 2, 1924 - 1934, was one of 
'j 
j , Weill,s most prolific periods of composition, in which 
;j 
I the years 1926 to 1929 were "especially productive."i 
j 
.} 
Particularly significant was Weill,s choice of genre 
1 ‘ 
i wi t h an emphasis on works for the stage. Thsee works can 
‘ be divided into two broad types： the one-act 
expressionist operas written in collaboration vrith 
】 Germany's foremost contemporary playwrights, and the 
j _. "populist" operas composed in conjunction with Bertolt ;] . 
.-i ‘ 
丨 B r e c h t . 
1 A table below outlines the major works from this 
period and the dates of composition and the librettist. 
The list includes Weill's only large-scale o p e r a , 幽 
Burcrschaft and his score of incidental music for the 
p l a y , Der Silhersee, Asterisks denote the compositions 
which will be discussed in this chapter. 
COMPOSITION DATE LIBRETTIST — 
Der Protagonist 1924 Georg Kaiser 
I Der Neue Orpheus 1925 Iwan Goll 
.i ‘ Royal Palace . 1926 Ivan Goll 
I Na Und^ ‘ 1927 Felix Joachimson 
i Mahagonny Songspiel 1927 Bertolt Brecht 
Der Zar i^sst sich* 1927 Georg Kaiser 
j D i e D r e i g r o s c h e n o p e r * 1 9 2 8 B e r t o l t B r e c h t 
j Happy End* 1929 ” ” 
1 Rise & F a l l o f Mahagonny* 1929 ” “ 
丨 Der Jasager* 1930 ” “ 
Die Burgschaft 1930-1 Caspar Neher 
Der Silbersee^ 1932 Georg Kaiser 
The Seven Deadly Sins 1933 Bertolt Brecht 
I I ^ ~ ~ " ^ 
iSusan C . Cook, "Der Zar lasst sich photographieren 
Weill and Convic Opera, ” ^ _ N e ^ ^ _ p h e u s ： g_s—g_^ys——on—^iit— 
WeiJLi, ed., Kim H. Kowalke, (New Haven and London： Yale 
^^"^^^:sityPress, 1986), p . 83. 
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The e a r l y , so-called e x p r e s s i o n i s t o p e r a s p r e s e n t 
e x a m p l e s of some of W e i l l , s m o s t c o m p l e x h a r m o n i c 
l a n g u a g e in a style similar to his C o n c e r t o for V i o U n j ‘ 
‘a n d W i n d O r c h e s t r a . In Der Protagoni^ he c o n t i n u e s to 
i -
use n o n - t o n a l m a t e r i a l s and n o n _ t r i a d i c h a r m o n y w i t h 
I 
I "pervasive c h r o m a t i c i s m and c o n s t r u c t i v e devices."^ 
I W i t h i n t h e s e early w o r k s K o w a l k e traces the “emergence 
1 -' 
of a m a t u r e style" c u l m i n a t i n g in the w o r k s of 1927, ^ 
Zar lasst sich photograyhieren and Mahagonny Sgngspi^. ^  
i — 
The cha:racte2:istic aspects are still in e v i d e n c e : "pedal 
j .^ -toTies, ostinati; 5th generated s o n o r i t i e s , d o u b l e 
] “ 
] t o n i c s , n o n - t o n a l local events"^ and o u t - o f - p h a s e bass ^ ., 
] m o v e m e n t in 4ths and 5ths.^ The d e v e l o p m e n t of a "mature 
I style” is suggested by the clear tonal s t r u c t u r e of 艇 
Neue Orpheus^ and the s i m p l i c i t y of Royal Palace p o i n t i n g 
j to the later B r e c h t collaborations.? 
1 
1 The "mature style" culminates in the c o m p o s i t i o n of 
n^ Zar lasst sich yhotoQravhieren w h e n the "internal 
u n i t y is unmatched" and it r e p r e s e n t s the "most 
t h o r o u g h l y integrated o p e r a t i c score."^ K o w a l k e finds 
"few g e n u i n e l y atonal p a s s a g e s " ^ and a "web of 
1 、 I ^ • :l 1 _, ‘ • 
•！ 2Kowaike, Kurt W e i l l in E u r o p e , p . 3 9 3 . 
丨 ^ l M d . , p . 411. 
I ^I_hid. , p. 412. 
I 
:i • 
I 5 ^ M d , p . 415. 
^Ihid^ , P . 412. 
] I b M . , p p . 4 1 5 - 4 1 6 . 
8ljbi_<?., p . 416. 
9 工 幽 . ， p . 418. 
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^ ‘ 
i intermediate goals readily d i s t i n g u i s h e d " i o but 
！ a c k n o w l e d g e s the existence of a continued q u a r t a i as 
, opposed to triadic harmonic language and a texture 
"saturated v7ith semitones."ii 
^ ‘ 
5 The small-scale harmonic language remains complex 
^ and much of the texture in Der Zar continues to delude 
！ the listener through the use of typical W e i l l i a n hall-
'i 1 
m a r k s . The use of double-mode tonality is very a p p a r e n t . 
i A telling example occurs during the orchestral 
:i 
';i inti:oduction at Appassionato where the texture suggests 
•j « 
1 a comi^ination of F and d . f *- 一. 
EXAMPLE 5.1.1 (Universal Edition No.8964； p.4:bb.6-13) 
i 
.j 
:j k — ^ 
1 . . _ ^ _ ^ ^ H ^ f | ^ J 4 i ^ = i ± ^ = ^ f c = i ^ = l 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 日 _ 
_ ^ _ _ _ — S S _ U £ = ^ = f : f i £ £ : i ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I 
An example of a double-tonic progression occurs 5 bars 
after cue 68, where both keys perform their own 
- functions simultaneously. 
•i 
,) ^ X M ^ M _ A J ^ (p.55: bb.5-8) 
！ _ _ > g ~ , . V hAjlJ> > J .-1 — 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ < ! ^ ^ M > -
！ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 圓 
匕 — j ~ ~ i b ^ ^ : ^ ^ < ^ 
1 T ^ I i n f 
I ： I • 
I lOIbid,, p. 417. 
l l J M d . 
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•？ 
I O s t i n a t i continue to provide some sense of 
I 
I s t a b i l i t y , p a r t i c u l a r l y at 5 bars beyond 62 w h e r e a 4 
； b a r o s t i n a t o is repeated no less than 6 times 
^ r e i t e r a t i n g the spirit of G minor* 
E X A M P L E 5,1.3 {pp.50-51: bb.22-23 & 1-18) 
pp • f\ * 
丨 ¥^'^\\1 f #p^  nr^ 
^^tko^ '广 1 ^ = ^z=^ 
I 
] A similar example may be found 1 bar past 87 w h e r e an 
•j i d e n t i c a l o s t i n a t o reinforces the key of a . 
I 
EXAMPLE 5.1.4 (pp.72-74: bb.6-11, 1 - 1 6 , 1-2) 
i ^ f e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
丨 其. 夺. ^ # . 泽‘ 
‘1 i ) 
I The complex linear movement found w i t h i n Der Zar 
i lasst sich photographieren pushes the h a r m o n i c texture 
j 
through a v a s t array of keys so that juxtaposed 
1 s e c t i o n s , or even individual bars alongside one a n o t h e r , 
:i 一. 
appear to have little in common h a r m o n i c a i l y . Study of 
.| 
j the large-scale harmonic movement, h o ^ v e r , reveals 
tight tonal organisation in which the key of A/a 
d o m i n a t e s as the central tonality, 
j Acting as a foil to the central key of A / a is the 
i inclusion of A^/a^ sections to the p o i n t w h e r e the 
:.. 
texture constantly vacillates between the two 
contrasting tonalities of A/a and A^/a^, It can be no 
： a c c i d e n t on Weill's part that the key of A ^ a ^ just 
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h a p p e n s to be the leading note for A / a . 
I E X A M P L E 5.1.5 
； n z ^ ^ ^ " ^ " " - ' ' - - ^ ‘ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 f 厂 、 “ 广 丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
fo^(5) C^U (tti>)(S5^ CS7) (t5) (7a) (^H； (foi) 
l l ^ = p V j r '-^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p 
；^ <j * 
•J j 
i 
T h e f o r m e r key w o u l d appear to symbolise the o f f i c i a l 
f a c e of the C z a r , a p p r o p r i a t e l y r e g a l and m a r t i a l in the 
j use of a flattened k e y . The l a t t e r , in its use of the 
:) ‘ 
j s h a r p e r a n d , in this c o n t e x t , m o r e sensual key 
i ‘ 
‘ p o s i t i v e l y h i g h l i g h t s the b e h i n d - t h e - s c e n e s , l e s s - r e g a l 
r e d - b l o o d e d m a l e . This is r e i n f o r c e d by the use of A / a 
as the m a i n t o n a l i t y of the celebrated Tango Angele 
w h i c h o c c u r s at the climax of the d r a m a . 
S t r a d d l i n g the m a i n p a r t of the opera are an 
i 
i n t r o d u c t i o n and coda w h i c h centre around the key of E/e 
] 
\ . 
i s u g g e s t i n g that this is the main t o n a l i t y . The same k e y 
i o c c u r s a t s u f f i c i e n t points t h r o u g h o u t the o p e r a to 
i s u p p o r t this v i e w , but m o r e often than not it w o u l d seem 
I to act as a d o m i n a n t p r e p a r a t i o n for sections in A / a . 
] • 
\ C o n t a i n e d w i t h i n the opening and closing s e c t i o n s are 
、 ， 
j h i n t s of E^/e^ w h i c h m i g h t suggest d o m i n a n t p r e p a r a t i o n 
'.¾ 
1 
S for the a l t e r n a t i v e key of A^/a^. 
s 
•s 
) The m o t i v e "using m e l o d i c f i f t h s , and t r i p l e t 
'i r h y t h m s - . . r e m i n i s c e n t of a fanfare in tribute to the 
1 乂 "Ssv ,，. 
C z a r ' s e l e v a t e d station,__i2 ^s sung by the m a l e chorus at 
i2cook,~~"Der Zar lasst sich p h o t o g r a p h i e r e n : W e i l l 
and C o m i c Opera,“ A New Orpheus: Essays on K u r t W e i l l , 
K i m H . K o w a l k e , e d . (New Haven and L o n d o n ： Y a l e 
U n i v e r s i t y P r e s s , 1986), p . 95. 
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^ � 
1 the ve r y b e g i n n i n g and close of the op e r a , and 
en c a p s u l a t e s the theory of a central tonality (A/a) and 
its o p p o s i t e tonality ( A ^ a ^ ) with their d o m i n a n t keys 
i , 





•1 _ p T " ^ 
； 0 # . , ^ r ^ . h I t、，. ~i] 
I fe^f P , 7 ^ ] M ^ j ^ ^ ^ M = ^ t ^ ^ ^ 
y 
i ^ ^^ 2o^ i^'ssf 5<Ui j>ko'hi'jrA- |>^ 'C - ^ <-^  
I | | ^ ^ : ^ ^ j ^ g ^ f e ^ j E E j E ^ i •j j 
丨： 
A s in his earlier w o r k s , Der Zar l^sst sich 
1 
I photographieren reveals Weill,s emphasis on tight 
o r g a n i s a t i o n of tonal .materials, w h e r e elements of 
surprise in his unique h a r m o n i c language are tempered by 
a p o w e r f u l underlying structure provided by this 
organisatioru 
I 
The c e l e b r a t e d W e i l l - B r e c h t collaborations w e r e a 
re s u l t of the "radical new ideologY"i3 of "epic theatre" 
d e v e l o p e d in the late 1920's. Both a r t i s t s w e r e 
1 
"troubled by the pervasive moral cynicism of Ge r m a n y in 
i - i---... • 
I the later years of the Weimar Republic and by the severe 
e c o n o m i c deprivatior[ endured by many of its citizens."i4 
They sought 七〇"provoke...political awareness"^^ through 
i the me d i u m of musi c theatre in order to effect c h a n g e , j 
To this e nd, both Brecht and Weill sought "a 
i3Morgan, Twpnj-ig^th-Century M u s i c , p . 230. 
^ 
j ‘ 
i4whittall, Mn^ic Since the First World W a r , p . 9 8 . 
i5Morgan, 5 y ^ n t i ^ l l : ^ ^ ^ X ^ ^ @ i Q ' P . 230. 
: 1 1 3 
r e d e f i n i t i o n of t h e c o n c e p t of m u s i c a l theater,"^^ in 
w h i c h t h e y r e j e c t e d “ the e m b r y o n i c u t t e r a n c e s and 
e c s t a t i c c r i e s o f p r e - t w e n t i e s e x p r e s s i o n i s m in f a v o u r 
1 
j , of the e a r t h y e v e r y d a y l a n g u a g e of the workers."i7 
R e j e c t i n g “ the a p p a r a t u s of b o u r g e o i s o p e r a t i c 
1 f 
e n t e r t a i n m e n t " i 8 t h e i r new ”social operas" s i m p l i f i e d 
i 
I ”both m u s i c a l a n d d r a m a t i c m e a n s to s p e a k as 
d i r e c t l y as p o s s i b l e to a large and varied audience."^^ 
W o v e n i n t o e a c h "Song", a c t i n g as the "basic m u s i c a l 
unit,"20 w e r e e l e m e n t s of m a n y p o p u l a r and i d e n t i f i a b l e 
； „ s t y l 9 s i n c l u d i n g f o x t r o t s , t a n g o s , b l u e s , m o c k c h o r a l e s , 
I 
i m u s i c - h a l l t u n e s , b a l l a d s , jazz and r a g t i m e " i 
•1 •1 
I W i t h a m o v e to these s t r u c t u r a l l y less c o m p l e x w o r k s 
.? 
...( 
of the "populist" c o l l a b o r a t i o n s , one could e x p e c t t o n a l 
o:cganisation to p l a y a less i m p o r t a n t role than in the 
e a r l i e r w o r k s . I t a p p e a r s , h o w e v e r , that "Weill,s idiom 
w a s n o t s i m p l y of the s e l f - e f f a c i n g , f u n c t i o n a l , 
p o p u l a r , d e c i s i o n _ p r o v o k i n g kind of which B r e c h t m i g h t 
h a v e u n r e s e r v e d l y approved."^2 I n s t e a d , there w a s a 
c o n t i n u e d e m p h a s i s on tonal o r g a n i s a t i o n w i t h i n each of 
\ Weill‘s 'Brecht' c o m p o s i t i o n s . , 
i 
\ ^- ^ -
； ^^„^^^™^~«^~~i"~~"~~^""~"~^~^"~"~"^^^^^^~"~^^^~"^^~~^^~ 
i ^^Ibid. • p . 2 3 1 . 
j 
-,i .¾ 
I i7Elaine P a d m o r e , "Kurt Weill," M u s i c A n d M u s i c i a n s , 
j 21, (October 1 9 7 2 ) , p . 3 5 . 
j i8padmore, K u r t W e i l l , p . 35., quoting B r e c h t . 
i^Morgan, Tv^entieth-Century M u s i c , p . 2 3 1 . 
^^Ibid,, p . 2 3 1 . 
2iDavid E w a n , ed., The World of T w e n t i e t h - C e n t u r y 
M u s i c , (London： R o b e r t H a l e , 1991), p . 901. 
22whittall, M u s i c Since…_—?盆导七—19红豆—1^_^, P . 9 9 . 
• " " " " " " ^ 
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T h e harmonic language continued to undergo an 
a p p a r e n t process of simplification, although Kowalke 
s u g g e s t s that the notion of a "simpler harmonic style” 
1 is a "fallacy. "23 He points out that, in the earlier 
B r e c h t w o r k s at least, the "clarity of texture, v i t a l i t y 
of r h y t h m s , and unobscured tonal implications of the 
•j 
I I 
•| bass line make the overall idiom seem simpler." 
A comprehensive study by Susan Clydette Harden of 
the Brecht-Weill collaborations focuses one chapter on 
the h a r m o n i c language and tonal architecture of these 
I 
I works.24 This thesis suggests that the B r e c h t 
,| c o l l a b o r a t i o n s do indeed use tonal architecture, if only 1 
i "as a means of providing musical unity to an entire 
stage w o r k . "^5 other w r i t e r s have gone beyond this basic 
a s s u m p t i o n to attach dramatic implications to the tonal 
organisatioru26 A l s o , w h i l e Harden acknowledges that "the 
trend toward [tonal] organisation does exist in all the 
works,"27 she notes "that Weill's approach to tonal 
orgnaization [sic] does not follow a line of 
chronological d e v e l o p m e n t . " 2 8 Further analysis of the 
B r e c h t collabo:cations w i t h i n this study, with r e f e r e n c e s 
i 、 
^ . i • ‘ ^^ ______^ ____^ ____^ _^ __^ _____-
^ 
I 23Kowalke, K u r t Weill in Europe, p . 419. 
i 
24Harden, The M u s i c for the Stage Collaborations of 
W e i l i ^ n d , _ ^ r e ^ , Chapter V I , "Tonality and Harmony.“ 
25Harden, The M u s i c for the Stage Collaborations of 
W e i l l and Brecht, p . 191. 
26Drew, Kemp, Kowalke and Kilroy all acknowledge the 
gestic elements of Weill,s tonal procedures. 
27Harden, The M u s i c for the Stage Collaborations of 
Mi_y^---^aM__Br_e^:t, p . 190. 
^^Ibid', P . 191. 
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to other writers on the w o r k s in question, aims to 
r e v e a l a line of development in Weill's use of tonal 
a r c h i t e c t u r e beyond the theory of "several m e t h o d s of 
,approach."29 
I After the riotous premiere^o in 1927 of their first 
] w o r k , a "scenic cantata"^i entitled the M a h a ^ o j m Y 
1 
I Sonqsyiel, Brecht and Weill embarked on the composition i 
of their m o s t celebrated w o r k . The T h r e e p e n n n ^ ^ _ O p e ^ • 
A c h i e v i n g "new heights of simplicity and 
sophistication...Weill,s populist song style" along w i t h 
i 
I Brecht,s dramatic m e s s a g e , "proved to be an enormous 
I s u c c e s s . " 3 2 This populai:ity has endured, and 5^½ 
j •i 
j T h r e e p e n n y Opera is still one of Weill,s most frequently 
."j • 
performed w o r k s . The reasons it has "survived the decade 
for w h i c h it w a s conceived"33 are numerous. One endearing 
feature seems to be the "highly disruptive and almost 
I Mahlerian harmonic style that achieves its forcefulness 
•I 
w i t h o u t any recourse to ,contemporary, secundal 
•！ _ 
dissonance."34 
\ This style embraces all of Weill's previous 




j always clearly tonal*"35 This apparerit tonal stability 
！ is reflected in the overall tonal architecture. W e i l l 
I I 
2 9 ^ ^ . p . 191. 
30padmore, Kurt Weill, p p . 36-37. 
i 
3iMorgan, :i^p^ntieth-Centurv Music, p . 231. 
.:1 
^^Ibid., p . 233. 
33whittall, Mnsic Since the First World„_War, p . 100. 
34j^iJ., p . 100. 
35padmore, Kurt_^_i_U, P . 36. 
, 1 1 
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h a s c r e a t e d a t i g h t l y o r g a n i s e d f r a m e w o r k of t o n a l 
r e l a t i o n s h i p s to counter the e f f e c t of f r a g m e n t a t i o n 
c a u s e d b y l e n g t h y sections of d i a l o g u e b e t w e e n e a c h 
m u s i c a l n u m b e r . 
:i 1 
1 
j T h e c e n t r a l t o n a l i t y of T h e T h r e e p e n n y O p e ^ is C / c ' 
w h i c h is p r o m i n e n t in the O v e r t u r e , A c t I a n d A c t 工工工. 
I 
A c t 工工，somewhat c o n v e n t i o n a l l y for W e i l l , c e n t r e s on I 
j 
t h e d o m i n a n t k e y of G . E x c u r s i o n s to other t o n a l a r e a s 
w i t h i n each a c t extend the f r a m e w o r k into the f a m i l i a r 
c o m p l e x b a s e d on a series of 5 t h s , a l t h o u g h the a b s e n c e 
{ of B^ as a p r i n c i p a l t o n a l i t y is t e l l i n g . In this w o r k B& 
j o n l y r e a l l y f e a t u r e s as the d o m i n a n t of E^. 
E X A M P L E 5.2.1 
•i 
Acrr 
A*i 一 <f m tv r y'* y'> vW j _ _ _ X — 
^ ^ i 丨。L《4:卜丨—> l 。 r ^ y : ^ ^ ^ " t ~ ^ = ^ 
AcriT ACLSr 
I Qx> xPt xa viv w XVI xvtf _jfy^ x;y ^ 1*^  n 




ffi#=__ o ^ > 0\ = 
i t^ - ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : r ^ ^ ^ ^ = 
I ^ ^ , - ^ - ^ ^ ^ n 
i g ' . k . , , " ^ — - ^ ^ ^ ^ : = 
！ “ 7 ^ ^ 
1 i I j 
i W h i l e subsi(iiary d o u b l e - m o d e tonalities a r e p r e s e n t , 
I 
j t h e y seem to be used less than in some of W e i l l ' s o t h e r 
w o r k s . 
On a smaller scale it is w o r t h noting the a s c e n d i n g • 
c i r c l e of 5ths w h i c h seems to g o v e r n the t o n a l d i r e c t i o n 
in A c t I . A s w i t h his other w o r k s , the p r i n c i p a l 
1 , 117 
t o n a l i t i e s d o n o t always c o r r e s p o n d w i t h the s t r u c t u r a l 
seams,36 b u t an underlying s t r u c t u r e is t h e r e w h i c h 
a p p e a r s to g o v e r n the tonal p r o g r e s s i o n s . 
EXAMPLE 5.2.2 
1 』 \ n >» 、 ^ ^ ^ " ^ V “ 1 ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 1 i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ = G = : 
! ^ ^ ^ ^ f e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^>^^^ ‘ 
！ 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
i g ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ = t ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ 
-I- _~»^^^w^^^^^^^*"*^^^** 
1 i \ 
1 
I F u r t h e r small-scale s t r u c t u r e s are to be found in 
！ j 
'1 this w o r k . The symmetrical n a t u r e of the t e r n a r y f o r m 
(ABA' ) O v e r t u r e to A c t 工 is r e f l e c t e d in its tonal 
a r c h i t e c t u r e . In the first section the p r i n c i p a l t h e m e 
is stated and developed in the k e y s of C , A m i n o r and 
d \ F . A f u g a t o r e p r e s e n t i n g the second section c e n t r e s on 
the 5ths complex of B ^ E^ and A^. A r e t u r n to the 
o p e n i n g idea r e c a l l s the t o n a l i t i e s of the f i r s t section 
i 
in r e v e r s e order： f\d, a, and C . 
j EXAMPLE 5.2.3 
•j 
..): _ 
I W ^ 
i . 2s y » 
i ¢ ^ = = ^ = I ~ ~ ^ Q 二 -• rl 二 
i E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = - V ^ p 丄 ^ 
^ ^ ^ 广 j 0” 
j (0 
36Drew, "Motifs, Tags and Related M a t t e r s / C a m b r i d g e 
O p e r a H a n d b o o k s _：_. K u r t W e i l l - The T h r e g p e n n y O p e ^ . 
！ ed s t e p h M " ~ S i n t o n , ( C a m b i : i d g e : C a m b r i d g e U n i v e r s i t y 
j p r 4 s s , 1990), p . 157. This p a r t i c u l a r essay w a s w r i t t e n 
in 1989. 
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The r e s u l t is a remarkable tonal structure which, on a 
subliminal level, complements the mock elegance and 
I p o i s e of t h e ironic minuet w h i c h sets the scene for the 
I 1 o p e r a . 
j Anoth e r feature of the tonal framework which 
• 1 
琴 • 
- suggests extra-musical connotations is the inclusion of 
_ 
I tonally open-ended numbers which constitute around "half 
_i 
1 
1 the numbers in The Threepenny Opera."^^ Within the opera 
_i .1 
I are several quasi chorale numbers or melodies derived 
1 from original Lutheran chorales. David Drew suggests 
^ that since "tonal concentricity is naturally identified 
] 
^ w i t h theocentricity,” then a tonally inconclusive 
1 chorale represents "drama [that] is ideologically 
I i n c o n c l u s i v e , " 3 8 T h i s w o u l d c e r t a i n l y p r o v i d e o n e 
explanation for the curious modulation in the closing 
chorale from C to F major which causes the w o r k to 
1 conclude in the subdominant k e y . 'j 
j One small-scale feature which may have some bearing 
i on the overall tonal architecture of The Threepenny 
】 O p e r a , is the "necromantic conjurations of the three-
i 
1 note motif."39 Identified by David Drew, this motif 
i features throughout the opera, appearing as a m e l o d i c 
i ;i 
I cell, a harmonic or pitch-class set "idee fixe,” or as a 
3 "motto chord...identified by j:hythm rather than pitch."40 
i l 
I ；  
1 1 • 
•B 
-•-
； ^^Ibid., p . 157. 
i 
1 ^^Ibid., p . 150. 
^^Ibid'r p.l57. 
4UjM<^., p p . 150-151. 
1 ^ 119 
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^ EXAMPLE 5.2.4 (pp.59, 1, 46:bb. 1 - 2 , 1, 6-10) 
•-1 
'j � , 
I 飞 广"-^^"">>-^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ C^n^l<.*^ of 3 - Aotc rv%otif 
I g p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : H ^ ^ E 
J Der rY)ensck /djt durd, dt^ ^ Kbpf 
j ^1——j L 1—— .. p~~j Y[ 二 
j :轻盡 t ? = [ = ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ S = ^ E ^ j ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ 
J ^ — ^ ^ r ^ : 二 J ~ ~ 秦.=t. 
~W 十 V Una der Hoi • /pscU 
丨 g 3 ^ 三 ^ : ^ = = = z = : p = z = = ^ ^ E E E E : £ ^ E ^ ^ ^ E 
ct>L一_XiL g zzzznzzzziL — Q ‘ 
* 二： 
呆 
The "motto chord" or "Dreigroschenoper chord" in its 
minor form,"4i derived from the m e l o d i c cell, m a y w e l l 
provide the basis for the broad tonal architecture of 
the w o r k . The complex of keys w h i c h governs the overall 
structure of Weill,s Sonata for Cello and P i a n o on B^-D-
F - G , is shown to be identical in terms of intervallic 
r e l a t i o n s h i p to the The Threepenny Opera "motto chord.” 
EXAMPLE 5.2.5 
Ceifc)Sowa>tx TVtepenrvu Opera 
pj^:zzzzz=z::z|p:^ 
U$EE^EEEEEEEp^^^ 
了 i > ^ 女 
The main difference between the two complexes is that 
the central tonality of each is taken from d i f f e r e n t 
degrees of the &ono:city. The opera takes the first 
degree as its principal key wheras the cello sonata uses 
the 6th as the central tonality. 
i ;i .; 
1 — -
4 i l M d . , p p . 150. 
1 
I 1 . I
I 12。 
1 . 
I EXAMPLE 5.2.6 
1 ~~~~~~~'~~'^^~^^^^^^~^^^^^~^~~~~ 
CoJlo 5on^Ona TVxrtApcnrx^^Of>eJ^ 
. ¢ # - ' ^ ^ 
j -
1 雪 ^ 
•n This may suggest that Weill had reconciled the conflict 
between diatonic and chromatic harmony by the time of 
The Threepenny Opera. While the 6th degree of the 1928 
complex does feature in Acts I and 工工，it rarely 
threatens the central tonality, unlike the constant 
i vacillation of tonal intent encountered in the cello 
sonata. The relative absence of large-scale tri-tonal 
i relationships within this work also reinforces the 
notion that the tonal conflict encountered in all of his 
earlier works had been replaced by diatonic intervallic 
relationships. 
The Threepenny Opera represents an apparent 
simplification in Weill,s use of significant key areas 
and their relationships within the tonal architecture of 
a given p i e c e . This technique is continued in the next 
Brecht collaboration Happy End which was composed in 
\ 1928. Harden identifies the tonal structure as 
"tertian,"42 土打 which a "few instances of second and 
i fourth relationship help to avoid spiralling away from 
1 
I the starting point."43 Kowalke also observes the tertian 
] 
aspect, identifying "only five tonal centers [for] the 
twelve musical numbers" all "interlocked in a chain of 
j ^ 
j 42Harden, TIigi_MjLgLr!^gQ_r the Stage Collaborations of 
I Weill and Brecht, p . 188. j • ： 






thirds w i t h C as the focal p o i n t / 4 4 
EXAMPLE 5.3.1 
Acri Acrn： k c r W ,. 
i , | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i 
\J ___»»—»_««««—»~~-~~« 
'i ‘_ ‘ ‘ ^“»-—«~««~—«~~"~~« 
,j A glance at the tonal architecture of H a ^ p Y _ ^ does 
•j 
I indeed reveal a structure of tertian relationships. 
Further study, however, of the broad sonority created by 
the keys in question reveals a complex identical to that 
which governs The Threepenny O p e r a . 
'i 
EXAMPLE 5 . 3 ^ . i ‘ 1 
•( -
-j 
j F ^ ^ ^ ^ 
！ ^ ^ ^ 
cX 
Unlike T h ^ T h r e e p e n n v Opera, no one key emerges as the 
central tonality in H a j 2 P Z _ J ^ . although C/c appears to 
be the one key which appears in all three a c t s . This 
would suggest that it assumes some degree of 
j hierarchical predominance, especially since C/c 
represents the root of the tonal complex. 
I After the relatively simple tonal structures of _ 
1 • 
i T M e e p e M Y _ _ - Q s ^ ‘ and M P £ Y _ _ l M ' Weill's next 
i collaboration with Brecht, T h e _ ^ e _ A n d Fall of the City 
•s fl 
|. of Maha30rmY, represents a return to the complex system .《 
！ of tonal relationships encountered in his earlier w o r k s . 
In response to the theatrical impetus of Mahagonny, 
Weill creates a complex structure of tonal relationships 
"which mesh[es] precisely with the dramatic events in 
44Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe； p . 243. 
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! t h e chronicle of the city-"45 in his use of "recurring 
m u s i c a l themes" which ensure that the opera is "tied 
into a cohesive unit,“ Weill creates a structure in 
w h i c h "each recurrence of a m u s i c a l theme is generated 
j around the same tonal center as the original theme."^^ 
1 This produces a highly integrated score in w h i c h formal 
- and tonal considerations are linked to create a cohesive 
1 w h o l e . 
The graph below shows the complexity of the tonal 
r e l a t i o n s h i p s found within M a h a g o n n y . The intricate w e b 
p r o d u c e s an array of tonal relationships which r e p r e s e n t 
j a combination of ",expressive, use of tonality"47 and 
] 
j large and small-scale p r o g r e s s i o n s . 
EXAMPLE 5.4.1 
Acr r 
I y ?;> <V V W vM vm — <y X y'f 
； | ^ ^ " ^ = j ^ ^ r W i ^ # ^ = F > M H | 三 r j - _ ^ -::^cr^ ^ ^ — 
_ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^«t •- «_, ••>_ »• W^ 叙《•»*• 
Q xn ^r» y|v >ty yi . v.^< y<tf <ty> y Xyi p ^ 
: P ' o 丨 ： J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M l g . l g ， 丨 醇 
-厂“"^ ^ . _ 一 • _« 
Acr IL A.CT W 
\ 
i 
A telling example of this combined use of tonality 
I centres on the "dramatic relaxation"48 of A c t 工工，when '1 I 
j the city has been spared the wrath of an impending 
i ;^
h u r r i c a n e . Representing a semi - tonal side-shift from the 
.j • 
^^Ihid', V ' 243. 
46Harden, TOe Musj,c_for the Stage Collaborations of 
Wf^ill aj^._Brecht• p . 190. 
47Kowalke, KurtJ^ti_ii—J_n—E—i^fPP„^, p . 244. 
^^Ibid., p p . 244-245. 
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k e y of B w h i c h closes A c t s 工 and 工 1 工 ’ t h e A c t 工工 
d e s t i n a t i o n k e y of B^ p r o v i d e s a p o i n t of repose in the 
drama.^^ W h i l e "B^ finally e m e r g e s as the center of the 
, a x i s G - - D w h i c h d o m i n a t e s the s t r u c t u r e of A c t 工工/,50 the 
！ a p p e a r a n c e of F/f in numbers 14 and 15 is s i g n i f i c a n t . 
VI 
- H a r d l y a p p e a r i n g in A c t s 工 and I I I , this key s u d d e n l y 
4 
e m e r g e s a c t i n g as a chord V preparation for the 
d e s t i n a t i o n k e y of B^. This c o m b i n a t i o n of the use of 
1 t o n a l a r c h i t e c t u r e in a f u n c t i o n a l as w e l l as an 
.¾ 
e x p r e s s i v e sense epitomises W e i l l ' s a p p r o a c h in 
c o m p o s i n g m u s i c for the t h e a t r e . M a n y e x a m p l e s , too 
n u m e r o u s to m e n t i o n in this study, occur t h r o u g h o u t ^ 
I R i s e and F a l l of the City o _ O j a M g Q n n Y . 
I W h i l e the intricate d e t a i l s of the tonal f r a m e w o r k 
'.i,i 
m a y appear c o m p l e x , a broad o u t l i n e i d e n t i f y i n g a 
i simpler c o m p l e x of p r i n c i p a l tonal centres w i t h i n 
！ 
I Mahagonny m a y be d i s c e r n e d . K o w a l k e has identified "four 
p r i m a r y tonal centers" r e p r e s e n t i n g "successive e n t r i e s 






丨 ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
^ ^ ^ 
The keys of B/B^ serve as d e s t i n a t i o n keys for each a c t , 
j a l t h o u g h B "plays a relatively insignificant r o l e in the 
^^Zbid' 
, 50j2)id., p . 2 4 6 . 
• 
5 i ^ d . 
I 
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construction of individual n u m b e r s . "^^ The keys of E , E^, 
1 F, and F§ are also i n c l u d e d , 5 3 but the occurences of 
丨 these keys tend to be "localised" and do not form part 
of the large-scale tonal f r a m e w o r k . This structure may 
be summarised as follows. 
i EXAMPLE 5.4.3 
:i ';i 
•！ 人 旧 A c r X ACJ 7ir 
: ^ ¾ = = ¾ ! 1 R ^ ^ ^ j 
Once again W e i l l ' s organisation of the tonal materials 
j reveals a siir.ple complex of keys related by 5ths. 
1 ‘ ？ 
Instances of remote relationships by, for example, a 
..5 J :d 
i tri-tone or an apparently atonal idiom are used solely 
as a d i r e c t response to the d r a m a , and have very little 
i 
bearing on the broad tonal structure. 
1 Weill's use of tonal centres related by 5ths 
1 
continues in his 1930 w o r k Der Jasager. This w o r k 
centres on the key of A m i n o r , or the aeolian m o d e . 
A s s o c i a t i n g the church modes w i t h "exoticism," W e i l l has 
evoked the mood of a Japanese noh play which Der Jasager 
:j 
i is supposed to convey.^^ Two other keys w i t h i n the tonal 
I 
] framework produce a 5ths complex, D , A , and E , the tonal 
I 
j extensions being represented by the dorian and phrygian 
modes.^^ 
i 52 j^ id ., p . 2 4 5 . 
] 5 3jjbid. , p . 2 4 6 . 
54Harden, The Music for the Stage Collaborations of 
W^e_ill _and_^Brecht , p . 181. 
5 5 j M d . , p . 1 8 2 . 
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The tonal architecture of Der Jasager has already 
been described by Ian Kemp, revealing a "fundamental 
1 p r o g r e s s i o n of downward fifths from E to A to D."56 
, E X A M P L E 5.5.1 
^ X •~~" A c r r 
i rf^^=it^;^^^^^^^^ J ZZ ~ ~ _ ^ ZH :^:^  :5ZZZZ:Z2ZZZZZ 





\ He suggests that this movement is used to symbolize the 
4 
] tragic course of the opera," and that "the tragedy is 
5 
！ already implicit by the end of the trio"^7 w h i c h is the 
fifth number of twelve found within Der Jasager, Another 
•I , I ) 
technique used to convey a dramatic idea is W e i l l , s use 
.,j 
of large-scale tonal units separated by a t r i - t o n e . A 
familiar technique in Weill,s oeuvre, he uses the tri-
j tone progression for dramatic effect in The ThreepennY 
:j O p ^ and Ham:^Md, but its inclusion in Der Jasager is 
i particularly pointed within the stark open-5ths 
configuration of the large-scale tonal layout. Occuring 
at the point in number 5 "which shows the mother‘s 
•j premonitions about the tragedy that eventually does 
1 一 
j occur,"58 the key of E^ is set against a preceding tonal 
j 
1 centre in E minor and is followed by a section in the 
1 key of d . Acting as a foil to the central key of A " 
1 
i 
56ian Kemp, "Der Jasager： W e i l l , s C o m p o s i t i o n Lesson,“ 
A Stranqer H ^ r ^ j ^ s e l f : ^ l ^ J i ^ i l i ^ _ 5 i M i ^ n , Kim Kowalke 
^^id^li^rsT E d T ^ "^dTT'(Hildesheim: Georg 01ms V e r l a g , 
1993)/ p . 154. I am grateful to Professor Kemp for 
permission to use his graph freely. 
5 7 j M d . , p . 154. 
58Harden, 5 ^ 1全—舰幽一—&一^边 § _ ^ ^ ^亚—。一丛- 1鱼_圣 1 1 ^哩_ ^ -
@^ill—^il#—J?—r-^<?_ht, p . 187. 
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I m i n o r , the use of semi-tonal s i d e - s l i p , D-E^-E, and 
I l a r g e - s c a l e tri-tonal r e l a t i o n s h i p s , A-E^, is t e l l i n g . 
’- O t h e r small-scale tonal r e l a t i o n s h i p s d o occur 
w i t h i n n u m b e r s . These r e p r e s e n t m o v e m e n t to every 
1 
i n t e r v a l w i t h i n a p e r f e c t 5th, w i t h the n o t i c e a b l e 
e x c e p t i o n of a m a j o r 3 r d . A s in Happy E n d , h o w e v e r , 
1 W e i l l d o e s use tertian r e l a t i o n s h i p s by a m i n o r 3rd in 
i 
s e v e r a l n u m b e r s . The o v e r a l l tonal f r a m e w o r k , 
I 
i n e v e r t h e l e s s , remains f a i t h f u l to the r e l a t i v e l y b l e a k 
j o p e n - f i f t h 3 configuration of Jasager outlined e a r l i e r . 
I Der Jasacrer is one of W e i l l ' s starkest w o r k s in 
i terms of tonal r e l a t i o n s h i p s . W h i t t l e d away to it b a r e s t 
•1 ！ j e s s e n t i a l s the tonal structure rests on an e a s i l y 
'( 
d i s c e r n e d , simple configuration of three open 5 t h s . In 
some r e p e c t s it could be r e g a r d e d as a d i s t i l l a t i o n and 
r e a l i s a t i o n of the simplicity w h i c h is a p p a r e n t l y 
s u g g e s t e d in his earlier, m o r e complex w o r k s . A s the 
; p e n u l t i m a t e Brecht c o l l a b o r a t i o n it r e p r e s e n t s a 
c u l m i n a t i o n of Weill,s attention to tonal a r c h i t e c t u r e 
w i t h its use of tonal areas related by i n t e r v a l and 
j c o n v e n t i o n a l chordal p r o g r e s s i o n s . A l s o of i n t e r e s t is 
1 
j his emphasis on tonal r e l a t i o n s h i p for d r a m a t i c e f f e c t , 
i ‘ 
I p a r t i c u l a r l y those tonal centres w h i c h are s e p a r a t e d by 
i a s e m i - t o n e or a tri-tone* 
A further consideration is that of "tonal 
symbolism." The pull down towards the t r a g i c k e y of D 
m i n o r by the fifth m u s i c a l number in Der Jasacrer r e v e a l s 
•) 
the inevitable outcome of the opera.59 W h i l e tonal 
56Kemp, Df^r_^^ager:__M3^^^ ‘ s Composition L e s s o n , p . 154. 
11 2 7 
.| 
s y m b o l i s m d o e s not appear to achieve the p r o m i n e n c e 
d i s p l a y e d in Der Silbersee, ^Q examples found w i t h i n the 
B r e c h t collaborations do appear to make a s t a t e m e n t . The 
c e l e b r a t e d number Surabaya-Johnny from Happy E n d , has 
1 ‘ 
I L i l i a n d e s c r i b i n g her b i t t e r - s w e e t r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h 
. 1 ‘ 
J o h n n y . T h e anger contained within the v e r s e s is 
r e p r e s e n t e d by the key of "defiant stoicism"6i in E^, 
w h i l e the choruses submit to L i l i a n ' s helpless love for 
J o h n n y u s i n g the "sensuous" key of A^ also e n c o u n t e r e d in 
Der Zar. The key of defiant stoicism is continued in the 
j "detached" key of E^ in Der Jasager, w h e n the m o t h e r 
• .i 
j r e l u c t a n t l y accepts that she m u s t allow her son to go on 
1 
1 
j the d a n g e r o u s journey. The G major opening of A c t 工工 in 
The T h r e e p e n n y Opera suggests "calm and p e a c e " , m o v i n g 
to the "stern reality" of E minor w h e n M a c h e a t h sings 
"Love e n d u r e s or not, in this place or t h a t . “ As Ian 
K e m p s u g g e s t s , "these verbal analogues are, to be sure, 
c r u d e , b u t they are unlikely to be contentious."62 They 
m e r e l y r e p r e s e n t another facet (albeit a subjective one 
it m a y be argued) of W e i l l , s close attention to tonal 
:| c o n s i d e r a t i o n of the materials p r e s e n t e d . 
j 60Kowalke, Kurt W e i l l i n E u r o p e , p . 153. 
\ 6iKemp, Mnaic as Metaphor： A s p e c t s of Der Silbersee, 
1 p . 141. -
I 62j;Mg,, p . 141. Kemp suggests that the tonal 
I a r c h i t e c t u r e of Der Silbersee rests on "four p r i n c i p a l 
I t o n a l i t i e s , D , G,“E and Ejb,~~their major and m i n o r m o d e s 
r e p r e s e n t i A g opposites of each other." Each t o n a l i t y 
"determined by expressive c o n s i d e r a t i o n s . . . . f r o m a 
tradition stretching back to M o z a r t and B e e t h o v e n (and 
:j beyond to the Baroque) “ may repr e s e n t the following： 
I d - tragedy； cold and burial 
I “ D - regeneration； Spring 
I g - anxiety; suppressed anger 
I . G - calm； peace 
e - stern reality 
E - fantasy； wishful thinking 
EJb -_defiant stoicisnT 
Di> - promise; delight 
1 
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i S Y M P H O N Y N O . 2 
？ S y m p h o n y N o . 2 w a s w r i t t e n "during the d a r k e s t d a y s 
‘ of u n c e r t a i n t y , " i with some "reflection in the d a r k 
； ，events of 1 9 3 2 - 3 3 . "^ C o m m i s s i o n e d by that grand p a t r o n e s s 
i ‘ 
I of the a r t s , the P r i n c e s s e E d m o n d de P o l i g n a c , it w a s 
f i r s t p e r f o r m e d in 1934 by the C o n c e r t g e b o u w O r c h e s t r a 
(•» 
u n d e r the b a t o n of Bruno Walter.^ W e i l l o r i g i n a l l y 
.1 j 1 
c o n c e i v e d the w o r k as a n o n - p r o g r a m m a t i c c o m p o s i t i o n , 
.1 
^ "cast c o n v e n t i o n a l l y in three d i s c r e t e , f o r m a l l y c l o s e d 
i 一 
丨 movements.“^ W a l t h e r , h o w e v e r , b e i n g a c r e a t u r e of his 
I t i m e , "pressed [for a] r o m a n t i c a l l y d e s c r i p t i v e title."5 
'j 
.] 
I R e l u c t a n t l y , W e i l l provided the "non-committal" 
.| J . 
J S c h u m a n n e s q u e t i t l e , Symphonische Fantaisie. 
It is a p a r t i c u l a r l y lively w o r k d i s p l a y i n g the 
v i t a l i t y and e x u b e r a n c e of Quodlibet, the t i g h t l y 
1 o r g a n i s e d m o t i v i c integration of the S o n a t a _ _ f ^ _ C e l l o i 
and P i a n o , a n d the a p p a r e n t h a r m o n i c s i m p l i c i t y and 
tonal c o m p l e x i t y of The Rise and F a l l of__the C i t y of 
i M a h a q o n n y . 
5 .i 
A study of the p r o g r a m m a t i c e l e m e n t s \^ithin the 
i s y m p h o n y w o u l d indeed r e v e a l dark and t r a g i c moments； 
I 
j iRobert B a i l e y , "Musical L a n g u a g e and F o r m a l D e s i g n 
1 in the S y m p h o n i e s of K u r t Weill," A _ _ S t r a n g e r _ _ H e r e 
j Mvgel_f ： Kurt Weill Studien, Kim H . K o w a l k e and H o r s t 
j E d l e r 7 e d . , (Hildesheim: Georg 01ms V e r l a g , 1 9 9 3 ) , p . 
j 2 0 7 . 
I 
1 
i 2David D r e w , P r e f a c e to Schott Study S c o r e , S y m p h o n y 
1 N o . 2, ED 5 5 1 2 . 
3 j M d . , p . 3 . 
/ 
^Bailey, M y ^ i g a l — i a n g u ^ g i and ^mal_…pe—y^XL__.iP—.— t—b：^  
S y m p h o n i ^ _ of _Kurt__Weill, p . 2 08. 
5Drew, P r e f a c e to Schot_t__Study S c o r e , ED 5 5 1 2 . 
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1 
j e s p e c i a l l y in the slow introduction of the first 
i m o v e m e n t (significantly in D minor) and the ensuing 
5 troubled molto allegro. But the overriding mood of the 
‘ , w o r k is one of optimism and jollity reflected in the 
j M o z a r t i a n passages of the first and third movements and 
^ 
the “tongue - in-cheek“ quasi funeral march surely 
invoking the spirit of Beethoven‘s Eroica second 
m o v e m e n t . C o n s i d e r a t i o n of the rhythmic elements and 
i tonal a r c h i t e c t u r e within Weill's symphony also show an 
J 1 
1 indebtedness to the symphonies of B e e t h o v e n . , 
W h i l e the rhythmic intricacies of the symphony j • 
] p r o v i d e much interest in generating impetus v^ithin each 
•1 
j m o v e m e n t , it is the melodic aspects which make this work 
totally f a s c i n a t i n g . Harking back to one of his earliest 
w o r k s , the Sonata for Cello and Piano, Weill makes 
•[ extended use of the technique of thematic transformation 
j and "motivic integration” to bind the work together as a 
I whole.^ His use of a four-note motive in "cyclic"^ 
•i _ 
technique transcends the diverse nature of the three 
individual movements and binds them together into one 
-i 
\ thematic w h o l e . 
In sharp contrast to the cyclic nature of the 
•] 
j symphony through the use of "motivic integration,“ is 
：； 
：/, 
I the d e c i d e d l y more "open-ended"^ characteristic of the 
tonal layout. A glance at the overall tonal architecture 
r e v e a l s a first movement apparently beginning in d and 
a 6Bai1ey, Musical Language and Formal Design in the 
S y m p h o n i e s o f , Kurt Weill, p . 210 . 
lIbid,, p. 209. 
^Ibid,, p. 210. 
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| e n d i n g in g； the second commencing on the double tonic 
f#\A and closing on D/d； and the finale suggesting A 
1 m i n o r at the start and rounding off the work in C . 
1 EXAMPLE 6.1.1 
•s *. 
I _ , ^ r z = r : ~ ~ ~ ^ T " H 1 
i A — iT M _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ = ¾ 
t 尹 ^ 广 ^ 
J — — — 
'i -
The tonally open-ended phenomenon of the first 
m o v e m e n t seems tc reinforce Robert Bailey's theory that, 
\^hilst clearly "being in pure sonata form,"9 this section 
I 
i of the symphony, could be regarded in whole as an 
1 
"exposition" and would certainly explain why Weill may 
1 have r e g a r d e d sonata form in formal rather than tonal 
terms.io of course, the "extraordinary”^ gesture of 
i 
•； r e c a p i t u l a t i n g the first subject material of the 
•：} exposition a diminished 5th away from the original key 
i could be regarded as a typical quirk of Weill's 
encountered frequently in his earlier works rather than 
a d i r e c t challenge to the pre-ordained procedures of 
, sonata f o r m . 
•I j 
] 
Closer observation of the tonal procedures reveals 
i the key of C / c emerging as the central tonality of the 
I s y m p h o n y . Given that, as Robert Bailey points out, 
W e i l l , s first and second symphony "seem so strikingly 
d i f f e r e n t from one another, “ and that the two scores 
j • 
••i • • ••'••" ‘ I ‘ ', • 
^Ibid., p . 211. 
i o j M d . , p . 210. 
iiJbid., p . 210. 
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J t 、 
•( 
i c o n t i n u a l l y invite c o m p a r a t i v e study,"^^ it is w o r t h 
t 
j n o t i n g t h a t b o t h symphonies take C / c as the c e n t r a l 
i t o n a l i t y . A s w i t h other formal aspects of the two 
, s y m p h o n i e s , the tonal p r o c e d u r e s differ c o n s i d e r a b l y . 
> T h e f i r s t s y m p h o n y b e g i n s and ends in C / c (see C h a p t e r 
•! 
I I) and p r e s e n t s its tonic areas in c l e a r l y d e f i n e d 
I s e c t i o n s , in spite of the composer‘s at t e m p t s to b l u r 
the d e l i n e a t i o n of sections and m o v e m e n t s . The second 
s y m p h o n y , on the other h a n d , p r e s e n t s a m u c h clearer 
sense of s e c t i o n s and m o v e m e n t s , b u t the c e n t r a l 
j t o n a l i t y o n l y a p p e a r s in a p r o m i n e n t w a y d u r i n g the 
.1 
:j c l o s i n g s e c t i o n of the s y m p h o n y . P r e v i o u s sections using 
,j the C / c t o n a l i t y are s t r u c t u r a l l y less s i g n i f i c a n t or 
d e p a r t f r o m this k e y r a p i d l y 
A few of these s e c t i o n s , h o w e v e r , are n o t t o t a l l y 
: i n s i g n i f i c a n t . In the first m o v e m e n t , for e x a m p l e , the 
i second s t a t e m e n t and d e v e l o p m e n t of the second g r o u p at 
bar 65 and its r e p r i s e at bar 254 a c h i e v e some 
p r o m i n e n c e . 
\ W i t h i n the second m o v e m e n t the central t o n a l i t y is 
j used to i n t r o d u c e a fourth m o t i v e at bar 45, and to 
j r e p r i s e the second m e l o d i c i d e a at bar 112. W i t h i n this 
m o v e m e n t a m o r e a r b i t r a r y use of the central t o n a l i t y 
o c c u r s at bar 20 w h e n C / c is achieved through a circle 
3 of 5ths on a - d _ g - c - f , cadencing f#-g-c, o n l y to be 
i . 
j f o l l o w e d b y a new section clearly in a . This a p p e a r s to 
s i g n i f y t h a t the key of C/c has not yet a t t a i n e d its 
I full s t a t u s as the central t o n a l i t y , and it is o n l y in 
i2 jjbid. , p p . 2 1 4 - 2 1 5 . 
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the finale t h a t this goal is a c h i e v e d . It first a p p e a r s 
in a p o w e r f u l chordal section at bar 38, but even h e r e 
the key of C shares a double-mode tonalit^^ w i t h A^. It 
then a s s u m e s its first significant appearance at bar 183 
^ w h e r e the second episode turns out to be a jaunty alla 
t 
\ marcia s e c t i o n . This proves to be not only a s t r u c t u r a l 
i 
.^  turning p o i n t b u t also a tonally significant a r e a . T h e 
f 
p r e d o m i n a n c e of C / c is rarely threatened t h e r e a f t e r , 
I a p a r t from the emphasis on the applied dominant D p e d a l 
p o i n t a g a i n s t obvi_ous C/c h a r m o n i e s , (bars 288 -294, 302-
307 and 346-351) 
The self-assured style of the symphony is r e f l e c t e d 
j in W e i l l ' s c o n f i d e n t handling of the harmonic m a t e r i a l . 
^ 
The second symphony represents his m a t u r e , post-
I M a h a g o n n y style displaying a distillation and 
] a s s i m i l a t i o n of his previous experiments in h a r m o n i c 
i 5 
l a n g u a g e , \^hile retaining many of the features that 
c h a r a c t e r i s e his m u s i c . Still p r e s e n t are the a m b i g u o u s 
.j 
elements t h a t p e r v a d e m o s t of his European o e u v r e : 
^ 
j p o w e r f u l bass m o v e m e n t contradicting the harmonic i n t e n t 
1 j 
1 above； v a c i l l a t i o n between major and minor keys； d e n i a l 
j ‘ 
of major or m i n o r mode； double-mode tonality; linear 
m o v e m e n t p r o d u c i n g contradictory harm0nies7 and r a p i d 
I 
i switches from one tonality to another, often in the form 
of semi-tonal s i d e - s l i p . A t the same t i m e , m o r e 
.j traditional techniques remain: pedal points； ostinati^ 
i 1 • 
i circles of 5ths (these are used extensively t h r o u g h o u t .i .(•' 
the symphony)； regular melodic units; and c l e a r - c u t 
c a d e n c e s . Some of these features will be referred to 
during the detailed tonal and harmonic analysis of the 
m ^ ~ ^ 
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s y m p h o n y . A n o u t l i n e of the formal layout of each 
m o v e m e n t a p p e a r s in a table before it is d i s c u s s e d . 
1 • 
T h e f i r s t m o v e m e n t , w h i c h is in sonata form,i3 is 
I o u t l i n e d in the table below 
'；• 1 
‘ E X A M P L E 6.1.2 
FORMAL STRUCTURE OF MOVEMENT 丄 較 
A B A ‘ 
..1 
•| ||Introduction| |Exposition| |Development| |Recapitulation| |Coda|| 
(1) (20) (136) (231) (279 )(394) 
—^^ —^^ •^ ^—•^ ^^ ^^ •^ ^^ •^ —^^ •^ ^^ ^^ ^^ '^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 
\mmmmt^mmmmtmmmmmm^m^mmmm^^^^mmm^^^^^mmstm^^mmm^^^m^mma^^^^^^m^^M^^^-^^mi^^^^^^^^^ 
\ T h e f i r s t m o v e m e n t c o m m e n c e s w i t h a B e e t h o v e n - l i k e slow 
i n t r o d u c t i o n . It b e g i n s and ends in d , but the events 
i • 
I b e t w e e n t a k e us on a v a r i e d and extensive j o u r n e y . A i i 
r e d u c t i o n of the h a r m o n i c m o v e m e n t below r e v e a l s a l m o s t 
i m m e d i a t e m o v e m e n t a w a y from the initial key through the 
use of s e q u e n c e . 
EXAMPLE 6.2.1 
.; -
i ij ^ ,i , .- x:7^7tr~jf7^ 》。' ^ T ^ 、 ~ ^ 
fV • 、 I J o • ^' ^ … 
J 办 "T" n v__-/ 
丨 ？, ^ o _ ou^Ui • ^A ^' ^ Vo|*^^4%Tgi^ ^ 0 n ” ri 。1 
I ^ ^ i r ^ n + i v x - r , 7 ^ ^ i ^ L ^ 
j 
j 
T h e r e seems to be a marked emphasis on the notes B and B^ 
t h r o u g h o u t the s e c t i o n . This becomes a p p a r e n t w i t h the 
i 
i entry of the sardonic t r u m p e t solo (bar 9) in the d u a l 
i • 
I m o d e of g # \ b . The h a r m o n i e s eventually m o v e to the key 
of g , w i t h a p a r t i c u l a r l y spine-tingling r e f e r e n c e to 
Don Giovanni, b e f o r e cadencing on d at Allegro molto. • ： —‘ “ 
i 
(bar 20) The r e d u c t i o n also reveals an emphasis on the 
interval of a 3rd w h i c h differs from the p r e d o m i n a n t 
^ 
i 3 j M d . , p . 2 1 1 . 
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i^  � 
4ths of the Symphony N o . 1. 
‘ The brooding, almost menacing, first subject m o v e s 
rapidly away from d , but re-affirms the initial key at 
bar 29. Its eventual arrival on e^ for the beginning of 
f 
the second group at bar 41 suggests a large-scale semi-
tonal side-slip, but the modulation from d to e^ is 
;i 




丨 ^ ^ J “ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
•] (20) (30 (3^) (35； ^； (fO 
3 
I 
I i Another melodic idea for the second group begins in 
1 
.j c at bar 65, and this key prevails until an "8-measure 
recall"i4 establishes G/g from bar 80 onwards. A 
particularly stormy section passes through a succession 
of keys before closing on C, and this marks the end of 
丨 the expositioru By including the keys of D/d, G/g and C/ 
丨 c, the exposition represents in miniature the total 
tonal complex of the entire symphony. 
EXAMPLE 6.2.3 
“ “ , 
A ； 一 “^ ^ ^ , 
i jT-f ：~ • ^ ^ _ _ _ < 、0 ~ ~ ~ 
1 ^ ^ : ^ ^ i f ^ 7 " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E 
I ^J 25 0 “ ^ - ^ ^ ^^~Q-
CO C2o) iM-0 U s ) CS-^ J _ c/a/D co^ vxp/oc 
j The development section travels from key to key 
.1 '? 
! with no apparent regard for tonal relationships' moving 
from F/d (bar 119+) to g (bar 143+) to F/f (bar 151+), 
i then d with a prominent dominant pedal (bar 164), and 
finally arriving on an A^a^\E^e^ complex, (bar 208) The 





I represents a prolongation of the F tonality since the 
: m e l o d y deliberately centres around the latter k e y . 
f 
] EXAMPLE 6.2.4 (I:bb.l36-151) 
i ；. i|i® I N t^fin • J-i. ,j.| ”- , 1 ^ 5 ¾ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ! ^ - ] 
i : ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 : ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B S 
^ .、I ftii “ : III ff^ 丨丨 ^ ^ T . > V I ^  ;l^ ;<::^ a^ _Li^ iL_, ” r r rrrfk=fff^Utmml 
‘ l - i i 5 r M ^ L E j ^ l^^^^mi 
:，.1 - n ’ . •, > ：；瓜-二”—」.- ii 1—―一：： i ^ ^ ^巧工丨 
i ,(in'i.p,,ji, ‘‘-，, |-|_^J,^| |J_J^^ 'i r-^^=^=^=^^^^^^^^^ 
j 似.i r n T^ii • 丨 | • ij'i^'-- |,r^: 彻.2mjj.,_.-jj.i_ijjjij_r"jj |"h^^j^j^g 
U c : I'. :Ji ： ^ [^ju^^^u J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
I | : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f c s ^ i 
1 ^ z @ .._ 
* —_二11 ^^ p 
i ” 'fM^^^-^^F^^^^^'^^^^ “ ,j^_3^^^|^^^^^^^:::|^:r:p;^^^fe| 
: : U ^ ^ ^ g ~ p - ^ - i 1 , ? ? ^ ~ ~ I — i i ^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ ^ ^ » S ^ ' S E ^ 
、i\' • > 7^rr* ‘ I 丨 ‘ 厂 ’ ‘li.fiM^^ ^ .[•丨,，,77,hp P f I |丨 |_h_ r r[_i_丨Tr • • • •〜 卜才~*^多'-
、 : i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 
T*"4 * 項瞧••_ ^,rnmmt f _ _ _ 们“ ^ Y ^ ‘ ‘ 
, w. — ‘ * ^ ^^^m I I • i i = j w I I I I ==!=:—^•^—。:々二,。 
! , 口 / ” I I I ^ ^ . .j&^i^ifi^^^ga^^j^-4r|^^^^f^); 
i "-iTj^-j- j」.i^U^i I I I 'Ir^M—' i'j J^. J'' 'u-_ 1 j. '^ m ^ ^ f ^ ^ ‘ 
L - ^ ^ ^ ' |厂 i ii:i i I I I 他 ir'r.i. ^  I TT^U IT£j^^^^s^g^^3:»^?^/^ 
: ; B ^ ^ ^ ^ S ： ^ ^ ^ ^ f c f c : : 
In this w a y , the double-mode tonality of F\d assumes a 
j greater emphasis than would usually be expected, given 





The return to d in the development "underscores a 
.i 
I special moment in the symphony's large-scale motivic 
discourse...where an important new melody [is] generated 
from the [motivic] cell."^^ 
‘ 
I . 1 
•! j 
/ . 
i 5 j M d . , p p . 210-211. 
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EXAMPLE 6.2.5 ( I : bb . l 89-191 ) 
I n. i|j f ^l^ ^J<' t • • • I 1 n. . ffj • =^__1—— l_^ ^^ ^^ P^ P:f-^ -；----
I » } 1^ r|>^Sh___u- . I I > .p . |. gjjLL^ ^^ p^ ?^^ ^^ ?^ ，:-:—。-
) c^  } 1^ 1____•— I I ^ ^ i 'Jj ^ 11 i IL-,-^--^^mg^^^i^^^-'-—-. 
； -I l| r—= I • • i • 1 • •! **"^ ij^ ^^ jLl_ I -^ --r^ -rrrz^  二=.— “  “ 
: “ ' t i 7丄 丄 |一一 ! • I ""~] ^ j^^MJ__.I―一= I __._!rf=^^m^<^M^ 
^ > ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ g g ‘ ^^二| I I - i 營 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ S E Z : ; ""• 
』 T»« 1 B *r =^^ • f~~ ^ f I “ I • I “ j^ Tr. \ j} ’ = ~~ .…一|^=^;----^r-----;=-i ";F^  -^ " ^  
T—象，JJ _|」J|」| J」」J J| JjJJ J II I I I I I」|」」」」_f J I _f_n J ^ ^ '^  i， L " 1 -•~i^ii;L=s^fe£^:-n::-:.-.，:--
！ L .广 r ‘ ^ ; w I，JI I r 3 5 f e ^ s ; j i s ^ 5 ^ f a f e ^ : ^ ^ ^ g p ^ , : - i " ^ , 
, " • ! > I lr,L^^m - ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ 
. ， • [ • I I :一' ‘ ^ , r y |i. I I I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ & ^ ^ - , U f r -
o I 1,1 ,1 , I i I = I I m *i k^^=4^5^& ^ ^^ 3^J^ jJr^ ssg^ i^ 3?^ :)^  ^m^^TTi ^^ "-~ 
o. [',' t Tl _^ja=U:=r:HJ- I f -g^^^-^gfe=^|TJS^a^ 
|丨 二 ® . I z , 彷 ^ “ 
I 1 ' . | ^ » = ! ^ I J _ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ I ”. ’ ^ _ _ ^ | . w ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ t ^ t ^ I 
I - : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g i : : ^ = r - ^ F ^ - S ^ 
•rr^i 'Qjti uj^' r p r r^ >iu^ ，叫厂’“丨！ —-―― 
1 ‘ ,嫌一 *• • g = s - i S 2 - ^ ' — P r 
j 1 - } i I • I - I ^ ^ - 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ f q^^^^^^^^i^"^^^^^ 
“^ t — - f - ^ ^ " " ^ " " ^ ^ ^ ^ g �去 j -- — ^ F ~ ^ ！ t ^ ^ 
； T>W } II I • I • ^ ^ »W J， I ‘ I • ^^::-•=•:!:•^1 
^ r，I |1 I 丄.…，，‘i."Bi)- * lJiJii i^ ^^ J^L iH. I .1 r^.ii i'"1f, ^ I f ^ iB=z^-=^=^mm 
I “ »i j 5 ； ‘ I '^^ ‘ .gL, I -T==r~ "」_; 'L5",y ^|^j~jgj ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ -
-II jliL" I I i _ 11 ^ ^ ¾ v^  • r~^^ '^j;Akj^^jjji gnznzLz4gmi.^-^^-
i - •、丨 I PI I r .rn h ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ‘丨 r n ^ • - i r_ r E g： ]：^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ ^、:— 
丨 ：o. h " . T ^ M 丨丨 m I || r-i I =^^^"^^ «. h m ^ ‘ raU- r-nj ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ w d j : — 
I The use of an A ^ E ^ complex at the end of the development 
prepares us for the recapitulation of the exposition a 
j tri-tone away from the original statement. This is far 
-] _ 
i from typical in the conventional sense, but in Weill's 
.1 
I music is so much a feature that the "foreigness" 
provides a point of familiarity, and therefore 
‘ reassurance.i6 
After the "surprise" of the recapitulation in A^, 
the sense of conflict is resolved in the repi:ise of the 
second group at bar 254 which now appears in the central 
4 ‘ 
\ tonality of C/c and its dominant, G/g. The so-called 
j tolero^^ section commencing at bar 299 suggests a C\E^ 
i6Kemp, Harmony in Weill, p . 13-14. 
i7Bailey, Miisical Language and Formal Design in the 
^ n i p l 9 a i ^ _ ^【: M 5 i — M i l l , P P . 208-209. 
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complex, finally driving toward the destination key of g 
] which ends the movement. Taken in isolation, the open-
ended tonal structure of the first movement, based on 
,the keys of D , C and G bears some resemblance to the 
i 
slow introduction of the first movement in Beethoven's 
Symphony N o . 1. 
EXAMPLE 6,2.6 
：! • 
丨 _| p n ^ ^ 0头） （浏 
i M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ? ^ ^ 〜 ： : - ^ ^ : ^ ¾ ¾ 
^ ('。）f- ('吻 <'〜(1^(洲） ^t7<V(2^) (350 
I ⑷）fci! tiif2 (^ 5«o| 
1 
! :j 
Like Beethoven, Weill "converges on the tonic from two 
.i 
1 opposite sides, the subdominant and the dominari1:,"i8 
though not in the same order. This further confirms 
} Weill,s indebtedness to Beethoven in the Svmphony N o . 2. 
1 The complex structure of the second movement is 
j outlined in the diagram below. It reveals a formally 
j 
I symmetrical structure in which the melodic cells a,b, 
I 
j and c comprising the first section are reprised in 
j 
I reverse order in the third section, the middle group 
J ‘ 
contains a number of new cells, but providing a central 
axis in a formal and tonal sense, is a statement of the 
principal motive, "a" combined with a new theme, "d" in 
the key ofA\f#. 
EXAMPLE 6 ^ 3 ^ 
~ " A ~ “ i ~ 
1 ,， 
丨 I a b b c 丨丨 d , a/d b/f/d b/g 丨丨 c b b a | | 
. _ _ _“ _ ： ~ _ . 
I . 
i8Grout, A History of Western Music, p p . 634 - 635. 
_ > ~ — « » ~ » » > > " » » > » ~ - < ^ 
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‘ 
1 � ‘ 
T h e a s s e r t i v e o p e n i n g of the second m o v e m e n t g i v e s 
us a t e x t - b o o k e x a m p l e of d o u b l e - m o d e t o n a l i t y w h i c h 
h a s , by t h i s stage in W e i l l ' s c a r e e r , b e c o m e a 
i 
u b i q u i t o u s t r a d e m a r k of his m u s i c . A r e d u c t i o n b e l o w 
j s h o w s h o w t w o c o n t r a s t i n g t o n a l i t i e s can c o - e x i s t , 
•：! 
j c r e a t i n g a r i c h h a r m o n i c t e x t u r e w i t h u n d e r m i n i n g I 
dHibiguity of i n t e n t . 
^ E X A M P L E 6.3.2 
„ n . . ^ ^A MP* -,“HP�V ^ f L: ^ \ . A/_,u • 10 ^ 
1 p l 11.1 ^ ^ ; — “ ‘‘ < j r ' u ' 。 r n ^ 
\ r (o (X) ^  c») (o (,) (4； (” ^ 1^ * <>^  (") ^ 
i L ' ^ q # \ 一 ^ • - ~ _ ^ “ ^ j ^ ^ 
i 4 o ° 1 0 『 “ k a ^ “ 0 ， 0 fi # j ^ |o “ 
i | 化 “ 丘 工 f 工 J 工 S 二 藍 ( 〒 5 
•XL M f\ 
T h e s u b o r d i n a t i o n of f# in favour of A is c o n f i r m e d a t 
b a r 12 w h e n a q u i r k y f i g u r a t i o n h i g h l i g h t s W e i l l , s 
I t e n d e n c y to v a c i l l a t e b e t w e e n m a j o r and m i n o r . 
E X A M P L E 6.3.3 
i 
. 七 ^-___ 
i^) ^ z z = = i : = ^ 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i ^ � j 
I ^ ^ _ _ _ _ A ^ J : & ^ 
! ^ ^ ^ ^ p 
一 *•’ I 
I I s I 
} A f t e r a c i r c l e of 5ths m o v e s towards the c e n t r a l 
t o n a l i t y a t b a r s 13-20, the key of a is r e - i t e r a t e d a t 
; bar 2 1 . A new t r o m b o n e m e l o d y introduces c e l l "b," 
！ s u r e l y r e m i n i s c e n t of the p l o d d i n g tuba s o l o f r o m 
"Bydlo" in the Ravel o r c h e s t r a t i o n of M u s s o r g s k y ' s 
P i c t u r e s a t an Exhibitioru 
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i .i 
EXAMPLE 6,3.4 (II:bb.21-28) 
” 一 Cs)^._^ 
•  ' f M ^ ^ ^ t T ^ m f | ^ ^ ^ ^ f ! • — — .. M • I ::=:=^〜一:〒.云 
1 c ]U ‘ 」 T _ _ _ S = ^ 0^ ;p_0jLi_0_j^injjLn^Jji^^^^^:^ f4” 
I 加 J f g ^ - g ^ , c^if r - g ^ ^ ^ ^ - 1 ^  >jT^ j' jTu'.^^^Ijm4=^^^^y -?:,"：> 
！ ^ ' I ^^^ :^^ ==i=^ t-lJ- J--_!_J. J ljJ. ^^^3 '°* 和 • ~ “ ~ “ - ---- ^^ "-:'i?^~— - : :• 
J ^ 'A^^^^-=h=^^ • 1 — = z z q o> i'各 I ^.zm^'^ 
I “ ； p^^^^^^=^^^^^= _^ • : |::z:r7" “ •• . -^^^^:^v;E 
'^ ^  g ,- — I - I n»^ ., r'f r r~r^i ,1__|| I, I _ _ _ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
T— ^ * I • I • I - =^ r>m^  外， • I “ I ‘ 卜 ..^ ~^ 7r=r- JI 
J f — = ^ ,|[^^^^~^^_i_^J^^^_^丨 I I .111| I |1 L..i' ,'i 1"¾^ ¾^ '>:?^ : 
I “丨||; • - I “,: I '1' |1 r ,1-11 ~r ^ j_iXuj^i^ffiSj^ 丨/^ .，夹/1^ , 
J K^. B:^f^^."^M ^ i ^^:^^ ^  ‘ ^ *~^^ vto- i^^^^^^^ T^*""n*t"^*^^^^^P^L .11 I 1 rr-ffTT:’--:"、—， 
1 . ^ a ^ ^ T ^ r | . K ^ , m ^ r ^ r f O | 胁 ^^^i^^^^^m^mm--f 
“pV^- -j:-^ J- J j j l,j. yi o. |丨, '丨’ I ‘ I- I !--'-w^^^ I •丨丨丨_丨 丨丨 I I ‘ iiri'w=rTT-j> 
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\ ‘ ^ .: ):j^ : „ J , . r t ^ = 3 = l ^ ^ i ^ S ^ » l r " " " " " ^ ~ ^ " t ~ = = i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ — 
{ � ‘ J | ^ - ^ r 广 考 I : - | ^ ^ = ^ I ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j i : p - • I l g ^ ^ a J 1 h | 。 | “ | : z z r r _ _ 
! : ^ i n ¥ ^ 
：  ?t|£ -_• I ‘ • ^ ^ JJ 1 Ji J^ T J^  [ -j g 广{，|ft n，J n - J J J • .• 4 J ’ J,f i I ^-ra|ij^ ^^ rg^ g^ /^ 
丨 vo |n . I - I - _i , 一 •••.,. , 一 I v^  w'^ .i I >1 U 1  L' I ； L! f L >1 u J ^ ^ ^ ^ ： 
、1» n t ^ r 4 ^ ^ | ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ :¾ tiJ : p ：力 ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ -
o |V*7 <j ！ p I I .J J 17¾，^ rz ^m <^  p^n ’ 力 D，A^ 「，，r f ‘ r ！ tf 'mrT^^^^^™^"^ 
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After a delicately orchestrated re-statement of motive 
•j 
"b” in G with a Weillian rhythmic ostinato commencing at 
bar 29, the tonality moves toward E^ as the dominant of 
^b which is established against a "contradictory" m e l o d y . 
A turbulent section from bar 37 onwards passes through a 
'i -
1 variety of keys, e v e n t u a l l y s e t t l i n g on c as section two 
I .一 ._ . — . . 1 - begins. 
A new and significant cell begins this section 
(bars 45-58) and its importance is highlighted by the 
use of the central tonality at this point. An abrupt 
] shift to F/f a t bar 60 and a new herald-like figure 
1 
announces the return of the opening cell and tonality at 
bar 62. 
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i EXAMPLE 6.3,5 (II:bb.60-61) 
l f 4 " j < t ' l / : i 
5 ^ ? 5 ^ f ^ ^ W ^ 
丨 ， 3 c ; t q . r j p , ；| , � V j j 1 j ^ - -
t；/ ？^  ^^ d " ' " F 
The key is clearly f#\A, but the bass and treble 
I notes have been inverted, so that A this time is in the 
. j 
•I bass and therefore becomes the predominant tonality. The 
i 
•J key of A becomes a dominant preparation for an area 
which embraces three melodic cells； b, f, and d , mainly 
：! 
j in the key of D minor over a dominant p e d a l . The final 
area in the second section beginning at bar 69 uses 
1 melodic cell "b" and a new idea commencing at bar 77. 
EXAMPLE 6>4.1 (II:bb.69-72) 
*• o Tempo j •* To i" \Pi ^  I I 1 • i • I n. M _ � • = z = q 
： 丨叫^”丨 I • • • - ‘ 'i,OX- 'L； JJ 今 - _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ 
： : - " ; | | ' 口 叫 ^ ^ ^ = = ^ ^ ^ ^ ： ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ 经 
丨 ‘^  ;|，：‘ -1 • I I I ^ ^ ^ ^ i，1 J r^ _jO;___j- r r> r\ 
: - 0 r ^ ^ v ^ i (rr i f r :ir-f f 广广 |「 ^ ^ ^ - i|j \ •丨 ^ - — ^ ^ 
I : ‘‘ ; ' i ^ n - n | , i ! ± 1 n 丨二 >. ^乡；也“ .tr .f^i~~~?|广_^ i ^ p 
• ； 0 ) , / • — f _ ^ . L I I 「- , 一 了 1 I I 1 : '2^ ^ ~ j J . 1 J J t_ J 
I I- ir i-L/1 r iiViwj 1 ^ *^^  JT^1 ^  >j J 广 一！^^ .^ „ :Lf. rr ^ ^ T ^ j ^ ^ 
i i '一 ‘ - ‘ ZZZ^  1 i 一- ~ 一 
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i . j J — 'I' ‘ T 'H' ‘ ‘ ‘ I Li*i' - i ^ I 丨丨 j ^ ^ T ’ ， 
I • -M>J. /5 J J j j ^-J n 叫 I “i^ i，‘ JWJgj - I / _卿 | 匿 
i : ^ ^ ! Q J ^ ^ Q J . r f r u ^ T r ^ ^ 、 , : , . > T ^ m j ^ ' 
i - h ^ , : j ^ 卜几丨 J |。"| U : ^ ^ - _，》’ ‘ • ^ ^ 
\ c || iLjJ I I .卜丨」；？ J i I U I I lTTQj LJ1"> I - I I lL_lJ_j L _ U ^ 
1 广 =^mmmmmm 
Z 竹 ® ‘ 二 •》 
:“t|--【 _ L ^ ^ = • I • I ^ "•形 」 .=^~i^T^:」 
<^  ;|| 丨 • 丨 • I ‘ 一 «- ’ S ^  i'f i r r rTTi ‘ ——•—— _s 
i ^ t ~ ~ 二 ~ ~ ~ I ~ I ^ ^ J - 八 〜 0 ^ j ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M . - ^ 
•.� ' \ • i、 i，•=• dZ3ErrTui ”丨“ III •! >^^^:: 了領 i : ； ^ I ^ ^ / : : ^ a ^ { _ . > ' i ^ 1 
- 卜 1 T ‘ : _ r ^ ^ | - : G ; ^ ^ L , 
j - i ^ 7 ^ ' i ^ 丨广|| | i ^ ~ ~ ~ I' 1： i _rrmj • i ； ― ^ 
I ！秘丨 ^ - J^it^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ i ^ .h > ^ r . ‘“ 
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The tonality at this point centres on g/B^, but swiftly 
,'i 
departs at bar 77 in an imitative sbction where cell "g" 
is heard in a number of different modes, eventually 
,settling on b^ at bar 96. 
The main key of this movement, f#, is re-} • •j 
i established at bar 103 as the third section b e g i n s . The 
1 
I mirror effect commences as the three principal melodies 
are heard in reverse order. After "c," the two reprises 
of "b" are in the keys of c (bar 112) and b^ (bar 120) 
1 instead of a and g . A t bar 129 a final climax and a 
'j 
！ d r a m a t i c timpani ostinato (reminiscent of a similar 
！ m o m e n t in the Eroica symphony) recalls t h e m e l o d i c cell 
I ”a" and a return to the tragic tonality of d which 
figured so prominently in the opening bars of the 
symphony. 
The three main tonalities of the first movement 
continue to dominate the tonal structure of the second 
m o v e m e n t . An extension of the C\G\D complex using A\f# 
enriches the harmonic vocabulary and tonal framework, 
j 
and appears to create a large-scale complex on D7 which 
resolves onto G/g at three points. The final outcome of 
I 
I the movement, however, is a return to the bleak 
j atmosphere of D m i n o r . 
I 
] E M M P M _ i ^ - A ^ 
0) 华 X^.a-) 
0 = 6 = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ¾ ^ = ^ =_州（L?(丨。丨科:y^:: (1糾(T 
•i _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ¥ : 二 . 〜 o 1三 
^ J ^ ^ ^ r _ _ f ^ r 
^ _ ^ ~ ^ ^ Z Z ^ ^ ^ ^ = = ！」 干 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n f • • 归 
3Z。， 1 ^ ~ " X 。^， 工 
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A short introduction to the finale presents 
meandering chromatic figurations suggesting a : s e m i - t o n a l 
slide from f# to f . These are punctuated by single 
, c h o r d s outlining f twice, then g # . This prepares for the 
first statement of the rondo section in a\f# at bar 8. A 
diagram of the rondo structure is shown below. 
EXAMPLE 6.5.1 
STRUCTURAL LAYOUT OF MOVEMENT 工工丄. 
A B A ‘ C A ‘ D 
i 丨 I introduction 丨丨 Rondo 1 丨 | Episode | | Rondo 2 | 丨 Episode 2 | | Rondo 3 丨 | JPis，e^ ！ I I • March Tarantella 
•.} 
I (1) (9) (60) (134) (183) (241) (287) (370) 
^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ U — J ^ ^ ^ — * W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ * ^ — 
j 1 • 
i . 
j The refrain section consists of two contrasting 
j melodies v/hich are initially presented in the keys of a 
and c respectively. The meandering first melody is 
cleverly structured to outline a series of 4ths, A - D - G . 
^^ith appropriate harmonies below, the series cadences 
onto C minor in preparation for the appearance of the 
second motive, also in c . 
EXAMPLE 6.5.2 (III:bb.8-19) 
i tii^^^M^^a 
' | J - ^ ^ ^ U ^ • ^‘^ ^ D 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I I <7 _ lC 
！ ^ ^ & ^ ^ 
J 5Z 
/« 丑 I ‘ 
广 . 
Representing a semi-tonal side-slip, the material 
for the second idea is repeated in b at bar 46 which 
I 




acts as a d o m i n a n t preparation for the first episodic 
cell in the key of E . This section modulates to A / a : a t 
bar 80 (with typically careful reluctance to state 
either major or minor intentions) which serves as chord 
V for a similar section in d at bar 80. 
-
-| 
I EXAMPLE 6.5.3 
.j 
( ¾ . ^ ^ " " ^ " " " ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ I 
! I I � r ^ = ^ ^ E 
^ r ^ = = ^ 3 j . ^ ' - ^ ^ 




A fascinating example of Weill's use cf the circle 
of 5ths technique occurs at bars 88 to 9 8 . The first 
] time it m o v e s in a complete circle by manipulating one 
of the intervals. The second example pushes towards the 
flattened keys finally settling on d^. The d^ chord 
i ^ e d i a t e l y becomes that of C§ minor, the root of which 
j acts as a leading note for the ensuing key of d at bar 
106 onwards. 
EXAMPLE 6.5.4 
i ("|^  m 
： ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ B 
( q ^ t — — _ ^ L _ _ ^ _ _ ^ 4 ; 
1 
..:I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ 
\ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ l r - I “ ^ ^ 三 
！ • * t ^ W ^ ^ ^ ^ -
I ^ 
.5 . 
An extended pedal on A , commencing at bar 113, ensures 
that the intended tonality of A/a closes the first 
episode. 
A move to G/g at bar 134 heralds the return of the 
rondo material, although the reprise proper does not 
，_ : ^ 
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r e a l l y occur u n t i l bar 151, typically a semi-tone away 
from its initial statement. The key of A^/a^ is p r o l o n g e d _ 
for m o s t of the second refrain even to the p o i n t w h e r e 
it b e c o m e s a kind of chord VII in preparation for a 
f 
p r e d o m i n a n t l y A / a texture from bar 173 onwards. 
EXAMPLE 6.5.5 
1 U'i> __IiIT) 
丨 ||P , o . = 4 
l y = ^ , ^ q 1, . ^ ^ ^ 一 ” j B 
032.) OiN.) Ci5o) (»95) Hi 
The second episode, beginning at bar 183 interrupts 
'i 
i the impetus of the third m o v e m e n t with an Alla marcla 
"i 
section in C c / A a . The second cell of the m a r c h is 
repeated in the key of b at bar 217 before the third 
refrain appears back in A m i n o r . In this w a y , the three-
note m e l o d y C , B , A is outlined, but more s i g n i f i c a n t is 
that three a p p a r e n t l y unrelated keys have been linked by 
m e t h o d s , such as semi-tonal side-slip, w h i c h w e have 
come to a c c e p t as conunon-place in Weill's m u s i c . 
EXAMPLE 6.5.6 
-••j 1 j 
( ' ^ (¾¾) (2^) 
j (JU> 
i ^ r | - , b> ^ ¾ ^ - ^ ^ ¾ ^ : ? : : i f : ^ = 1 
丁~^ (xoi)^ ^ " ^ (M3)— 
j (23^ J 
i • 
J 
A tarantella^^ commencing at bar 279 concludes the j . 
symphony and reiterates the central tonality of C / c on 
w h i c h this v i b r a n t composition finishes. 
j 
A graph showing the overall tonal layout of the 
i9Drew, P r e f a c e to Schott Study Score, ED 5 5 1 2 . 
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finale reveals an emphasis on the key of A / a . Included 
w i t h i n are examples of upward 4ths: movement, semi-tonal 
s i d e - s l i p a n d scalic configurations. 
EXAMPLE 6.5.7 • ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I 字 ' ^ - ^ > ^ " ^ o : j ^ I 
^ - = = = = = ——=i^==^^ 
I ^ ^ 1 ^ l ~ 7 = r r r r i J ^ ^ ^ S 
！ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t i 
‘^jf r. V I (vii ;rO V. li sf X W - “ V 1 
！ The circle of 5ths complex which governs the tonal 
)? 
i direction of the finale produces a three-fold (vii-iii) 
vi-ii-V-I p r o g r e s s i o n . As encountered in earlier w o r k s , 
i this tonal layout transcends the structural seams of the 
.j 
j rondo refrains and reprises. 
Symphony N o . 2 is an extraordinary work, displaying 
a hitherto unprecedented use of motivic integration, 
^ w h i l e presenting an uncharacteristically open-ended 
tonal layout. Weill,s choice of tonal materials has not, 
of course, been purely arbitrary. In similar fashion to 
his previous w o r k s , the emphasis has been on a 5ths 
complex outlined b e l o w . The addition of the double-mode 
j tonalities found within the symphony reflects both 
； diversity and complexity. 
E X A O T L I _ A ^ 6 _ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Semi-tonal side_slip from the centre of this 
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c o m p l e x reveals a further series representing the 
flattened keys v/hich occur a t various p o i n t s . 
Using techniques w h i c h evolved o u t of his 
, e x p e r i m e n t s in the tonal organisaition of his earliei: 
w o r k s , W e i l l has successfully distilled his u t i l i s a t i o n 
I o f 4ths and 5ths-generated textures and triadic 
p r o c e d u r e s , creating a rich and varied h a r m o n i c language 
w h i c h is reflected in the large-scale tonal architecture 
of his w o r k s . 
A graph below outlines the tonally open-ended 
a r c h i t e c t u r e of the s y m p h o n y . The emphasis on the 
p r i n c i p a l tonalities of D , G and C suggest a grand ii-V-
工 p r o g r e s s i o n onto the destination key of C m a j o r . 
1： 
EXAMPLE 6.6.2 
I .- - … - - - - • — “ — 一 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ % > i 『 、 > l 丨丨 
i V, I ((J^r^-^ 工__ 
1 “ 
'•i 
W h i l e the central tonality of the symphony seems to be 
C / c , it w o u l d appear that the key of D/d also has some 
p r o m i n e n c e within the o v e r a l l tonal a r c h i t e c t u r e . N o t 
only is it the key in w h i c h the symphony c o m m e n c e s , b u t 
it is also the closing tonality of the 2nd m o v e m e n t 
w h i c h is based on a series of large-scale VOg-i 
i 
resolutions onto G/g from D7-derived h a r m o n i e s . In the :, 
finale, D/d appears as the central chord of the three-
fold iii-vi-ii-V-工 progression described in an earlier 
p a r a g r a p h , and the note "D" features prominently in the 
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； b a s s line (timpani and d o u b l e b a s s ) d u r i n g the c l o s i n g 
tarantella. 
It s e e m s t h a t on a large s c a l e , as chord 工工/ii of 
C/c, the k e y of D / d a c h i e v e s a l m o s t m o r e p r o m i n e n c e t h a n 
j c h o r d V . T h i s links w i t h an a s p e c t of W e i l l ' s h a r m o n i c 
1 
i l a n g u a g e v7hich, from his e a r l i e s t w o r k s , d e l i b e r a t e l y 
a v o i d e d the u s e of the d o m i n a n t chord to the p o i n t w h e r e 
:¾ 
the p r o g r e s s i o n s ii-I and ii*^-I b e c o m e a s t a n d a r d 
^ r e p l a c e m e n t for the m o r e c o n v e n t i o n a l V-工 c a d e n c e . 
^ Its o t h e r s i g n i f i c a n c e is t h a t , in similar f a s h i o n 
.考 
I j to the S o n a t a for C e l l o and P i a n o , chord ii r e p r e s e n t s 
] “the m i s s i n g link in the cycle of 5 t h s . . . a n d . . . s e r v e 3 as 
i 
1 the k e y of transitioiK"20 w h i l e this tonal a r e a a c t s 
1 s 
i| m e r e l y as a k e y of t r a n s i t i o n in the earlier w o r k , it 
'i 
丨 a s s u m e s an u n p r e c e n d e n t e d e m p h a s i s w i t h i n the t o n a l 
I a r c h i t e c t u r e of S y m p h o n y N o . 2 . The idea of a key o t h e r 
-i 
i 
than the c e n t r a l t o n a l i t y a c h i e v i n g p r i n c i p a l status 
j 
I v^ithin a c o m p o s i t i o n has been p o s i t e d by D a v i d K i l r o y in 
•1 
：! , 
I his s t u d y of the A m e r i c a n stage works.^i L a b e l l e d "axis 
f • • 
； t o n a l i t y” a key centre s e c o n d a r y to the p r i n c i p a l 
t o n a l i t y e m e r g e s r a t h e r than states itself w i t h i n the 
o v e r a l l a r c h i t e c t u r e , u s u a l l y c o l o u r i n g the h a r m o n i c 
t e x t u r e on a small s c a l e . "Axis tonality" w i l l be 
1 
d i s c u s s e d in m o r e d e t a i l d u r i n g the c o u r s e of the f i n a l 
: 
c h a p t e r of this t h e s i s . 
, S y m p h o n y N o , 2 w a s the last i n s t r u m e n t a l w o r k W e i l l 
• I 
^ 
j w r o t e , and v i r t u a l l y the last c o m p o s i t i o n c o m p l e t e d on 
^ 
20Kowalke, K u r t W e i l l in E u r o p e , p p . 3 0 8 - 3 0 9 . 
21K土1roy, K u r t W e i l l on B r o a d w a y , The P o s t w a r Y e a r s 
Lil-i^i960-i/ P P . 5 3 - 6 0 . 
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j E u r o p e a n s o i l . A f t e r w r i t i n g the symphony, he reverted 
！ to the composition of m u s i c for the stage, and it is the 
I a b s t r a c t characteristics of Weill's American stage w o r k s 
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i THE AMERICAN YEARS (1935-1950) 
The phenomenon of Weill's emigration to the United 
States of A m e r i c a and apparent change of compositional 
，direction has fuelled hot debate among writers on both 
sides of the Atlantic. On the one hand, some writers 
： j 
j have suggested that in composing almost exclusively for 
•j 
/.| 
the stage and film set he "became musically a shadow of 
;; 
his former self."^ Others have been more circumspect' 
stating that the final works, including L M z _ i ^ the D a r ^ 
. (1940), One Touch of Venus (1943), Street Scene (1946), 
'1 
and Lost in the Stars (1949).-.represent a softening of 
I edges and a loosening of critical perspective by 
j comparison v/ith their German predecessors. "^ 
•.丨 
There had been until quite recently a general 
丨 assumption that two Weills existed,3 quite distinct and 
I virtually irreconcilable in compositional output. Taken 
to its extreme it could be argued that there are three 
i j 
I W e i l l s , if the unique nature of the Brecht 
i • . 
collaborations is considered. In reality the subdivision 
•j 
i could continue, given the enormous diversity of Weill,s 
o e u v r e . Of late, a more favourable approach has called 
for Weill Rezeption which observes him as a "whole,” 
I 
rather than as two separate composers.^ Recent writings 
:丨 �. •i ？ have concentrated on taking a developmental approach to 
I 
iWV>i ^-t-^ 1 1 r Music since the First World War, p . 101. j . 
I 2^organ, A Historv of Musical Style in Modern Europe 
'i a i ^ ^ m e r d ^ , p . 235. 
-i 
3David Drew, "Kurt Weill," The New Grove Dictionary of 
Mu^Ac^8c Musicians, (London： Macmillan' 1980) , Vol 10, p . 
3^."~‘ 
^Kowalke & Edler, A Stranger Here Myself; Kurt Weill 
j Studien• p p . 1 -11• 
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• � 
W e i l l ' s compositional career, by analysing European 
i .| 
j elements in the American works, and, to a lesser extent, 
vice v e r s a . 
, The most recognisable element for comparison 
I 
between the European and American works has turned out 
to be Weill's harmonic practice, and his tonal 
procedures.^ This chapter, then, aims to support the 
•1 •I 
theory of developmental processes in Weill's w o r k s , by 
•； examining tonal architecture in selected American w o r k s 
^ 
I and comparing them to their European predecessors. 
* The works for examination are Lady in__tte__Da^, 
Street Scene and Lost in the Stars.^ Each work merits a 
1 ‘ 
I close look for its own individual characteristics, not 
1 .1 
i only in harmordc and tonal procedures, but also genre, 
form and style. Weill,s practice of coining an original 
j term for each new composition supports this idea： L M Y 
in the Dark was titled "a musical play,“ ^treet Scene "a 
! 
I dramatic musical," and Lost in the Stars "a musical 
j 
1 . 
； tragedy."^ Every new composition brought new challenges 
.5 
1 for Weill, and he was keen to tackle these problems 
using his vast repertoire of compositional techniques. 
1 , 
As well as being Weill's first major American 
-
5Links between the European and American works are 
examined particularly in John Graziano,s M u ^ : i c ^ 
P i ^ j ^ n f ^ n "Down in the V a l j ^ ; “ bruce mcclung,s 
v^jnn^i_jger musica： Re-examining "Lady inj^jig_^^,丨丨 and 
David Kilroy,s T^r— WPill on Broadway； The Postwar 
Y e a r s . i 
j 6工 am indel^ted to David Drew for his guidance in 
selecting the American works. 
7Larry Stempel, Street Scene and the Enigma of 
Broadway Musical, A_NevjL_OrphLeus: Essays on Kurt W e i l l , 
(New Haven： Yale University Press, 1986), p p . 321-334. 
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s u c c e s s . L a d y in the Dark r e p r e s e n t s a c o m b i n a t i o n of 
% 
" E u r o p e a n p r i n c i p l e s of s t r u c t u r e with A m e r i c a n 
v e r n a c u l a r sonorities."8 S t r e e t S c e n e became W e i l l ' s 
, e m b o d i m e n t of o p e r a "accessible for all,"^ w h i c h s t i l l 
m a n a g e d to r e t a i n a "subtle and d e e p - s e a t e d c o n n e c t i o n 
to h i s e a r l i e r t h o u g h t and music" n o t achieved as m u c h 
• I in a n y o t h e r A m e r i c a n work.io W e i l l ' s s w a n - s o n g . L o s t in 
I 
the S t a r s , is his final a t t e m p t to c h a l l e n g e the 
t r a d i t i o n a l B r o a d w a y p u b l i c w i t h its use of s e n s i t i v e 
r a c i a l issues for the p l o t and u n o r t h o d o x g e o g r a p h i c a l 
l o c a t i o n . In this r e s p e c t it is m o r e akin to S t r e e t 
S c e n e than a n y o t h e r B r o a d w a y w o r k , and e p i t o m i s e s t h e 
d i r e c t i o n in w h i c h the A m e r i c a n m u s i c a l of the l a t e 
1 9 4 0 ' s and e a r l y 1950's w a s m o v i n g . 
M a n y of the t e c h n i q u e s used in his E u r o p e a n w o r k s 
are still a p p a r e n t even in his final A m e r i c a n 
• compositions,- the m i x t u r e of m a j o r and m i n o r m o d e , 
p e d a l s , o s t i n a t i , c h r o m a t i c linear m o t i o n , d o u b l e t o n i c 
t e x t u r e s , s u p e r - i m p o s i t i o n of c h o r d s , f i f t h - g e n e r a t e d 
c h o r d s and tonal u n c e r t a i n t y . u The ubiquitous n a t u r e of 
t h e s e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s alone w o u l d s u g g e s t some 
3bruce m c c l u n g , Psicosi per musica： R e - e x a m i n i n g 
"Lady in the D a r k , ” _A Stranaer Here Myself： K u r t W e i l l 
S t u d i e n , e d . K o w a l k e and E d l e r , (Hildesheim: G e o r g 0 1 m s 
Ve^Iag~, 1993), p . 2 6 4 . 
% i l l i a m T h o r n h i l l , K u r t W e i l l ' s "Street Scene.” 
I (Ann Arbor： U . M . I . P r e s s ' 1990), p . 9 . 
i O j ^ . , p . 1 7 2 . 
iiJohn G r a z i a n o , M u s i c a l D i a l e c t s in "Down in the 
V a l l e y , " A New Orpheus： Essays on K u r t W e i l l , (New 
H a v e n / y a l e U n i v e r s i t y P r e s s , 1986), p p . 3 0 2 - 3 1 2 . 
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c o n t i n u i t y and progression in Weill,s c o m p o s i t i o n a l 
p r o c e s s . 
A r e c e n t theory regarding V^eill's use of fifth-
, g e n e r a t e d harmonies inidicates that his m u s i c m a y be 
m o r e "systematic" than previously c r e d i t e d : . i 2 A r i s i n g 
》 from Weill's technique of double-tonic sonorities, v7hich 
1 he used throughout his career, is the notion of a 
• I I 
pentatonic-based tonal system.i^ Labelled "*5 harmony" by 
.i 
寒 David K i l r o y , this theory suggests the emergence of an 
^ ** 
vJ 
"axis tonality" w h i c h is not necessarily a "central 
tonality,” the concept of which has been discussed in 
j earlier chapters of this thesis. The key w h i c h is 
] central to the tonal architecture emerges rather than 
stating itself at the beginning and end of a section, 
m o v e m e n t or composition. Derived from "pentatonic 
I symmetries already recognised in Pythagorean times, but 
.i 
1 w h e r e the synthesizing pitch in the chsin of fifths/ 
I 
i fourths does not sound, "^^ the combination of the m a j o r 
and minor mode and the excluded central or axis pitch is 
j explained in the diagram b e l o w . 
I 
E X A M P L E 7 . 1 . 1 
fe / 9 : . . I 
工 / / •丨 箐 ^ 
^ ^ z z f e = z F H h ^ ^ " ^ ^ 
工/… ii|lv 
j j 
5 — ‘ 
3 i2Kiiroy, Kurt Weill on Broadway: The Postwar Y e a r s , 
(Harvard Universitys P h . D . diss., 1992), p . 5 3 . 
^^rbid,, p p . 53-60. 
i 4 j M d . , p . 54. 
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I L A D Y IN THE DARK (1940) 
i A p p l i e d to the scores of Lady in the Dark (1940), 
1 Street Scene (1947) and L o s t in the Stars (1949-50), the 
I ，*5 theory is especially useful in determining the tonal 
； direction of particularly vague harmonic a r e a s . A clear 
example of ambiguous intent occurs in Scene 工  on pages 
59 to 61 of L a d y in the D a r k . {Chappell V o c a l Score, 
....� 
1941) C o m p r i s i n g of three sections: Andante misterioso, 
•1 
I Tempo di Bolero and Molto animato, the key signature 
I 
I after the first section suggests B^\g. This t o n a l i t y , 
however, d o e s n o t become apparent until page 6 3 . 
The first section rests on a d\F axis, w h i l e the 
I 
, second juxtaposes D? and c c h o r d s . Here, a falling 4ths 
丨 ostinato on the notes G and D sung by the tenors, and a 丨> 
I rising figuration on D , E and G suggest the existence of 
.1 
！ G/g, b u t the supporting harmonies of D^ and c negate 
‘ this. The third section features an F p e d a l with 
‘.I 4 
I augmented chords sliding chromatically above, h i n t i n g at 
j 
j F minor and OP chords. The juxtaposed c and D^ chords 
I \ 
I return at page 60. 
Within these three sections W e i l l is using his *5 
j harmony on the inte:clocked chords of F and d w i t h G as 
！ the axis t o n a l i t y . The juxtaposed chords of c and D^ 
provide the initial "fanning out" from G . The A pedal-
p o i n t r h y t h m i c ostinato supports the D^ chords, w h i l e the 
F axis implied in the first section and stated in the 
I 
1 third section push the 5ths configuration out even 
f u r t h e r . 
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•： EXAMPLE 7,2.1 
； 『 ) ; j ^ y •‘ II I 
： ’ g 工 ‘ 》 【 l l = ^ g 
r/vi l{|N 
‘ The axis key of G is finally revealed at the 
^ 
beginning of "Mapleton Highschool" song on page 63, only 
. t o be shrouded again in fifth-generated sonorities at 
I 
j page 66 onwards. The central tonality idea is transposed 
,? 
』 up a tone momentarily on pages 68 and 69 to the axis of 
C\a, only to slide in chaj:actej:istic fashion onto A^ 
which is the main tonality for the remainder of the 
s c e n e . 
I 
i EXAMPLE 7.2.2 
i 
X » : = ^ = = i : g = z E 
i ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ = ^ = z — — 
1 
^ = = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = : ^ 
1 t r t = ^ i = 
pc^^ (t7^ (4,Sf :5) M：^) (70 
] Analysis of the score of "Lady in the Dark “ 
3 
supports the notion that Weill continued to use European 
principles of tightly-organised tonal structures in his 
American works, in addition to colouring his vertical 
sonorities with the traits that characterise his 
harmonic language. Central to the structure of the work 
•1 • 
I is a tonally ambiguous "Leitmotiv initiating, 
1 
interrupting, and unifying the three through-composed 
dream sequences"^^ on pages 9, 51, 59 and 132. 
~~I5mnr^innrf, P.<?7'nnsi per musica： Re-examininq "Lady in 
t h e _ D a ^ , ” p . 236. 
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EXAMPLE 7.3.1 (p.9: bb.l-8) 
UZA (*Mmminfi ^ 
！ l(i,_ ’丨->ju77^i{jj.i^rrij.j^J r [ j i r ? J j J ^ _ 
Hm Hm 
• M I I I 1 1 I ^ 
U- 'J'i^ o —'M .y、 y^ 义 夕、 ^ 
I W h i l e this melody would indicate the ubiquitous 
i 
1 d o u b l e - m o d e tonality, "whose interlocking constituents 
are a d - m i n o r and a F-major triad,"i6 its h a r m o n i c 
t r e a t m e n t appears to have undergone the "softening" 
) d e s c r i b e d in an earlier p a r a g r a p h , and where the duality 
of the two inter_locked keys "progressively ceased...to 
j incite 'fighting and hating.'"i^ The Urmelodie^^ is heard 
at the beginning of Scenes 工 and 工工 against a D p e d a l , 
although a C natural incipit denies any allegiance to a 
h a r m o n i c D minor m o d e . The c may actually suggest the 
d o m i n a n t note of the equally eligible key of F / f . During 
j the first appearance of the m e l o d y , at the beginning of 
! Scene 工, t h e D pedal acts as an "anchor“ for the ensuing 
j section ^vhich moves through a succession of chords in 
^ 
j ascending thirds finally settling uneasily on f . 
Ej^MPLE 7.3.2 
(n) ： 02.) — 05) 
丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i 
i 6 ^ M ^ . , p . 255. 
“ i7Kilroy, K^rt- Weill on Broadway, p . 59. 
i % c c l u n g , E^jj:in^ per musica： Re -^amijiijia_lLMy__ln 
t h e _ ^ ^ _ k , “ p . 242 . 
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In the appearance of the "haunting" melody at the 
beginning of the second scene, the D pedal could be 
m e a n t as the dominant of the tonal axis of G for the 
,whole scene. Similarly it could be a contributor to the 
\ 5th-generated (F)C-G-D(A) conflict discnissed above in 
I the paragraph on *5 harmony, or merely meant as a 
;i 
I continuation of the «Phi:ygian-coloured" D minor tonality 
of the previous scene. These optional explanations 
illustrate the continued use of "ambiguity of intent" in 
Weill's American w o r k s . 
Other appearances of the melody are treated in a 
j 
i manner appropriate to the dramatic situation. A "major-
second clash"i9 on page 51 provides a "menacing" pedal 
accompaniment half-way through the 1st scene, while the 
final intended tonal outcome of the melody is suggested 
by an F-C accompaniment on page 132.2。The "softened" 
i dual-mode tonality of F\d at the end is, according to 
I W e i l l , achieved by voice-leading, rather than 
representing a "sell-out" to the conventions of 
j Broadway.2i 
The formal structure of L M i L _ m _ _ t h e _ ^ ^ divides 
'i 
I the musical play into four vignettes, each with a clear j . 
I tonal structure, and all linking to provide a grand, 
1 complete architectonic design. Much of the large-scale 
j movement from one area to the next appears to be based 
.;j 
i on the movement of ascending 5ths or circles of fifths, 
— 
j i % c c l u n g , ^inncii per musica： Re-examininq "Lady in 
j ^ h e _ D ^ , “ P. 260. 
I 
j 2 0 工 _ . , p . 2 6 2 . 
1 ] 
j ^^Ibid,, p p . 262-63. 
I 1 • 
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linking this w o r k w i t h m a n y of the preceding E u r o p e a n 
: w o r k s . A l s o reinforced is the idea of a larger-scale *5 
h a r m o n y at w o r k in grand tonal progressions w i t h a 
central or axis tonality emerging-
« 
Scene 工 represents a series of ascending 5ths w h i c h 
seems to fuse the conflicting major and minor m o d e s of 
F \ d . The example below demonstrates this upward 
m o v e m e n t , and shows how the two "conflicting" keys 
appear to c o - e x i s t p e a c e f u l l y . A t the same t i m e , 
1 appearances of complementary and contradictory tonal 
•'i 
j areas p r o v i d e contrast to surrounding keys and r e s p o n s e 
j — to d r a m a t i c situations. The tonal areas of E ^ A^ and B : 
I r e p r e s e n t a complex of flattened keys which feature in 
\ the later s c e n e s . These areas of keys using flats either 
accompany juxtaposed keys related b y a 3rd or p r o v i d e a 
m o m e n t of semi-tonal side-slip within the overall tonal 
l a y o u t . 
EXAMPLE 7.4.1 
i ⑷ 厂 . 》 、 ‘ ^ y ‘ 一 ^ 
『 “ J ^ � J 二 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V 屬 • ^ ' T " T T - " : ^ 
^~|^~^)~^^9^^r^~^^^5^77^rSr(。3：) •^/“(吻…)clc.o t^-^^ 
I ‘ rJ� 丄 ^ 
i ‘ 
I • . 
I A t the beginning of the musical p l a y , d is 
j I , 
I suggested, but F/f seems to p r e v a i l . An extended section 
j in C f r o m p a g e 14 onwards gives way to an excursion to B^ 
•！ 
！ a t page 17 w h i c h merely acts as a transitional tonality 
w h i l e the scene changes to that of Liza's boudoir and 
i the audience witnesses her first a p p e a r a n c e . 
•'I ‘ 
Structurally the next important tonal area is G\e at 
page 22. The e slides typically to E^ at page 28 
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r e s o l v i n g o n t o A ^ a t p a g e 3 3 , b u t o n l y b r i e f l y b e f o r e 
s l i p p i n g o n t o E and r e t u r n i n g to C a t p a g e 3 4 . T h i s 
p u s h e s t o w a r d s the final d e s t i n a t i o n of the scene w h i c h 
, i s F \ d c o m m e n c i n g a t p a g e 38, w i t h the f i n a l e m p h a s i s on 
t h e l a t t e r m o d e . 
I T h e t o n a l d r a m a of Scene 工工 is a c h i e v e d in a 
d i f f e r e n t w a y to t h a t of the f i r s t s c e n e . The t o n a l 
I a r e a s a r e m o r e extended in the 2nd s c e n e , b u t the 
i 
h a r m o n i c l a n g u a g e and g e s t u r e s are even f u r t h e r 
p r o n o u n c e d . T h e *5 h a r m o n y of this section has a l r e a d y 
•'i 
b e e n d i s c u s s e d . T h e other n o t i c e a b l e f e a t u r e is the 
o u t l i n e of a d i m i n i s h e d 5th, or a u g m e n t e d 4th D-A&, w h i c h 
I m a r k s t h e b e g i n n i n g and c l o s e of Scene I I . G/g s t i l l 
丨 d o m i n a t e s the e n t i r e s c e n e , b u t e v e n t u a l l y y i e l d s to the 
s e m i - t o n a l s i d e - s l i p G-A^. T h e c o n t i n u e d and c o n s t a n t u s e 
of d u a l - m o d e t o n a l i t y is a p p a r e n t a l s o in this s c e n e . 
E X A M P L E 7.4.2 i 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
( S ^ 〉 £ ^ ( . . ) € € 、 （ ⑶ C.O CTC^  C«> 拟 <^C 树 ^ 
I 
j Scene 工工工 t h r u s t s us u p , or b a c k , a t r i t o n e to the 
1 c e n t r a l t o n a l i t y of D / d . W i t h i n this scene t h e t o n a l 
m o v e m e n t is r e p r e s e n t e d by an u p w a r d s c a l e , a n o t h e r of 
1 W e i l l ' s t o n a l t e c h n i q u e s . T h e scale C - D - E - F - G i n c l u d e s 
i the two c e n t r a l keys of L a d y and the other t o n a l i t y of G 




^ — ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ 
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EXAMPLE 7.4.3 
1 > . ( 叫 
(私)， - — — 
.,¾, ^^o») ^»^)k^ ( _ (丨丨”(丨丨7) (*y 0^0 ^ _^ 
W ^-^f-^ ^ ^ ^ m M L 、 • L fr« I •_ t •广 ^ ^ = T 
h ^ ^ ！ ： >^l^^i p ^^ i_'P ！ ^ 主 
,i^M^ � 1 ^ � J ^ ^ 
Once again, the axis tonality of G/g is linked w i t h the 
I 
I interlocking triads of F\d, but at the end of t:he scene, 
when the key signature suggests F\d, the fanning out 
technique moves the axis tonality to centre on C . 
EXAMPLE 7.4.4 (p.l34: bb.29-32) 
i 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
j i/9H J = 二 _ ^ r ^ 9~ JL.X 
5 ^ ^ ^ 令 
The final, short 4th scene establishes the key of F 
as the concluding tonality of the composition, and 
although the existence of d is intended with the 
continued use of dual-mode harmony, it is clear that 
Weill means the contrasting key to complement rather 
than combat the arrival of F . 
The final graph shows the broad outline of the 
I tonal architecture of L M x _ i n _ ^ h e _ D ^ , in which the 
j central keys of F\d emerge from the conflict of the axis 
tonality of G , and satellite keys play their part in the 




j p X K m _ 一 、 a 、 
¢ - d - ^ ^ ^ ^ - _ _ i j ; : : : ^ ^ _ j ^ ^ ^ c 〜'丁- ^ ^ 
； I I 
j . I . 
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T h e harmonic language and tonal architecture of 
L a d y in the Dark reveal the confident American voice of 
a c o m p o s e r w h o w a s truly composing in the spirit of his 
, e n v i r o n m e n t w h i l e still retaining the age-old p r i n c i p l e s 





W r i t t e n in 1946, Street Scene was held in "special 
r e g a r d " 2 2 by W e i l l even though some critics labelled it 
I as "neither fish, flesh nor fowl," with "silly and 
I banal" lyrics, w i t h the w h o l e thing standing "on the 
i 
i tedious side, sometimes painfully so."23 For the 
c o m p o s e r , h o w e v e r . Street Scene w a s intended to "bridge 
the gap between opera and musical comedy, but n o t a t the 
expense of forfeiting its overall artistic q u a l i t y . " 2 4 He 
aimed for a highly integrated " t h r o u g h - c o m p o s e d " 2 5 score, 
b u t he w a s "thwarted by factors of production not under 
his c o n t r o l . " 2 6 Given its "endless compromise"27 it is 









： 22Drew, K^i-, Weill: A Handbook, p . 354. 
j 23Thornhill, gnri^Jjeill's "Street Scene," p . 35. 
•！ 
:i 
2 4 j ^ . , p . 130. 
25Drew, Fur±J^^±LLL^ Handbook, p . 354. 
j 26Thornhill, mrtJ^ejJJ^^AJlStreet Scene," p . 8 1 . 
i • 5 
,S 
2 7 j ^ . , p . 60. 
.) 
i 
i . • 
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I To this end, Weill has dealt ingeniously w i t h the 
u n a v o i d a b l e inclusion of show-stopping numbers such as 
number 2, "I've got a banner and a star, “ which is set 
in the sharply contrasted key of E^ against the 
surrounding tonality of D / d . This pointed use of 
"detached“ tonality separates the d r a m a t i c a l l y 
•i • i 
I i n s i g n i f i c a n t scene from the drama which precedes and 
I j 
f o l l o w s it. On a grander scale the key of E^ is a chord V 
p r e p a r a t i o n for a later number in A^ which also happens 
•> 
to be superfluous to the dramatic flow. This example of 
^ 
j large-scale architectonic structure is but one instance 
( 
i 
j of the ingenuity with which elements within Weill's i 
i ‘ .j 
j score transcend the endless revision of Street Scene in 
an endeavour to produce "a highly unified and integrated 
composition."28 
Fundamental to the tonal structure of Street Scene 
is the pronounced emphasis on the key of D/d as the 
central tonality of the w o r k . This can occur either 
explicitly as the key of D/d which features p r o m i n e n t l y 
in the Introduction and Opening Ensemble, and the end of 
\ the opera, or in the more subtle guise of *5 harmony in 
the d u e t , ”Remember that I c a r e , " 2 9 where D/d is implied 
rather than stated, =n this number the key is clearly 
] based on the double-mode tonality of C\a, but the axis 
'j 
I tonality centres on D . 
28Thornhill, Kurt Weill's "Street Scene,” pp . 84 - 5 . 
29Kilroy, p p . 195-200. 
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EXAMPLE 7.5.1 {pp.l57-158 & 159: bb.ll-15 & 10-14) 
« 
• • 
f t i u r L J U l / / I l ^ ' ' i ^ 
丨 , r 「 j l " | | i f f | 
•] 
1 Described as representing "pastoral space" in the 
symbolism of Walt Whitman's v e r s e , 3 0 the "anhemitonic 
pentatonic (*5) melo-harmony" extends beyond the so-
called "Lilac Duet" to other numbers particularly Anna's 
I aria, "Somehow I never could believe," a number central 
r 
to the whole opera.^i The winsome harmony of this number, 
i not unlike the pentatonic/folk sound of Vaughan Williams 
provides a tantalising link with an apparently un-
connected tradition； where the delicate pastoral 
symbolism of the Street Scene sound may be connected 
with the expansive setting of Whitman's universal poetry 
in the "Sea Svmphony.“ 
While the other study of the Anna aria centres 
mainly on the motivic and gestic elements contained 
i within it, the importance of its key, F/f, is 
I a c k n o w l e d g e d . 3 2 m its close relationship with the 
j central tonality of D/d and its use in the "central 
•1 
j aria," F/f plays a prominent role in the tonal 
‘ ‘ ‘ 
] 
i 3 0 j ^ . , pp. 188-201 
3iThornhill, Knrt Weill's "Street^Scene,“ p . 228. 
"In effect, the aria occupies a position central to the 
j entire work through its motivic and gestic connections 
j to widely scattered events.“ 
I 
1 32Thornhill, YJirt Weill's "Street Scene," p p . 231-5, 
245, 261-3 & 271. 
j i 
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i a r c h i t e c t u r e of the w o r k . 
T h e o v e r a l l tonal a r c h i t e c t u r e of S t r e e t _ _ S c e n e 
s u g g e s t s a d e s c e n t of a m i n o r third f r o m F to d , w h e r e 
d o u b l e - m o d e t o n a l i t y p l a y s a u b i q u i t o u s r o l e . 
E X A M P L E 7.5.2 
� 1 
丨 •。似： 2 - ^ 
‘ _ - ——、丨^^^^ 
I 
I T h e o p e n i n g 4 bars o u t l i n e the n o t e s , F to E , in a 
； "twice e m b e l l i s h e d half step descent" and in w h i c h the 
'j j • ！ t r i t o n e of E and B^ h a v e some significance.33 T h e t 
1 
i e m p h a s i s on E and B^ is p a r t i c u l a r l y r e l e v a n t to the 
i 
i o v e r a l l t o n a l a r c h i t e c t u r e since this tritone could be 'i 
e x p e c t e d to r e s o l v e o n t o either F/f or D / d , the 
p r i n c i p a l t o n a l i t i e s of S t r e e t S c e n e . 
E X A M P L E 7.5.3 
j _. -
u B = = — 一 = = ^ 
14^ ¾ .. ^‘ ^、《 • • ^-^=i=z: 
r<y “ I 眷 ~ * ~ ~ 0 I 
^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ T T」 
j W i t h i n the 1st act it seems t h a t the e m p h a s i s m u s t 
i r e m a i n on F/f since the "central aria" o c c u r s v/ithin 
.! -I 
1 this p a r t of the bi-partite s t r u c t u r e of the o p e r a , and 
the c l o s i n g t o n a l i t y e m p h a s i s e s the keys of C and F in 
, the final n u m b e r . Fanning o u t from this tonal a r e a are 
..i 
.j 
the f l a t t e n e d keys of B^, E^ (and even A^), and C a n d G . 
1 . 





\ EXAMPLE 7.5.4 
^^ Cr X (^trcoi >SctfM - prir%ecp«a lce^5 A-rvd +orv<xl <»*«S > 
• il a 3 终 5 U |7 g ， jo I' 1^ ^ — — ^ — Jl 
p ) l j l J ! . L > ^ " i i “ ‘ i ' S > , - t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
The beginning of A c t 2 immediately thrusts us by 
j c h a r a c t e r i s t i c semi-tonal side-slip into E as chord V of 
j A , and the tcnal axis shifts from F to D . The flattened 
i 
:¾ 
j keys cease to be of importance as the emphasis moves 
.! j 
j towards the keys contained within the graph beiow. 
i , • 
j EXAMPLE 7.5.5 
i 
丨 i Act % 
H^| |iu 17 It .1? 20 ^ ^-^ 
ffiEi—t I =qpr__3J=: 1 — 
dT^^^^"- 1^ ^' •'。 I — ^ 二 
：,^ ^' ^ 一^ ^ e ^ ^ ^ 
,2 _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i The opera reaches its inevitable dramatic and tonal 
i conclusion as the realisation of Anna Maurrant‘s murder 
i begins the Scene and Finale which are centred around the 
I "tragic" key of D m i n o r . 
j Given that Street Scene suffered merciless 
i 
s -
j r e v i s i o n , editing and cuts, it is hard to imagine that 
W e i l l w a s able to achieve any sense of tonal 
architecture within the work.34 yet somehow Street Scene, 
i • i 
like all its predecessors, reveals a tight organisation 
•i 
j of tonal materials based on the European tradition of 
tonal a:cchitecture- Binding w h a t could be construed as 




j t o n a l l y d i s p a r a t e e l e m e n t s , p o s s i b l y caused by r e v i s i o n s 
o r c u t s , is the further d e v e l o p m e n t of the *5 t o n a l i t y 
in the score of S t r e e t Scene into a "sonic hallmark"^^ of 
, t h e s e c o m p o s i t i o n s by W e i l l . It is in this score t h a t 
t h e c o n c e p t of central tonality as posited in e a r l i e r 
！ I c h a p t e r s of this t h e s i s , and the idea of a x i s t o n a l i t y 
.j • 1 
f i n a l l y m e r g e so t h a t the central and axis t o n a l i t y of 
S t r e e t S c e n e b e c o m e the m u t u a l l y named key of d . 
•i 
1 
； L O S T IN THE STARS (1949) 
j W e i l l , s "musical tragedy,“ Lo s t in the S t a r s , w a s 
七0 be the "last completed stage work,"36 before h i s 
u n t i m e l y d e a t h in A p r i l 1 9 5 0 . A s w a s c o m m o n p l a c e w i t h 
W e i l l ' s m u s i c a l s , this w o r k "opened to d e c i d e d l y m i x e d 
r e v i e w s . " 3 7 On the one h a n d , there w a s some 
i 
i a c k n o w l e d g e m e n t of W e i l l , s m a s t e r y in using m u s i c w h i c h 
"sought to fuse m u s i c and action into an integrated 
;j 
stage work,"38 so that it w a s "used m o s t a d v a n t a g e o u s l y 
j to..,birui together the short scrappy s c e n e s . "^^ It w a s 
] � •j I • i i 
I ^^Ibid., p. 271. 
^ 
i 35Kiiroy, K u r t W e i l l On Broadway, p . 191. 
36"Lost in the Stars： Style or Substance?,“ K u r t 
;j -
'i W e i l l N e w J ^ e t t ^ , (New York： K u r t Weill Foundation for 
Musi^cT^/oTume 12:2, Fall 1994), p . 8 . 
•！ . 
^ 7 j M d . , p.8 
38Howard T a u b m a n , K u r t W e i l l N e w s l e t t e r , V o l . 12:2, 
p . 9 . 
^ ^ l M d . , V o l . 12:2, p . 9 . 
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a l s o l a b e l l e d as "slickly impressive,"^^ b u t r e c e i v e d the 
c o n t e m p t u o u s d e s c r i p t i o n from the saine w r i t e r of being 
" b a s i c a l l y void."4i 
, O t h e r u n f a v o u r a b l e comments included a c c u s a t i o n s 
t h a t t h e m u s i c w a s " s y n t h e t i c , " 4 2 "not p a r t i c u l a r l y 
original"43 and "too common-place to evoke the s p i r i t of 
S o u t h A f r i c a and the m o o d of its p e o p l e , w h i t e or 
b l a c k . " 4 4 Such n e g a t i v i t y demonstrates t h a t W e i l l , s 
c o n t e m p o r a r i e s had failed to perceive his i n t e n t i o n s in 
丨 t h e m u s i c a l language of L o s t in the Stars.^^ 
'i 
！ In r e a l i t y , the score r e f l e c t s W e i l l ' s e n d e a v o u r 七0 
i w r i t e in a style w h i c h w a s removed "from c o n v e n t i o n a l 
B r o a d w a y tonal writing"46 w i t h o u t r e s o r t i n g to the 
"direct u s e of South A f r i c a n music."^^ To this e n d , he 
r e s i s t e d "alienating" the audience w i t h a m u s i c a l 
l a n g u a g e t h a t w a s totally u n f a m i l i a r , and c h o s e the m o r e 
" m e l o d i c a l l y familiar" sound of the p e n t a t o n i c s y s t e m . ^ s 
40Harold C l u r m a n , K u r t W e i l l N e w s l e t t e r , p . 1 1 . 
4 i l M d . , p . 11. 
i ^^Ibid,, K u r t W e i l l N e w s l e t t e r , p . 11. 
� 
•\ 
j 4 3 c i u r m a n , gnri- W e i l l N e w s l e t t e r , p . 1 0 . 
j 4 4 T a u b m a n , K u r t J i e i U ^ e w s l e t t e r , p . 9 . 
45the a d v e r s e comments quoted above a c t u a l l y 
r e p r e s e n t the v i e w s of two critics o n l y . 
46Kiiroy, K u r t W e i l l on Broadway； The P o s t w a r Y e a r s , 
p . 4 7 3 . 
^Tlbid., p . 473. 
48jjbid. , p . 473. 
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^ W i t h this aim in m i n d , Weill further developed the use 
of "the *5 language of anhemitonic or so-called d i a t o n i c 
p e n t a t o n i c i s m much more pervasively than he had in his 
p r e v i o u s w o r k s for Broadway.“ ^ ^ The resulting sound gives 
i ‘ 
I 
j the impression of the music and action being "detached,“ 
.j 
j b u t n o t too "alien" for the narrow taste of the 1940's 
1 
B r o a d w a y a u d i e n c e s . P u t into this context, the labels of 
"borrowed,“ "synthetic" and "un-original" immediately 
b e c o m e r e d u n d a n t . 
W e i l l ' s use of pentatonic-based harmonies in L o s t 
I in the Stars is a logical progression of the m u s i c a l 
language developed in the earlier w o r k s . Street__Scene 
j and. the student folk opera, Down in the V a l l e y . C e n t r a l 
i 
to the p r i n c i p l e of a pentatonic sound is ”the avoidance 
of t r a d i t i o n a l dominants and leading tones."50 W e i l l , s 
d e l i b e r a t e negation of this fundamental tenet of tonic-
d o m i n a n t polarity in pre-twentieth century Western m u s i c 
can be traced to his earliest w o r k s , such as the cello 
sonata discussed in Chapter 3. In his final w o r k s , 
h o w e v e r , the avoidance of dominants and leading notes 
； seems to be a less conscious affair since the very 
j nature of the pentatonic scale, and any harmonic system 
that arises from it, ensures that these traditional 
j 
I m e l o d i c shapes and chordal progressions are unlikely to 
1 
j o c c u r . Leading notes are cancelled out, or omitted' w i t h 
•j • 
the "various types of modal writing."5i 
” I h M ' , P , 473. 
^^IpjLd> , p . 473. 
^^Ibid., p . 473. 
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Particularly striking is the use of pentatonic/ 
modal melodies which have been crafted in such a w a y 
that it is possible to harmonise the same melodies in 
, t w o different k e y s . Weill sets his identical melodies 
J over the two contrasted, if not unrelated, keys of a and 
.i 
.i 
d . In this w a y , Weill has created 2 closely related 
i 
melodies \^ith dual-mode allegiance. 
EXAMPLE 7.6.1 {pp. 1 & 3: b b . 12-14 & 5-7) 
^ _ 1 — p|^ g£j^ ^^ |^|^ j^ >||^ ^^  二 ^^「^^^^rr^ 
V “ PPP{Hm)_I 
/-^' � • •一"~"\ Fl VI ^_ 
! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W 
^ i i ^ r f T : j ^ f j j ^ i ' ' ^ r m i _ ^ 
！ ^ ^ 丨卜丨丨 " 丨 ^ ^ ^ 
• ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
|^^^^^^^^S 
Even when a bright, or pointed harmonic texture 
with major key tendencies is required, Weill maintains 
this modal/minor characteristic. A shining example 
i occurs during the sombre proceedings of A c t 工工 when the 
i song, "Big Mole,“ provides a moment of comic r e l i e f . 
Here, leading notes are avoided and the optimistic 
atmosphere is evoked through rhythmic and lyric gestures 
rather than harmonic procedures. These remain 
steadfastly m o d a l . The brief references to the leading 
:} note provide a moment of quirkiness with the use of 
j 
major 7th chords. The effect of these vertical 
sonorities also verifies Weill's continued use of 
vacillating major and minor chords and semi-tonal side-
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I » 
slip with the alternating notes of B and B^. 
EXAMPLE 7.6.2 {p.l62: bb.11-14) 
W W > 
/ p : g ^ ^ r ^ | . % •, J |. P I F | - - ¥ - = ^ 
: ， b - v f . r J ^ r ^ j f ^ ^ ^ " f ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I i^i • 4 . '4 . . i 4 4 ^ T 
• .0^^ • 
j 
other Weillian traits permeate l ^ t in the S t a r s . 
There are numerous examples of major/minor key 
indecision as found in his earlier works, but the 
anticipated conflict of this phenomenon seems to have 
：! been resolved (as suggested by Kilroy^M . The examples i 
'i . 
I below illustrate the continued use of apparent major and 
i minor key struggles for supremacy assimilated into the 
less tense harmonic language of jazz-influenced harmonic 
inflections. 
EXAMPLE 7.6.3 {pp.l39 & 64: bb.3-6 & 1-4) 
^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ '^ y t ! c j r k ^ ^ � ; t e r ^ r ^ ^ 
、S“- P " ^ J 〜 、 “ 丨 Vc.丨,Pi"-
I _ ^ ^ ^ ^ : } ] j ““ =fc=^j p 4 — 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ 卞 ^ ' r ^ 卞 ^ ' ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = f = = f F 
^ . .丨 Try my,_ Buy my,_ 
Animato • t d 
一 ” ‘ [ 1 “ U 〒 丨 | | | j , j J \ 
< mf £_ ^ ^ 
i i E j - 4 - ^ ^ 4 - J I J J J ^ T ~ J J j '4 ^ ^ . 
~ 1 rt^  - - - , f ^ • - 一 5 言 一 1 • -
菖 ' - ^ - 書 ' - ？ - _ -,; 一 i ^
Weill also continues to use double mode sonorities, 
as in the spirited number： "Train to Johannesburg." The 
related keys of B^ and g are suggested in the principal 
5 2 ^ ; d . , pp.59-60. 
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m e l o d y , but the strong bass line ensures the supremacy 
of the latter k e y . 
... 
EXAMPLE 7.6.4 (p.l7: bb.5-10) 
‘ a ^ ^ ^ ^ U L f r j 7 ^ f - ^ y " f f ^ r r f = f ^ 
R f f i f f f I ? " f f f L / l t m ^ S 
:'1 “ - _ *"-^  • .^ 
station Master 
Attention1 The train for Job>npetburg 
f l J ^ r I | . ^ ^ J ^ I j j ^ J p j j j J j ^ ^ g 
： h ^ ^ ^ ^ u - - - ^ ^ l ^ = ^ = ^ ^ 
M e l o d i c and rhythmic ostinati are also onmi-present 
j in this w o r k . The opening number provides numerous 
i 
examples• 
EXAMPLE 7.6.5 (pp. 1-7) 
f- ^  , ^  ^ :ff-. f- f f r f I._ 
^ ^ p ^ m t r jf 1 1 9 1 1 1 1 ^ ¾ ^ 
• 0 • 
^^it:f r r r . I .. . i 7 . n n J i ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p B g W J U j _ a ^ ^ ^ 
~ ~ ^ p r 
i 
Providing tonal stability, these ostinati perform a i 
similar role to the pedal points which also occur 
••j 
j throughout L o s t in the S t a r s . 




E X A M P L E 7 . 6 . 6 ( p . l O , 1 3 8 , 1 5 6 : b b . 1 1 - 1 6 , 1 - 5 , 4 - 7 ) 
‘ ! | ! J I I ‘ |丨 M l I .1 J l j j ‘ ‘ 
child? Thou-sands of miles,— thou-sands of miles When he 
h i \ i | | i | i | [ i 卩 | j | j . y | j y | i 
！ ^ _ _ _ _ j = _ , " | t , _ , ^ ^ 
丨 ( | j , I f Y T ^ - L i : ^ ^ » 
{ mrr.iu ‘ ！ pp r ^ 
i i ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ ^ 
I T imp. Hrp. 
丨 ( i f r ^ i p j i i T T _ . 4 
) simtle *^ -
/ p[j-n pr J 1 mi""-^ jn r J1 门 I 1「. j “^ 「 j *^ r I」， 
I ‘、. Jtj^ J J ^ J - I J ^ J J~^J~ — t ^ d J _ ^ ~J i v J 」言 *l 
比 (‘ , 厂•(•-’�' ， 為 ( 、 ^ ( r • M 
\XT \xT \xr ^TT 
I 
The trademarks of Weill,s harmonic style as 
presented in all the musical examples above suggest an 
harmordcally and tonally stable score throughout with 
little evidence of conflict within the progressions 
encountered. To say that the score is bland, however, 
would be inaccurate. 
A significant development in Weill,s harmonic 
i 
language is his use.of double tonalities v/hich are not 
necessarily related, such as tonic and relative m i n o r . 
) 
j These are used in the earlier works, but never so 
\、 
i insistently as in his last composition. The dual-mode 
features of "The Hills of Ixopo" leitmotiv have already 
been identified and could also be linked with its 
counter-melody which has similar traits. The idea of 
dual-mode tonality in this section, however, is not so 
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J j 
apparent, but is firmly established in "The Wild 
Justice" and its reprise. The super-imposed keys of c 
and g co_exist throughout the movement, with the first 
’ resolving onto F/f, either as a large-scale dominant/ 
tonic progression or as a grand step of 4ths. 
j 
j EXAMPLE 7.7.1 
r ^ n ^ 
|. p "] 丨丨— j = ^ = = 1 
_ : 〉 d T T z z L i ^ ^ _ ^ = 1 
^ f -.1 V 工 
. v t ^ x 一 
;i 
I Weill creates further tension in his use of highly 
chromatic passages which usually occur at sections of 
the drama associated with violent actions. These are 
particularly evident in number 11, "Murder at Parkwold,“ 
where a descending chromatic ostinato in the bass is 
complemented by a horn-type call based on the interval 
of the diminished 5th. 
E M M 5 M J Z _ r l ^ (p.78: bb.l-5) 
Allegro non trOppO (mislerioso) B>^  C' p,,^ 
s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
\ T^retn.sul pont . 一 . ^ 
1 (^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^霸嗜 
r | ^ I 5 p p I 3 # # i - # _ ^ ^ #5 卢 3 
j 
i Abrupt changes of key, another Weillian trait, 
occur in this number, although a further example of this 
j (found in number 5 "The Search") appears to be more 
" c o n t r o l l e d , " surrendering to the conventions of 
Broadway musicals rather than the phenomenon normally 
associated with Weill's sudden key swings. 
In addition to harmonic features which can be 
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i traced to Weill's earlier w o r k s , tonal planning w i t h i n 
1 
I Lost in the Stars bears similarities with its .1 — •I 
1 • cro 
predecessors • The central tonality of the work is F , 
1 although the work neither begins nor ends in that key-
Instead the opening key commences a major 3rd above the 
i I central tonality, while the final tonal resolution is a i 
1 
! 
major 3rd below the axis of F . Representing "an 
augmented trichord, symmetrically balanced around F 
J (i.e. , D^-F-A) as its frame and central axis,"54 this 
broad tonal structure is not dissimilar to that of his 
？ 
j Sonata for Cello and P i a n o . In this, perhaps his first 
major composition, the tonal layout is represented by "a 
diminished trichord, s y _ e t r i c a l l y balanced around G 
(^•e,, B^-G-E) as its frame and central axis.“ 
EXAMPLE 7.8.1 
^ n - - ~ ~ ~ - ^ i I, , , p , r ~ ~ ^ ^ 
_ ) J . t J I I = = # W ^ i r i 
In addition to reinforcing itself as the central 
tonality in two "important numbers, "^^ the key of F also 
I appears at significant points within the dramatic events 
j 
j of the compositioru In the fij:st number, the key of F 
i provides a point of balance between two sections in a 
j and d, in which it becomes the pivot for transposition 
j 
！ from one key to the next. F/f also appears significantly 
5^JpJd,, pp.56-60. 
5 4 x M d . , p. 477. 





as the c:losing tonality for the powerful number, "Fear"! 
1 and "The Wild Justice, “ which closes the first a c t . A t 
j 
this point the "tonal axis" indeed assumes the title of 
,central tonality, 
j A final appearance of this key is in the 
penultimate number, "Four O'clock," where B^ and E^ are 
the opening and closing tonalities, but F makes its 
presence a p p a r e n t . 
EXAMPLE 7.8.2 {p.l76: bb.l-4) 
Hrp. Piano i ‘ 1 I \ 1 
#' > > “ ^ ^ l t ^ : ^ j ^ ^ _ = ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n 
I < Y = = = = — ~ p • • • 
: 2 w I ^ r z 3 : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
The tonal symbolism which features in Weill's 
earlier compositions is also to be found in L o s t _ i i ^ ^ 
S t ^ . 5 6 The augmented trichord uses A to represent 
"isolation" and D^ to suggest "hope" straddling the 
central axis of F . Also prominent is the tragic key of d 
which features at the end of the first number and the 
touching and climactic aria, "0 Tixo, Tixo, help mel" 
Added to the broad tonal structure are a series of 
"large-scale tonal units," in which each performs a 
smaller scale harmonic p r o g r e s s i o n . 5 7 The larger units 
represent a descending E^ pentatonic scale commencing on 
I C . Within these larger units the smale-scale 
progressions emerge. 
5 6 ^ ^ . , p p . 477-480. 
5 7 ^ ^ . ； p p . 480-482. I am grateful to D r . Kilroy 
for permission to use his graph freely. 
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E X A M P L E 7 . 8 . 3 
ACT I 
_^'J- X 3 «. S 」 7 丄 t. 7 -^^^••ri^ZZ=：^^^=^=^ 
i j U ' l f — l - 丁： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
,(C:v； M X X^-.X ^ g _ ^丄；： i v - X Q : : I '^"*--::iz==^^= 
•i — • • i . , _ _ i . . _ * ‘ ‘ ‘ ~ " ~ " ^ ~ ~ " " ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ " ^ ~ • ‘ — •--^ 
{ I • " “ “ 
1 , ZZIZIIZZZIZZZ： “ 
• 丨 • • 
A ^ i n « H ^ _ y y _ ^ ^ ^ ; , J ^ 1 * ^ ^ ^ : = ¾ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j l ^ z r c z n z ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I 7 ^ i 爪 X v>- - f T m t x * ； … 竹 - ^ ' l i ^ ( W ) 
“ 
A^i ^ I ==bz=n 
rrj-^^^_ 1 ^ ^ = ^ " ^ ½ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ = = ^ ¾ 
1 ^ " “ ^ 
1 L_ 
A s K i l r o y p o i n t s o u t , these small-scale s t r u c t u r e s 
： a r e n o t r e f l e c t e d on a m o r e m i n i s c u l e scale in the 
"localised passages,"^^ b u t they certainly i n d i c a t e 
W e i l l , s continued a d h e r e n c e to the p r i n c i p l e of t o n a l 
a:cchitecture w i t h i n his music* The c o n f i d e n t , y e t self-
c o n s c i o u s haormonic language and tonal s t r u c t u r e are 
m a j o r constituents of a w o r k w h i c h m u s t u l t i m a t e l y be 
o n e of the m o s t fitting tributes to W e i l l , s m a s t e r y . 
L o s t in the Stars r e p r e s e n t s , in m a n y w a y s , the 
"synthesis" of m a n y a p p a r e n t l y d i s p a r a t e h a r m o n i c 
d e v i c e s and techniques for tonal o r g a n i s a t i o n , and 
1 . 
p r o v i d e s one of the m o s t e l o q u e n t epitaphs in the r o l e 
:| 





5 8 ¾ ^ . , p . 482. 
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： CONCLUSION 1 
.| 
] The compositions discussed in the previous chapters 
.1 
I represent a long and varied journey in terms of 
,chronology, geography, style, form and genre. Spanning a 
? j 
I period of thirty eight years, the works selected for 
I study are not conveniently spaced for the purpose of 
tracing a line of progression and development. Written 
within the context of a variety of geo-political 
situations, these pieces are extremely diverse in 
character, being composed in direct response to Weill,s 
nev7 environments: from the shattered remains of Berlin 
cultural life after the First World War, through the 
i emergence of the Weimar Republic, to the rise of 
Nationalist Socialism. After this the location shifts to 
Parisian cultural circles and a brief stay in the then 
stifling, conservative atmosphere of London. Between 
this location and the next destination comes the 
greatest divide with a move to the detachment of New 
York,s Broadway and the recording studios of Hollywood. 
The artistic styles of the compositions under 
consideration are equally diverse. The early works 
j represent the final yearning of the late Romantic period 
through the "spasms of excess" which characterise 
i expressionism, the search for clarity in neo-classicism, 
I • 
j and the symbols of social conscience in the Brecht 
collaborations. The compositional metamorphosis 
continues v/ith the v^himsical style of Parisian chansons 
to the populist sound of the Broadway show-stopping 
numbers and the under_scoring of Hollywood films. 
In form and genre also, these works represent a 
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w i d e s p e c t r u m . The early oeuvre reveals a certain 
c o n s e r v a t i s m , m a d e manifest in Weill's composition of 
•\i ‘ 
j instrumental genres such as the symphony, string 
，quartet, co n c e r t o , sonata and symphonic s u i t e . Coupled 
w i t h these conservative elements are the closed 
structures of sonata form, ternary and binary f o r m , 
r o n d o and the less rigid rhapsodic explorations of r a p i d 
changes of m e t r e , mood and style which are ubiquitous 
features of the m u s i c straddling the 1900's. A switch to 
w o r k s for the stage offers less consistency as the group 
! of l - a c t e x p r e s s i o n i s t operas and populist social operas 
combine conventional operatic forms with the fluidity of 
i W a g n e r i a n f l o w . A l l this gives w a y to a second symphony, 
French chansons and the conventions of Broadway m u s i c a l 
theatre and Hollywood film scores. 
The challenge in tracing any line of d e v e l o p m e n t in 
the nrnsic of Kurt Weill is as great, as his 
compositional output is u n i q u e . This thesis has 
endeavoured to discover some sense of continuity and 
progression in Weill's music and to identify a common 
； thread w h i c h m i g h t bind the apparent d i s p a r i t y . Binding 
1 elements m a y w e l l be Weill's development of his h a r m o n i c 
language and consistent use of tonal a r c h i t e c t u r e . 
'! 
j The small-scale harmonic language of Weill,s m u s i c 
,i 
•1 
i presents consistent features throughout his career, some 
I . • 
of which give the texture a sense of stability, v^hile 
others p r o d u c e de_stabilising elements to p r o v i d e 
t e n s i o n . He uses the unifying elements of o s t i n a t i , 
pedal p o i n t s , circles of 5ths, bass patterns of 4ths and 
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• :i 
j 5ths "setting up powerful associations,"i and clearly-
defined cadential points to give the harmonic texture 
coherence a n d f a m i l i a r harmonic directioru A g a i n s t this 
i 
I 
j , stability, V^eill provides ambiguity and tension by 
I j 
I injecting the harmonic movement w i t h textures “saturated 
I j 
w i t h semi-tones,"^ semi-tonal side-slip, tri-tonal 
r e l a t i o n s h i p s , 4ths and 5ths sonorities created by 
linear m o v e m e n t , avoidance of the dominant, "synthetic" 
s c a l e s , d o u b l e - n o t e sonorities, occasional b i t o n a l and 
p o l y t o n a l elements and frequent denial of major or minor 
key i n t e n t i o n s . 
The line of development in Weill's harmonic 
language has already been acknowledged by some w r i t e r s , 
and their observations have been included in the 
previous chapters of this thesis. The early w o r k s , 
including the Sonata for Cello and Piano, reveal some of 
the "residue of 19th cerrtury sweetness" and its inherent 
c h r o m a t i c i s m , 3 but already bearing the characteristics of 
early 20th century m u s i c with the challenge to the 
"supremacy of the 3rd" through the use of the 5th as "an 
interval of g e n e r a t i o n . " 4 The use of 5ths (inverted to 
i 
become 4ths) is sustained in the Symphony N o . 1, along 
] 
w i t h textures which represent "the annexation of the 
^ 1
I r e l a t i v e m i n o r " 5 to produce double-note sonorities. 
:i I I ^^^^^^^^^.^_^^_^__^^^______^,__^ !i •丨 • • • " j . 
iKemp, Harmony in Weill, p . 14. 
i 
2Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p . 417. 
^Kemp, Harmony in Weill, p• 12. 
^Kowalke, Kurt Weill in Europe, p . 304. 
5jjbid, , p . 299. 
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1 A n a p p a r e n t s i m p l i f i c a t i o n of h a r m o n i c style m a y b e 
t r a c e d in Quodlibet,^ w i t h a m o v e away f r o m the d e n s e 
.| 
I c o n t r a p u n t a l t e x t u r e s of t h e e a r l i e r w o r k s to " m e l o d y 
d o m i n a t e d " textures.^ T h e h a r m o n i c l a n g u a g e m a y b e m o r e 
'i ‘ 1 
1 t r i a d i c in n a t u r e , b u t the u s e of 5ths and 4ths 
i i 
I c o n f i g u r a t i o n s c o n t i n u e s a l o n g s i d e d o u b l e - n o t e 
s o n o r i t i e s . T h e a v o i d a n c e of the 3rd and r e j e c t i o n of 
t o n i c - d o m i n a n t p r o c e d u r e s t h r o u g h the u s e of 4ths and 
5 t h s g e n e r a t e d p r o g r e s s i o n s r e a c h a c u l m i n a t i o n p o i n t in 
Frauentanz.^ 
T h i s e x p a n d e d h a r m o n i c v o c a b u l a r y p r o d u c e s t e x t u r e s 
f e a t u r i n g the c l a r i t y and c o n c i s e n e s s of n e o - c l a s s i c a l 
！ c o n c e p t s on w h i c h W e i l l ' s C o n c e r t o for V i o l i n and V^ind 
O r c h e s t r a is c o n s t r u c t e d . T h e "difficult" idiom of t h i s 
w o r k r e f l e c t s a d i s t i l l a t i o n of W e i l l ' s e a r l i e r 
e x p e r i m e n t s in h i s h a r m o n i c l a n g u a g e w i t h a r e a s of 
f i e r c e l y d i s s o n a n t a c t i v i t y and a m b i g u i t y of i n t e n t 
e f f e c t e d b y u n c o n v e n t i o n a l v e r t i c a l t e x t u r e s w h i c h 
p r o d u c e " b o n a - f i d e a t o n a l sets."^ 
C l e a r l y d e f i n e d c a d e n t i a l p c d n t s , h o w e v e r , p r o v i d e 
I some sense of h a r m o n i c d i r e c t i o n and g i v e some 
i i n d i c a t i o n of t r a n s i t i o n d u r i n g the s o - c a l l e d "cusp" 
i p e r i o d of 1925-27.^0 D u r i n g this time there w a s a m o v e 
I ^ “ ~~ ‘“ 
^Ibid.• p . 3 6 7 . 
7 j M d . , p p . 3 6 8 - 3 6 9 . 
8 j ^ . , p p . 3 7 3 - 3 7 4 . 
9 j M d . , p . 3 9 2 . 
iOAlan C h a p m a n , "Crossing the Cusp： T h e S c h o e n b e r g 
Connection,“ A N e w Orpheus； K u r t W e i l l E s s a y s , e d . K i m 
K o w a l k e . p . 1 0 7 . 
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] 
i from "the 'modern' compositional idiom" to more 
i 
j "traditional" methods w h i c h characterise W e i l l , s stage 
•！ 
！ w o r k s . The chromatic excesses w h i c h provide a v e h i c l e 
i i 
for the e x p r e s s i o n i s t m o o d of the 1-act operas r e v e a l 
•| 1 
I some a l l e g i a n c e , nevertheless, to the idea of a simpler 
harmonic style which is fulfilled in the B r e c h t 
collaborations• 
The triadic nature of Weill's harmonic l a n g u a g e in 
the p o p u l i s t operas is acknowledged, but 5ths-generated 
sonorities are never abandoned completely. The u s e of 
conventionally unrelated, juxtaposed vertical sonorities 
gives the h a r m o n i c language of these works their sense 
of irony through ambiguity, w h i l e the "um-pah" bass 
•i 
linesii p r o v i d e familiar harmonic m o v e m e n t and 
p r o g r e s s i o n . The apparently simplified harmonic language 
of the song style, with its short, closed s t r u c t u r e s , is 
transported to the expanded forms of the symphonic m o d e l 
on which Svmphony N o . 2 is b a s e d . 
The A m e r i c a n works represent a culmination of 
Weill's harmonic language into the "accessible" style 
already inherent in the Brecht collaborations. Rather 
like his European "sound" which "discarded none of his 
previous h a r m o n i c i n n 0 v a t i 0 n s , " i 2 the A m e r i c a n oevre 
contains sonorities which make full use of W e i l l ' s 
extensive vocabulary of harmonic p r o c e d u r e s . In d i r e c t 
"response to the demands of intellectual c o n t e n t and 
iiHarden, The Music for the_Staae Collaborations of 
Wf^ill and Brecht, p . l 8 2 . 




t h e a t r i c a l r e s p o n s e " i 3 and his audience, W e i l l d e v e l o p e d 
a triadic harmonic v o c a b u l a r y based on a pentatonic-
d e r i v e d system reflecting the taste of Broadway and 
I 
I Hollywood a u d i e n c e s . The ubiquitous trademarks of his 
h a r m o n i c language remain w i t h 5ths-generated c h o r d s , 
I d o u b l e - n o t e sonorities, and juxtaposition of unrelated 
j 
v e r t i c a l structures ever p r e s e n t within the t e x t u r e . 
j 
Perhaps as a result, and as a further d e v e l o p m e n t , 
of his use of 5ths-generated chords and d o u b l e - n o t e 
sonorities, a sytematic harmonic device called *5 
tonality, or axis tonality, emerges.i^ This technique 
further illustrates the ambiguity of intent found w i t h i n 
i W e i l l , s m u s i c , w h e r e the harmonic movement is not always 
c l e a r . This technique, w h i c h has direct links w i t h 
W e i l l , s European practice, w o u l d indicate that "much of 
his writing does seem to be more systematic than he ever 
let on or that music-theoretical studies have y e t 
revealed."^^ 
The larger-scale considerations of Weill,s tonal 
architecture also reflect this notion of system and 
d e v e l o p m e n t . The previous chapters have outlined several 
practices in tonal planning which represent an extension 
of the smaller scale harmonic devices u s e d . The idea of 
a single, central tonality which dominates the tonal 
architecture of each work characterises the Sonata for 
i 3 j ^ . , p . 420. 
" K i l r o y , Kurt Weill on Broadway: The P o s t w a r Y e a r s , 
p p . 53-60. 
i5jTMd., p . 63. 
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Cello and Piano in G m i n o r " 6 ^ ^ o n ^ L N o ^ in C/c,i7 
The Threepenny Opera^8 and H a p p z ^ n d ' ^ both in C / c ) . 
O n e indication of further development in the 
,use of tonal architecture based on one key occurs with 
the later compositions which appear to centre the entire 
j 
tonality of a work on a double-note complex. The first 
! suggestion of this appears to be in the more triadic 
tonal organisation of Q u o M A M t with emphasis on C/c as 
！ w e l l as the central tonality of A.^o This idea is 
•！ developed further in the Concerto for Violin and Wind 
{ orchestra, which uses a D\F complex.^i Double-mode 
I tonality is extended further in the American w o r k s , 
i especially in L M Z _ A l U y i e _ M 2 ^ and S t r e e t _ S ^ ^ 3 when 
it appears to dominate the tonal architecture of the 
entire w o r k . 
Tonal complexes based on a major/minor triad with 
an added 6th reveal a pair of interlocking 5ths in which 
the "missing link" constitutes the 2nd of the chord 
complex. Weill's use of this particular group occurs 






I I6see EXAMPLE i:i.2^. 
i7gee EXM^M-J^^1^' 
i8gee gXAMPLE 5,2.1. 
i9see gXAMPLE 5.3,1, 
2Usee EXAMPLES :^-1-4 & 3 丄 2 . 
2isee KXAMPLE 4.1.3. 
22gee FXAMPLE 8.4.1. 
23see FiyAMPLE 7.5.2. 
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P i ^ , 2 4 . t h r o u g h QuodUbet^' and the V i o U n _ C o n c e ^ 2 6 to 
the B r e c h t collaborations.27 T h e extended 5ths c o m p l e x e s 
of the A m e r i c a n works r e p r e s e n t a culmination of the 
1 earlier e x p l o r a t i o n s of the E u r o p e a n oeuvre to include 
the "missing link" tonality, or axis t o n a l i t y . T h i s a x i s 
i 
I or *5 t o n a l i t y seems to h a v e emerged e a r l i e r than 
I h i t h e r t o t h o u g h t with the implied emphasis of chord 工  
on t o n i c - k e y textures in a few areas of S y m p h g n y ^ ^ ^ o ^ , ^ ^ 
the V i o l i n Concerto^^ and Symphony N o 」 * ^ 。 
j P r o v i d i n g tonal and d r a m a t i c c o n t r a s t are the 
•'i 
a b r u p t c h a n g e s of key from the tonic complexes on b o t h a 
I small and l a r g e scale through the use of s e m i - t o n a l 
s i d e - s l i p and tri-tonal r e l a t i o n s h i p s . W h i l e these are a 
u b i q u i t o u s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of W e i l l ' s h a r m o n i c l a n g u a g e 
and o v e r a l l t o n a l a r c h i t e c t u r e , there does seem to be 
some d e v e l o p m e n t in their u s e . 
The e x a m p l e s of t r i - t o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h i n the 
C e l l o S o n a t a . ^ ^ m 2 M n y _ N o ^ , and Q u g d U M t o p e r a t e as 
"gestures" of contrast, w h i l e the later stage w o r k s m a k e 
full use of the abrupt switch to effect d r a m a t i c a c t i o n . 
This is v e r i f i e d in the change to E^ from the c e n t r a l 
tonality of D minor in Der Jasager w h e r e the sudden 
shift a c h i e v e s m a x i m u m impact, w h i l e the 
24gee EXAMPLE 1.1_^ 
25see EXAMPLE 3 J ^ 1 
26gee EXAMPLE 4 . 9 ^ 
27see E X A M P L E S S. 3.1 & 5 人 3 
28see EXAMPLE 2.5.1 
29see V i o l i n Concerto ( 工 工 工 ： i ) b . 172-189) 
30see KXAMPLE 6.6.2 
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\ 
1 "psychological"3i aspect of Lady in the Dark refines the 
I = 
I use of tri-tonal relationships.32 
i 
1 • 
Semi - tonal sideslip, included within small and 
i 1 
j ， large-scale progessions and overall tonai movement, acts 
1 as a foil to the rather more conventional cadential 
j patterns which pervade Weill,s music. Perhaps the most 
丨 impressive example of combining semi-tonal side-step 
v^ith a conventional cadential figure occurs in the 
finaile of Svmphony N o . 2.33 Here, a semi-tonal side-slip 
from C to B initiates a grand vi-ii-V-I progression no 
i 
less than three times. This whole-scale manipulation of 
1 
harmonic devices represents a culmination of previous 
experiments using familiar Weillian techniques, v^hich 
were continued and further developed in the American 
w o r k s . 
Weill's use of tonal architecture which transcends 
structural boundaries is also evident, as is his 
presentation of open-ended tonal structures like those 
of the Cello Sonata, the Violin Concerto, ^ 
Dreiqroschenoper, Symphony N o . 2 and Lost in the Stars. 
The elements of harmonic language and tonal 
architecture discussed above, and examined in more 
detail in the pi:e>/ious chapters, suggest a line of 
progression and development rarely acknowledged. They 
would also indicate that Weill used a consistent system 
or method throughout his career which has yet to be 
3imcclung, Psicosi per Muslca： Re-examining Lady in 
the Dark, p p . 236-237. 
32gee EXAMPLE 7.4.5 
33see EXAMPLE 6.5.7 
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f u l l y e x p l a i n e d . 
It has been suggested that W e i l l ' s E u r o p e a n 
c o m p o s i t i o n s "hovered somewhere b e t w e e n the w o r l d s of 
, t h e a t e r and o p e r a , [and] between b o u r g e o i s culture and 
r e v o l u t i o n a r y agitation."34 This "duality" may a l s o be 
u s e d to d e s c r i b e the A m e r i c a n w o r k s in w h i c h h e 
c o m b i n e d his p r o d i g i o u s talents in the h a n d l i n g of 
c o m p o s i t i o n a l m a t e r i a l s ^vith the conventions of the 
] 
:j p o p u l a r - m u s i c i n d u s t r y . By w r i t i n g in d i r e c t r e s p o n s e to 
'\ 
j his e n v i r o n m e n t and his a u d i e n c e , W e i l l has suffered the 
I i n d i g n i t y of an a p a t h e t i c or dismissive s c h o l a r l y 
i 
1 Rezeption, fuelled by the prejudices and m i s c o n c e p t i o n s 
I of two c u l t u r a l l y d i v e r s e t r a d i t i o n s . Only now are 
i m u s i c o l o g i s t s on both sides of the A t l a n t i c b e g i n n i n g to 
j 
c o n v e r g e in a c k n o w l e d g i n g the artistic m e r i t s of his 
： entire c o m p o s i t i o n a l o u t p u t . Compounded by the 
I 
a n t a g o n i s t i c comments of Adorno,^^ and Dahlhaus^^ a r e the 
I p r e j u d i c i a l attitudes of numerous other w r i t e r s w h o 
r e f u s e to view Weill‘s complete oeuvre using a 
d e v e l o p m e n t a l a p p r o a c h . 
34christopher Hailey, "Creating a P u b l i c , A d d r e s s i n g 
a Market,“ A New Orpheus； E s s a y s on K u r t W e i l l , e d . , K i m 
K o w a l k e , p.35 
35Kim H . K o w a l k e , "Kurt W e i l l , M o d e r n i s m , and 
P o p u l a r Culture： Offentlichkeit als Stil,” Modernism/ 
M o d e r n i t y . V o l . 2:1, p p . 3 0 - 3 1 . 
^^Ibid., p . 56. 
/ 
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W e i l l once q u i p p e d , "As for m y s e l f ,工 w r i t e for 
t o d a y . 工 d o n , t give a damn about w r i t i n g for 
p o s t e r i t y . " 3 7 This typically "provocative" s t a n c e 
r e f l e c t s W e i l l ' s d e v o t i o n to his art and c o m p l e t e 
» 
c o n f i d e n c e in his m u s i c . I r o n i c a l l y , as "musicology now 
b e g i n s to take the h i s t o r i c a l m e a s u r e of v a r i o u s strains 
of high m o d e r n i s m and d e c o n s t r u c t its m y t h o l o g y , W e i l l 




" C h a p m a n , C r o s s i n g the Cusp： The Schoenberg 
C o n n e c t i o n , p . 1 0 3 . 
38Kowalke, "Kurt W e i l l , M o d e r n i s m , and P o p u l a r 
Culture： Offentlichkeit als Stil", p . 29., q u o t i n g 
Richard Taruskin in j ^ t Weill Newsletter 6, (Spring 
1988), p . 3 . 
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